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Sizzling on your 
Powertape! 

TWO FULL GAMES! 
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Grandslam Video 

xt2 
Grandslam Video 
Go ape with... 

Exclusive playable demo from 
Beyond Belief 

Freak out with 

Tips on tape 

Blinkin' flip Where's me fab 
Powertape? Whine at your 

newsagent 'til you get a 
replacement! 
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Bangers and Mast? exclusive preview, first look at 
Codies Grell & Fall a, sneak peeps at Thfe Adams 
Family, Robocop 3, Biff, the utterly superb Danny The 
Duster, Batz N' Balls and With much hum*! ' 

Superb model kits and goody bags AND a trip on safari! 
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• He s back to 
protect the 

implement! 
RoboProp! Better 
make that 
RoboCop, 
everyone's fave 
tin soldier, 
serving the public 3 
trust on PAGE 68! 
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Apr i l t r ip t o G a m e s Crty f G roovecen t ra l 

THE ADDAMS FAMILY 
6 DflELL AND FALLA 

BANGERS AND MASH 
STEG 
30 AMERICAN POOL 

3 . MATCH OF THE DAY 
5 2 DANNY THE DUSTER 
>• ROBOCOP 3 

7 0 BIFF 
72 BRAINS, BOOTS 'N' BALLS 
7 3 T N T 2 
74 JIMMY'S SOCCER MANAGER 

7 5 SPLAT! (SAM) 
7 0 BATZ'N' BALLS (SAM) 
1 MANIC MINER (SAM) 
7C STUNT CAR RACER 
7 1 SHADOW OF THE BEAST 

RAINBOW ISLANDS 
RICK DANGEROUS 

• 0 GHOULS N' GHOSTS 
5 0 LAST NINJA 2 
8 3D POOL 
5 1 MULTIMIXX4 

10 WIN AN M 4 TOM CAT! 
A model one, ol course, as US Gold celebrate Ihe launch (literally!) ot the 
most stomach-churning Speccy game ever! 

12 HAPPENINGS 
Blimey! CRASH had a close escape with its last writer! You jusl can't get 
the staff these days... 

16 PREVIEWS 
Not even the CRASH crew can foresee the future, but here we give you six 
pages ot the next best thing! 

23 LUCY'S LETTERS 
She s mad. bad and totally rad, wacky, scmacky and,,. Oh haemorrhoids, 
here's Lucy Bnyway (mutter, mumble, gripe). 

28 SAM PAGES 
Yes! TWO pages lor the SAM this month — and they're not splattered with 
green-tinted piccies, either! (Wonders never cease!) 

31 FEATURE 
The Euro Games! Nope. It s not a new multinational sports competition, 
it's ihe fantastic Spectrum games that have never seen the light of day 
over here. Will 1992 change all that? 

35 DJ NICKO'S TIPS SPESH 
Guess how any pages, readers... 16 (swoon!) — yes, 16!! Nick s burnt the 
midnight oil to bring you this bumper bonanza ol maps, tips and 
solutions, which even includes a SAM-specific section! 

56 ADVENTURE TRAIL 
Coo lumme! Everything's bigger this month (nor art)! THREE pages of 
adventures! We re just too kind to you. we really are. 

64 GO TO THE ZOO! 
Win a copy of Alternative's Bangers And Mash then go and see wild 
animals in the flesh (or should that be the fur?) — come and see the 
CRASH crew! Er. on second thoughts, visit Windsor Safari Park! 

66 TECHNhTAK 
Just how do those strange little Ireeze catridges, multifaces, reset 
switches and the like work? We haven't got the loggiest. but we know a 
man who does. 

82 BACKPAGE 
It's a page! It s at the back! It's (gasp!) BackPage. to tell you what's goln' 
down (man) next ish! 

^SSSSSsBBt — 
and spin those reels! 

IGLIOER RIDER full game from Grandslam 
r2 full game from (coo!) Grandslam 

, BIFF exclusive playable demo! Beyond Belief! 
POKE ZONE more cheats on tape! 



Oh, no! Ya seek! You don't buy 
Amiga Action? Do it, NOW! 
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FIRST CHOICE FOR AMIGA 
GAMES: 
Role playing down in the dungeons with 
our exclusive review of Electronic Arts' 
BLACK CRYPT, plus the chance to win 
free games for a year! 
Go square-eyed with the TV exploits of 
VIDEO KID from Gremlin! 
As a down and out pilot, experience 
Asia of the 1930s in Dynamix' HEART 
OF CHINA! 
Save hostages and blast aliens in 

i Ocean's intergalactic SPACE GUN! 
1 As Dynamix' WILLY BEAMISH, enter 
1 the Nintari championships with the 
I help of Horny the frog! 
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THE ULTIMATE IN MEGA 
COVERDISKS! 
Furious sword-wielding action in the 
fabulous ABANDONED PLACES 
from Art Games! 
Infiltrate and destroy enemy bases 
as Psygnosis' ORK! 
If you've still got life in your 
joystick enter the KNIGHTMARE 
world of Mindscape. who will give 
a free copy to the first person to 
complete their demo. 

i PLUS all your regular favourites 
crammed between the covers -
packed with up-to-date news, 
features and reviews' 

The best selling Amiga 
games magazine in 
the civilised world - / 
it's official! M 
(ABC July to December: 58.404) f ••/ 
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Starring Lucy, 
Nick, Warren, 
Mark and Ian 

•
Practical jokes are a great latf, 
aren't they peeps? Pranks tike 

pretending to be rotweilter and biting 
the postman and plastering super 
glue on the toilet seat are regular 
occurrences here at CRASH Towers. 
Since it's April, we decided lo give 
you some hot tips tor April Fools' 
Day... 

LUCY - Ed 
One of the 
best jokes I've 
tried lately is 
sacking the 

** ¥ entire CRASH 
staff —you 

should have seen their taces! They 
thought I was joking until t dished out 
the old P45s. It was only atter a 
plethora of pleading, begging and 
general boot licking that I finally gave 
in (the way they hung me out the 
window by my toenails did a lot to 
change my mind. too). 

Another good one is wiring up 
your best mate s chair to the mains, 
waiting till he sits down then 
chucking a bucket ot water over him 
— now that's what I call funny! {Don't 
try this at home kids — It could be 
dangerous.) 

NICK -
- ^ ^ E ( i 

,ip- The best April 
M 0 fool joke I 

f ^ H ^ ^ V played was 
coming into 

— - — — the office in a 
short black mini skirl, high heels and 
a blonde wig! Everyone thought I was 
Lucy and immediately started licking 
my shoes, grovelling (or more dosh 
and begging not to be whipped! It 

No one was any the 
wiser until I had a sudden 
urge to powder my nose (I 
think you know what I'm 
saying) — should I go to 
the gents or the ladies? I 

went into the little girls' room and 
they immediately saw through my 
lipstick and eye shadow! What 
happened next isn't fit for 
publication... Let's |ust say I was in 
serious danger of disappointing my 
future bride! 

Biggest 
4fl Fool Alive 
l l (ask 

anyone) 
I said I'd be back but I didn't think it'd 
be this fast! Al's seat is still warm! 

Hmmm. what are we nattering 
about this month? Ideas for April 
Fool tricks, apparently. One ol me 
faves is to set a plastic bucket full of 
water on a partially opened door — 
the next person to walk through is 
soaked. 

Or try the old 'there's a spider on 
your back' gag. especially if you put a 
large plastic one there beforehand. 
There'll be gales of laughter and the 
sound of ambulance sirens coming to 
take your remains to hospital. 

m 
IAN -
Office 
Stain 

i 

My tip for April 
j v — J I Fools Day is 

to stay in bed. 
it's not worth the hassles. Last year I 
got caught 248 times, and that was 
just before breakfast! Slue dye in the 
shower, shoe polish on the toilet 
seat, salt In the sugar bowl... you 
name it. I fell for it (spot the mug — 
Prod Ed)! 

Worst of all was when t left the 
dinner table — some bast had tied my 
shoelaces together and I went apex 
over base into the wall, smashing my 
nose to smithereens in the process! 
Of course, this didn't really count as 
it was after 12 o'clock, so the trickster 
was the real fool. That's what I told 
them at the casualty ward, anyway. 

EIlo darlln's, 'ow's ya bum for black eds? (i trust they'll be ail 'white' 
soon). 

Cor blimey, has the CRASH office been In turmoil this month! So 
much for Introducing Big A1 last Ish — we discovered some pretty 
startling revelations about that one (see Happenings) so he's no longer 
with us. 

Corky kept having major temper tantrums (unattractive scrunching 
up of face, excessive foot stamping and irritating blubbing noises etc) 
'cos he missed CRASH so much. Then Ian 'The Stain' Osborne jumped 
on the bandwagon and started whinging on and on about not wanting to 
be |ust the poxy, farty-breath adventure columnist — he wanted to do 
something more meaningful. 

After suggesting he try a mission to the far reaches of Outer 
Mongolia for a few centuries, I finally gave up and took 'em both on 
board (any misbehaving and it's straight to the plank for both of em, 
me hearties). 

Anyway, back to this Issue. WOTTA WHOPPER! (If you'll pardon the 
expression). An 84 PAGE EXTRAVAGANZA with a splendiferous 16-
page Tips Spesh to send your Speccy Into throes of ecstacy, the 
fambuticlous Glider Rider and nr2 on the Powertape plus Biff, a I 
scrum my playable demo from Beyond Belief. 

AND! We've got a sneak look at The Addams Family, RoboCop 3 and 
Danny The Duster, arguably the best game ever made for the Speccy. 
We've also got the towdown on the new Super Speccy, set to change I 
computing as we know it. So don't be shy, dive in and enjoy. 

See ya next month 
I 

Prod ed 
I can honestly 
say Ive never 

played one an April Fool gag 
(innocent little thing thai I am), but 
I'm sure I can come up with 
something devious. 

How about running a nice hot bath 
for your brother or sister? They'll be 
really pleased with you... until they 
realise you used flour rather than 
bath salts and they're slopping 
around in ever-solidifying paste! 

Never mind, cheer them up again 
by making them a luv ly ice cream 
sundae. Yum! Oh. but those flakes of 
chocolates sprinkled on the top are 
actually grated Oxo cubes. Anyone 
can make a mistake... 

They'll be pretty narked by now, so 
why not round off the day by stapling 
the bottom of their pyjamas or nightie 
together. They won't notice until they 
try to put them on and are hopping 
around the bedroom. And what fool 
left those marbles scattered all over 
the floor? Tut tut . . 
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JL Oh, he fltes through the air 
Y V with the greatest of ease, 

r \ that daring young spy as 
he bombs the machines...' Not 
exactly your run-of-the-mill, genteel 
hang glider trip, is it readers? But 
then Glider Rider, a former CRASH 
Smash, isn t exactly a run-of-the-mill, 
genteel game! 

• The Abraxas Corporation (Fact No 
1: They started in the woven cloth 

industry in Barnsley), a bunch of no-
good arm s dealers (or indoed any 
parts of the body, alf at knock-down 
prices!) with more money than the 
Mafia and only slightly superior 
morals to a mole on a putting green, 
are plying their deadly trade from the 
curiously named EoOs (got to be a 
made-up name) island, a man-made 
plastic construction invisible to radar 
(a bit like Bobby Davro only without 
the corn piaster). 

The World Council (a little bigger 

than the borough council!}. In it's 
wisdom, has decided the Silent But 
Deadly squadron should deal with 
them — this means you! (No it 
chuffin' don t — I don't ave to, I'm on 
oliday!) 

You arrive on the island with a 
motorbike, (a packet of Spangles, a 

Vilcda Super Mop), a hang glider, and 
a fistful of grenades. Your task s to 
find each of the ten reactors 
scattered (bloody-mlndedfy) around 
the island, lake to the skies and 
bomb them out of existence (and out 
of Surbiton). 

Needless to say, they won't take 
this lying down (pardon?). 

CLAIROL FOOT SPA 
You start the game with 100 energy 
points, and the reactor's auto-
detenses do their damnedest to 
reduce it to zero! 

Each reactor's defended by an 
automatic laser base (a bit like an 
oversized Ctairol Fool Spa) and the 

only way to avoid 
being frazzled Is 
to (throw yourself 

Ponto an Indian 
funeral pyre?) 
drive into the 

^ ^ , telegraph pole 
S A ' j ^ K t i thingy next to tt 

before taking off. 
This temporarily 
confuses the 
laser, giving you 

; t • . < » , -r time to do the 
dirty deed. Be 
quick — take 

more than half an hour and your 
rescue sub bogs oft without you 
(well, that s public transport tor 
you!). 

Glider Rider's unique combination 
of motorbikes, hang gliders and 
superb 30 perspective graphics 
make this game really special. 

MISSION D b A I E and destroy as many operatives and operational 

buildings as possible. "" i 
ABRAXAS CORPORATION 

u m 
HO EoOs Island 1 

L A d iv i ty Production and distribution of arms V 
and other hl-!ech mlHtary equipment to anyone 
with the ability to pay. Nice chappies, aren t 
they? 

EoOs ISLAND L 
Location Pacific Ocean 
Description Revolt ing plastic construction, but 
invisible to radar and very well delended. 
intelligence The Island's disguised by use of 
nylon and polythene trees (a bit like Milton 
Keynes). Power comes from small nuclear 
reactors. The main building geigei counts 
suggest that two reactors are housed within It to 
provide emergency back-up. 

MISSION DETAILS 
Codename Peethon 
Background EoOsislncf 

apart from the distributed power network, it ts 
therefore essential these should be destroyed 
one by one beto* the unprotected backup 
reactors are destroyed wtthln the main building. 
Method SBH hang glider unit and motonsed 
bike will allow terrain movement and glider can 
be used for elevated bombing. (Why can't you 
have loads of unfeasibly hMech gadgets like 
James Bond?) 
Code 1F 
Equipment Crsppy mark 5 Glider and the 
collapsible E37 motor bike - that's why it s 
such a dangerous mission. Engine can be 
removed after mission and attached to the 
gilder to provide a mtcrollte aircraft for escape 
purposes. 
Nine standard hand grenades. 14 %Ml 
OBJECTIVES 
Primary Destroy the ten external reactors and 
rendezvous with awaiting submarine. 
Secondary Find more ammunition on island^ 

DEFENCES 
Reactor GroumMo*lr lasers. Can be disabled. 
Main compound Very heavlty defended - may 
be Impenetrable. 4 v si 
Sea Appears to be shark Infested-don t 
swiml " 

KEY CONTROLS , k 
It's possible to change the key definitions by 
pressing R then pressing the keys yon wish to 
use for up, down, left, right and fire. The default 
settings ars: 1 

Fire 
Lett 
Righ! 
Up 
Down 
Make a cup of tea 

To launch the gilder, drive onto a hill and 
quickly reverse the direction of movement. 

space 
0 § fl 

0 

A 
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A bit of the formula. Weil, that's what the game's 
all about, In'H? 

A quick read will raise the professor's flagging 
IQ. 

Being a bit of a dimwit when K comes to mental 
arithmetic, using a calculator speeds Storm up 
considerably. 

Do do do-do, do do, can t touch this, do —Ah, 
um, batter those brainwaves! Use the hammer to get 

rid ol stray thoughts before they get rid of you. (Just like 
Donkey Kong, in'tt?) 

Very useful, this. It allows you to collect sections of 
the formula in any order you like! No more messing 
around, just pick 'em up and slap 'em In I 

Stray thoughts. These are the baddies, so avoid at 
all costs! (£6.50 and nice blazer). 

Abstract thoughts. Only clots collect these IQ-
destroying icons. 

Fond memories. Collect this and you'll be 
paralysed for a white as you stand around 

daydreaming (sorry, I wasn't paying attention). 

order to advance to the next level. 
The complete formula's displayed at 
the bottom of the screen, so pay 
attention — we might be asking 
questions later! 

Storm can travel (that's poetic) in 
the same direction as the rotation of 
the cog, which speeds him up. or 
against it but rather more slowly. 
When standing still he moves at the 
same speed as the wheel. 

To collect an item contained in a 

wheel, Storm must spend a full 
revolution round its rim. Beware — 
not all are useful! 

BARBARA WINDSOR 
This otherwise routine task is 
hindered by stray, distracting 
thoughts (did I feed the slug? Did I 
shout Ni Nil? Did I do up the dog's 
bra?). Some plod around 
predictably, others jump from 
wheel to wheel, but the most 
dangerous are the ones that home 
in on him! 

Contact with such thoughts 
depletes his initially high IQ. If it 
reaches zero. Storm gets carted off 
to the funny farm (to a rather nice 
pink fluffy room). 

In addition to Ihe wandering 
ones, some wheels contain abstract 
thoughts (eg, a molecule), which 
reduce his IQ, and tond memories 
(eg, ice creams. Barbara Windsor's 
smile, egg and antelope baps) that 
paralyse him for a while. 

Thankfully, there are also power-
ups In the wheels: a book raises his 
flagging IQ, a calculator speeds him 
up, a hammer lets him swat a stray 
thought and a trashcan allows him 
to collect the formulae in any order. 

An incredibly addictive game, 
you'll be playing this one for ages. 
It shows just how good Speccy 
games can be when designed with a 
bit of imagination (and a lovely cup 
of gerbll tea). 

CONTROLS 
Hedefinable keys. 

THRILLS ON TAPE 

Wondering what's where? 
Worry no more, cos unless 
your friendly neighbourhood 

newsagent has recorded 
Songs 01 Praise over your 

games, this is what you'll find 
on this month's hip "ri groovy, 

cool 'n' froody Powertape: 

SIDE 1 
Gilder Rider 

r.r2 

SIDE 2 
Biff 

Poke Zone 

It the tape reluses to load. 
swear a lot. juggle the 

goldfish, then send it (the 
tape) to: ABLEX AUDIO VIDEO 
LTD, CRASH 98, HARCOURT, 
HALESFIELD 14. TELFORD, 

SHROPSHIRE TF7 4QR. Sit In 
front of your letterbox 

twiddling your thumbs. A new 
coveri8pe, fighting fit and 

ready to load, will burst 
through your door within 28 

days. Approximately. More or 
less. Probably. 

•

Nick Roberts' arse has been 
squared?! WOh, pi and r-
adius — it's all about those v 

curvy things you can never find the 
corners of! Here are the essential, all 
en-compassing (groan) instructions... 

• Professor Storm s not a happy 
chappy. His high-powered, super-
Intelligent mind has gone blank (he 
almost accepted a part in That's My 
Boy) and he can't remember his 
scientific formulae (daft old bat!) — a 
bit like my old physics teacher! 

To retrieve them, he must take a 
trip through his mind, represented as 
a series ot cogs, and collect the 
fractured formulae in the correct 

If you have troubles loading this demo, try plugging your computer in. It 
this doesn t help, remove all hardware and joystick interfaces from your 

g Spectrum. Okey-dokey? 
This was a Public Service Announcement... 

9 You could always try going Z S a ^ , , 
you ve got an old ie-bui -qoodie48KC? ¥ n ' h i ( U n ' e S S • 
there), and type LOAD V< C h M s e y o u r e a,r*3<*y 

There, that wasn t too painful, was it? 



Playable demo! 

•

Biff! Pow! Ker-splat! I m a 
big tan of the silly old 
Batman telly series, y know. 

All those geeky blokes prancing 
about it in ridiculous clothing — holy 
gimboids! Not many apes, though, 
and certainly not a heroic one like 
Biff. 

• Not only have we brought you two 
fabby complete games this month, 
but also a really scrummy playable 
demo! Wrenched from the steely 
claws of those awfully nice Beyond 
Belief bods, it offers a tantalising 
glimpse of what s to come. Marvel at 
the brilliant animation, gasp at the 
imaginative puzzles, cry when you 
realise you've completed it and your 

u I t^* 
•m v' 
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local software emponum hasn't got 
the full game! 

You play Biff, a rather cheeky 
monkey. So cheeky, in fact, his 
mother has thrown him out of the 
treehouse! Bearing in mind Biff s 
jungle is infested with chimpanzee-
chewing plants, monkey-munching 
monsters and baboon-battering 
birds, he needs to get back in her 
good books pretty darned quick! 

To do this, he must complete a 
series of tasks in a Dizzy-style 
arcade adventure, returning to his 
humble abode with a gift for Mumsie. 

m 
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0 0 0 , I T ' S L U V ' L Y ! 

Biff s technically superb! The 
ape s animated in 16 Irames of 
graphics and clever use of 
shading makes brilliant use of 
the Speccy's palette — it's 
great to see the machine used 
so well. 

The presentation's also of a very 
high standard, with spectacular pre-
game effects and a nicely laid out 
control panel. 

The problems aren't too involved 
but they're far from boring — the 
game s off-beat sense of humour and 
huge dollops of character win 
through in the end! 

The section featured on the demo 
isn't too difficult, just pay attention to 
the onscreen hints and make sure 
your energy level doesn't get too 
low. All instructions are supplied 
onscreen, but if you're still confused 
try reading the review on page 70 

jur 
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IZZ Z 00 CRASH Powrtape? **•« 
cassette or disk. wop »In an envelope wfth some 

. u p a ^ t , D
, n 9 t f W l l o n 9 8 n d t h * WuPon, and send It to: EUROPRESS 

' JW- If you re good enough, you could win fame and fortune with th» 
greatest Speccy mag in the known universe! 

Name. 

Address.. 

Telephone (daytime) 

Telephone (evening) 

Post Code 

• IMPORTANT! Ple.se sign this declaration-

.program Is submitted for publication by CRASH Ltd.« ^ 
own work and IA*e agree to Indemnify CRASH a g a i n 1 

Possible legal action should copyright p r o b L a ^ ^ ' Z s no, 

^ W1" l n , ° ™ h h the even, of thl, happening. 

Signed. 
Date 

1 

A f v w j .. , 
endoaettile'fa ^ ^ c o n s W w any game lor publication If you don't 
enclose this fomi or a photocopy with your gome. 
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'A Crash Smash 80%" 
Bo»t budget - Sinclair User 

Inspfringly Adventarou*. 
Splashing lun wtth a MEGA 

Soundtrack 

"Up lo the usual high Dizzy 
standard*' 

Amstrad Action 

' I t 's damned BIG!* 
Amstrad Action 

'SHEER DIZZY HEAVEN!' 
CRASH 

®2%CRASH] 
'A smashing game!* 

New Computer Express 

ai mn ^ 

As 
i « J 

/ m§ CODEMASTERS 
ATARI ST AND AMIGA 
IHEASUHt IS4.AN0 OtZZV 0898 555 09? 
l.lTTlb PUFF 0838 555 095 
HOCKSTAR 0898 555 090 
FANTASY WORLD 0IZZY 0898 55S 078 
SEYMOUR NHOUYWOQO 0698 555 010 
SPKf W TRANSYLVANIA 0898 555 105 

Codemaslers Software Company Limited 1991 PO Box 6, Leamington Spa. England. CV33 OSH 

HELP UNES 
NEW RELEASE INFO LINE 0898 555000 (Tote you ,suil 6 btwq retujsod rorth) 

II you can't get any further in any of these games and would like us to give hints & tips on how to solve a l the ptmkts (usi 
phone the numbeis bekm Please donT phone unless you are realty stuck and make sure you gel permission from the 

person who pays the phone b»il first1 Cans costs 36p per minute dunng oft peak time and 48p per mmufe a! at) other times 
(GREAT BRITAIN ONLY) 
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OfZZY 
rnCASURF r;j *N0liiZ/v 
FANIASY WOMlDLMZZ* 
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flCCKSTAfl 
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smoking). 
The aim's to fly 

your |et at speeds 
Inadvisable for 
Apollo launch 
vehicles, twisting and 
turning like • twisty-
turny thing as your 
radar lights up with 
more bogles than a 
well-filled hanky. 

Wanna know what G-LOC 
Air Bertie's all about? 
Here's what you do: strap 

on your bone-dome, put your head 
on one side and run around the 
world at 2000mph. This is almost 
exactly nowhere near as much fun as 
the adrenalin-pumping action in US 
Gold s G-LOC. 

It's the 21 st century, the world's at 
war and on the brink ot global 
destruction at the hands of the evil 
Citizens Defence Force — CDF 
(sounds a bit of a commie, pinko 
outfit to me). 

The experimental Tom Cat let's the 
lest hope for democracy as we know 
It and you're the only person with the 
qualifications to undertake the 
certain-death mission against the 
entire enemy force, both on the 
ground and in the air (looks like you 
picked a bad day lo give up 

To aid you in this orgy of techno-
destructlon you have twin rspld-fire 
machine guns and a limited but lethal 
supply of guided missiles (looks like 
you picked a bad dsy to give up 
drinking). 

All this and 38 action-pecked 
levels with degrees of difficulty from 
'beginner' through 'regular' to 'well 
ard' makes this a truly spondeclous 
whop-'em of a game. 

To celebrate this month's launch 
of the squklgiferous Speccy G-LOC, 
those very nice peeps from US Gold 
are supply the goods for a 
completely triff 'n* brill compo, 
especially lor you. 

Up for grabs are five splendid F-14 
Tom Cat model kits plus five special 
US Gold goodie bags, packed with 
posters, T-shirts and a tew surprises 

2. What does G-LOC mean? 
«) Good Landing Or Cwih 

Good luck 
c) Lots Of Consciousness through 

pj !£r ̂  ™you ,um ** 
6)145 
c) 180 

X i s S S - ^ 
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NEXT MONTH 
every Amiga 

Computing reader 
is in for a great treat. 

The May issue will feature 
TWO disks. One of them will 

feature a fully working version of a top-selling 
commercial software package. Nothing has been 
taken away from the program - and nothing added 
to the price of the magazine. 
So why pay almost £4 
for another 
magazine 
when Amiga 
Computing 
delivers the 
goods every 
month for ONLY £2.99? 

Ask your newsagent to reserve the May issue now - and make sure 
you don't miss out on the best Amiga 

package of the year! 

DTO 
COMPUTING 

Europe's fastest growing Amiga magazine - and that's official! 



It's unbelievable, but true! 
From next month CRASH 

is joining forces with 
SINCLAIR USER to I 
become the known 

universe's ultimate in 
Spectrum magazine 

entertainment. 



Now there's ONLY one 
mag to choose for the 
best in Speccy games! 

Now you only need to look 
for S.U. 

THE NEW LOOK S.U. INCLUDING 
CRASH AVAILABLE FROM 

NEXT MONTH. 
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It's spookerama time with severed 
hands flying around and things that go 
bump in the night. Sounds a bit like 
working late in the haunted CRASH 
Mill! LUCY HICKMAN'S no girl's blouse 
(unlike other staff members 
she could mention) so she / f e 
was brave enough to stay 
the night. (Lucy, why's your l r 5 l 
hair gone white? —Nick) ^ 

00h Heavy Horribleness! It's 
time to scrunch yourself 
Into a ball, batten down the 

hatches and pretend you're a very 
insignificant slug or something cos 
the Addams Family are comin' to 
town! We're in trouble'. 

For those who ve been in 
hibernation (didn't you know 
squirrels read CRASH?), the Addams 
Family include Gomez, a slick dude 
with an odd moustache. Morticia. a 
torture freak, Wednesday, who gets 

million bucks in its first two weeks 
(and a damn good filum it was. too). 

With a film licence as big as The 
Addams Family up for grabs, it had 
to be Ocean who got their mits on it, 
the company that's renown for 
excellent graphics and sound but 
often bottoms out in the payability 
department. Not any more — this is a 

game that hooks you from the word 
go! 

The Addams Family packaging 
should include a pair of sunglasses 
cos the game's glorious 
technicolour hits you like a ton of 
bricks. (Make that sunglasses and a 
hard hat — preferably yellow with 
pink spots.) 

You play greasy Gomez, whose 
sole aim is to rescue his family, 
who re hiding in their mysterious 
mansion from the bailiffs out to evict 
them (oh dear, another bunch who 
didn't pay their poll tax). There's a 
phoney about, a hideous excuse lor 
a man who's claiming to be Gomez s 
long-lost older brother — Uncle 
Fester — and thus the sole heir to 
the entire estate. 

And quelle surprise, old Fester-
features has brought his rock ard 
mates with him who re gonna kick 
your butt unless you get them first. 

BONES, 
BALLS AND ^ / f ^ 
BOMBS! H ^ j r 
In this flip-screen. ^ \ 
multi-coloured platform game, move 
left and right, up and down (and 
round and round if it takes your 
fancy), jump. walk, run and hop (or 
stand on your head with a banana up 
each nostril for real thrills). The 
length of your jumps depends on the 
type of screen you're running along. 

A multitude of unpleasant dudes 
are out for your blood so it's time to 
make like a skinhead and do some 
head-stomping. Some die if you land 
on them, some are stunned, other 
cantankerous swines refuse to snuff 
It. 

Skeletons collapse into a pile of 
bones (but magically reform within a 
few seconds — awkward basts!), 
flashing balls of lightning give the 

off on decapitating dolls. Pugsey, a 
scab fetishist. Granny who serves up 
strange froggy meals, and Thing, the 
lamily pet hand! 

This is one weird tribe, who get 
their kicks Irom electrocution, 
poisoning and causing car crashes 
(and that s when they're in a good 
mood!). They consider a holiday in 
the Bermuda Triangle the ultimate 
and anyone who keeps floating 
hands as pets has to be a bit tapped. 

GO, GO, GOMEZ! 
The crazy clan first emerged as a 
cartoon, written by some fella called 
Charles Addams. who apparently 
based the characters on his own 
family — poor unfortunate fool! 

In the mid-Sixties they landed their 
own TV series and their recent hit 
movie grossed an Incredible 20 



• Looks like Gomez has popped out of the screen lor a second! While 
he's away lets take a peep at his lovely furniture! 

darkest sun tans and mutated bombs 
determinedly hop toward you until 
they're close enough to blow up in 
your face! 

There are six coloured keys to 
collect which open the locked doors 
members of the clan are hiding 
behind. On finding each relative. 
|ump on their heads (this strange 
family's way of showing affection, no 
doubt) and begin a 60-second 
survival test. 

You re walled into a particular 
screen from which there's no escape 
until time s up. Fight off or avoid all 

the baddies who hurl themselves at 
you. determined you become an EX 
Gomez. 

There are various pick-ups along 
the way such as extra lives, points 
for stomping nasties and hearts lo 
boost your stamina. 

Being a reasonable kinda guy. 
your friendly neighbourhood 
programmer. Andrew Deakin. and his 
arty sidekick. Ivan Horn, have 
included three difficulty levels: easy 
(hard), medium (damn hard) and 
difficult (blinkin' impossible!). 

Apart from the wonderful array of 
• An action packed room from the Addams Family's cellar! Look at the 
amazing detail on that candle. 

j ' H J J i L i i K ; 
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1. Adam s Apple: The dreaded Iruit Eve gave lo her hubby for tea one 
night, or thai rounded bit in your throat that bobs up and down when you 
warble. 
2. Grizzly Addams: That bloke with the beard who talked to bears in thai 
terrible Saturday night show. 
3. Adamski: Techno-wizard who can twinkle with his keyboards and create 
a masterpiece in seconds! 
4. Adam Ant: Mr Prince Charming himself, he certainly can stand and 
deliver (groan!). 
5. Bryan Adams: Mr Charts 1991, the man who went out and bought 
millions of copics of his single, 'Everything I do I do it for you (honest)', 
just to keep himself at No.l lor 16 weeks. 
6. Adam: The one in Home And Away who's always getting into trouble 
(are we getting desperate, Nick? —Ed). 
7. The Adam: The first bloke on the Earth who stupidly created woman by 
giving God one of his ribs (P45 upstairs. Nicko! —Ed)! 
8. Sheila Adams: The lady that watches all the company figures, and boy, 
do the boys like to watch her figure, loo! 
9. Douglas Adams: lm who wrote the Hitchhiker stuff What a spaced-out 
dude! 
10. Richard Adams: Wrote lots about bunnies and the things that happen 
when they gel squashed. 

- fcyffipyjfe im 
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• Strange goings on in the haunted house! BUMP! Arrgh! Wot woz that? 
Must have been Corky plugging himself into the mains for the night! 

UUkkk 

ULZaM 
• J / hat first hits you about The Addams Family is the amount of colour 
w W they've crammed Into each spooky screen. The backdrops, 

platforms and sprites are all detailed and there's lots of great animation. 
It's been a long, long time since we saw a platform and ladders game like 
this on the Spectrum. The last good quality one was Rick Dangerous, and I 
must admit this bears some similarity, although the programmers assure 
me It's unintentional. Playing Gomez is very odd at first. He has a strange 
jump where he sort ot hops a bit then leaps left or right. My first couple of 
plays were spent bouncing into skeletons and creepy-crawlles 
— not advisable If you want to get past the first few screens! 
The Addams Family Is a mapper's nightmare. There's just one 
BIG landscape of 240 screens, packed with traps and lots of 
ghosts and ghoulies. I'll certainly be playing It late into the 
night and 1 advise you to do the same! P f % 

colours dragged kicking and 
screaming into The Addams Family, 
the backgrounds — both In and out 
the mansion — sprites and platforms 
are all brilliantly detailed, the whole 
thing dripping with lashings and 
lashings of atmosphere. 

A healthy sprinkling ol animation, 
a good dose of excitement and a 
cheery tune makes this the sort of 
game which grabs you by the scruff 
of the neck and drags you. ready or 
not, back belore your Speccy screen 
for just one more go, again and 
again. 

The Addams Family's rumoured to 
be the last Ocean release for the 
Speccy (cue the wails, sobs and 
squeals ol inconsolable grief). If this 
is true (please no, anything but that!), 
they certainly know how to go out on 
a winner — this game's a must for 

anyone s collection. 

A smash hit conversion with 
all Hie fvn of the film — and 

more besides! 

9 2 % 

G R A P H I C S 

9 0 % 

P L A Y A B I L I T Y 

W H H I W W 9 2 % 

m O v e r a l l 

9 2 % 
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There's a fairy at 
the bottom of my 
garden,' said IAN 
OSBORNE, 'and 
it's mowing the 
lawn, helped by a 
dwarf!' NURSE! 
(Okay, pillock, 
calm down — for 
Chris'sakes 
someone fetch me 
that hypodermic — 
Ed) 

US 
• 

Oil s amazing what 
unemployment does for you. 
isn't it? Especially if you re a 

fairy or a dwarf (keep it up. Stain, you 

Hfc I - r T ' p * ' r r r , - — n 
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might find out —Ed). Falia was once 
one of the Nectar Queen s masseuses 
(whatever that is) and Grell chief 
armourer during the dwarvish mining 
strikes, 

Neither will reveal the reasons for 
their dismissal (perhaps they were as 
competent as Robert Maxwell s 
swimming instructor) but both were 
given the old heave-ho and now rent 
themselves out as casual labour. 

Today they ve been hiied to tidy up 
the sorcerer s magic garden, so it's 
on with the green wellies, out with the 
horse muck and off we go. grabbing a 
bucket and spade en route. 

SPELLING TEST 
With Grell s dwarvish strength and 
Falla s fairy magic it should have 
been an easy job. but that wouldn t 
make a good computer game. The 
sorcerer inherited the garden from an 

. v v - v r / v / 
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preview i 
silly enough to enter the garden! Grell 
and Falla must cure it of all its ills with 
magic, plant seed, (airy dust and more 
than a smattering of mindless 
violence. 

Played against a sideways-
scrolling wraparound screen, you 
conlrol both Grell and Falla. toggling 
between them at will. To cure a nasty 
creature or plant, you blast it with the 
various spells on otler, or fading that, 
just hit the critter 

A nice creature hit by a spell 
intended tor a plant will become 
nasty, and anything nice attacked 
by a nasty creature will bccome 
nasty or die. Nasty creatures also 

foul the lawn, making it harder to 

evil witch whom he banished trom Ihe 
land (good excuse lor nicking her 
garden!) and it s still contaminated by 
her sinful sorcery. 

The insects and llowers have taken 
to hammering the hell out of anyone 

Grell and Falla is programmed by Big Red Software, the brillo bods 
behind such Codle classics as Seymour, the forthcoming Steg and 
most of the Dizzy games. 

The first thing we noticed about Grell and Falla is how much there is 
to il — the number of levels has yet to be decided, but the complexity of 
gameplay is well impressive! This is achieved in part by compressing 
the map with an algorithm routine — breaking each element into very 
small components, the entire world takes a meagre 4K of memory. 

A major difficulty was getting so many sprites onscreen at the same 
time without losing speed or creating Dicker. Because of the amount of 
colour used, each attribute is masked as well as the sprite, each sprite 
assigned its own colour. 

The two main characters have an amazing 24-30 frames of 
animation, including six each for running and two for ducking. Enemy 
sprites have around four. 

Perhaps most impressive of all is the level ol artificial intelligence 
attributed to the nasties. When the sprite leaves the screen, the 
computer retains the movement and status routines so when that area s 
revisited, the baddy's still there. This means once you've blasted a 
baddy, it stays blasted — enemies you've already killed aren't recreated 
or reset! As this was most annoying thing about Big Nose and Tarzan 
goes Ape, Grell and Falla should prove a real winner. i i c i e f i 
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n's bit of M L Had a 200 gold piece-^av 

Tinkerbell: Peter Pan's bit o r n ^ « j -- ^ u p ! 

^ ^ o n e w s m i l i n g , even with a tree stuck up 

M M f : ^ When Ran*en ,0Sl ̂  ^ 
S a t git from Wttto The Wisp: Wnd ot a moron, body ol Robert 

Maxwell - what a recipe tor disaster! h a n d s 

Fairy Liquid: Smear it all over your face to make it 

and dishes. 

plant Inendly seeds, Conlused? You 
will be Pay attention. I may be asking 
questions later! 

Spells can be bought and sold in 
the garden centre, present in every 
level (but not always open!). These 
can slow down or Ireeze baddies, 
revitalise ailing lawns, fell airborne 
baddies, plant seeds, etc etc. 

Each spell has ils own purpose 
and is worlh far less it you're trading 
it in. You get dosh by planting seeds 
(who said it doesn't grow on trees?) 
bul sometimes it just falls from Ihe 
sky (sigh — why does that never 
happen to me?). 

To complete a level, turn all the 
baddies into goodies, growing lots of 
luviy flowers in the process 
(aaaahh...). Don't ignore the last nasty 
while you bed plants (missus) and 
pile on the points — the sorcerer s 
paying you by the hour, and if you 
slack on the job he gels angry — 

VERY angry! 
At the end of each level you get a 

bonus deponding on how many 
plants you've grown, and a time 
bonus if you're good enough 

Both characters can walk on the 
lawns (no keep off the grass signs 
here) and jump from platlorm to 
platform, but Falla can also fly. He 
eliminates enemies with a better wand 
but big Grell packs a meaner punch 
Both characters have independent 
energy ratings, and if EITHER dies, 
you lose. 

Although not yet complete. Grell 
and Falla looks a real corker! More 
colourful than Lucy's language after 
one of her frequent liquid lunches, 
scrolling's first rate and there's very 
little colour clash. 

Fiendishly complicated, this one 
should have you coming back lor 
ages — hopefully by ihe time we 
review iL we 11 have made some sense 
of it all! Watch this space ( cos it 
might just turn into an antelope and 
run away)! 
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MARK CASWELL'S 
always wanted to 
go to Africa and 
become a brave 
explorer. When he 
was pressganged 
into writing the 
Bangers And Mash 
preview, he dug 
out his trusty (are 
you taking the) 
pith helmet and 
prepared for safari! 

• - • 
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Right, you scruffy lot. are 
you ready for Corky s 
culinary tips? This month 

I II tell you how to make bangers and 
mash. 

First, take a game idea, then add a 

l ^ s M 
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top programming team and a well 
known software house. Mix together 
thoroughly, and viols! Er. voila. one 
serving of Bangers And Mash (eat 
yer heart out, Galloping Gourmet)! 

The game s based on a very 
successful childrens TV show and 
sees the two mischievous chimp 
stars gelling up to the things 

mischievous 
chimps generally 

4 get up to tie. picking 

fleas out of each 
others bonces. 

gggf j j&SSl I munching bananas 
and basically going 

m m w n w i ape) 
K They live at 3 

r f iTi tcr i i T r e e S t r e e 1 , 

.. IU^Ma Chimpton, with 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 1 Mum, Dad and Gran. 

and it's here that their latest 
escapade begins. 

LAZY OLD MASH! 
One day Bangers and Mash make a 
particular nuisance of themselves so 
their mum sends them to the jungle 
lo collect some fruit for the pie she s 
making. 

On the jungle floor. Mash points 
out he did all the chores yesterday, 
so he s going to play today (actually 
he did about three seconds of 
housework, skiving little " " ) . 
Gullible ol' Bangers is left to search 
for fruit for that yummy pie (this is 
making me leel very hungry), though 
he finds nothing but trouble (typical). 

The villainess of the piece is the 
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evil Witch Lucy... sorry, Snitchnose 
(oh gawd I'm dead, better write out 
my Last Will and Testament) (too 
right, ugly —Ed). She controls many 
repulsive creatures and all of em 
want to shove a banana up 
Bangers... err. nose (what did you 
think I was going to say?). 

The creatures include 
hedgehogs, chimp-eating plants, 
ghosts, skeletons, ladybirds and 
Snitchnose herself, on a magical 
broom (are you sure it isn't the 
Ed?). 

POUND OF GRANNY 
SMITH S, PLEASE 
Lying around each screen is fruit and 

m 
W: 
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loadsa diamonds (for bonus points 
and to show off with). Collection of 
fruit takes priority cos in the left 
portion of the status panel are 
counters for the three different 
types of fruit. 

As apples, bananas and pears 
are grabbed, they 're marked off on 
the counters; only when all reach 
zero can Bangers go on to the next 
section of the game. 

Bangers is attacked from all 
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sides but isn't defenceless As the 
evil abominations attack our 
cheeky chimp, he flings mud pies 
at them. Takes me right back to my 
childhood — I made loadsa mud 
pies (pity I couldn't eat em). 

Ordinary creatures like ladybirds 
and hedgehogs are killed with one 
shot, ghosts and skeletons can 
only be stunned (you can't kill 
creatures that don't live — me. for 
example). 

Keep an eye open for the pwltty 
flowers (unless you suffer from 
haylever — waacAooo!). They come 
in tour colours: white flowers act 
like smart bombs (all fruit onscreen 
is instantly collected), purple ones 
give bonus points, but blue flowers 
reverse controls temporarily and 
red ones kill you. 

UP, UP AND AWAAAY! 

When all the fruit counters are 3t 
zero. Bangers can exit, so find a 
balloon, grab its string and float 
gently on the breeze. Our 
chimpanzee drifts off into the 
sunset, towards peace, laughter 
and... Welt no. he can t do that 
quite yet. so he toddles off to the 
next part of the game. 

And there he has to... yes. you 
guessed it — find a depressed 
refrigerator called Balthazar. I'm 
only kidding, readers, you have to 
find more fruit (toen find the 
fridge). 

Think you can help Bangers 
(with no assistance from the bone-
idle Mash — wotta gimp) find 
enough fruit to fill a pie? Witch 
Snitchnose and her minions 
won't make life easy, but Bangers 
would be in good hands. 

Bangers And Mash will be in 
the shops very soon from 
Alternative Software, priced 
£3.99. So what are you waiting 
lor? Hack your way through the 
jungle and find out why the hell 
Tarzan calls his pet chimp 
Cheetah. 

i I g s m D O . I 
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They slither and 
dither and 
generally slime 
They get in your 
apple and often 
your lime 
They'd sell they're 
poor granny for 
less than a dime 
Oh, here's LUCY 
HICKMAN to end 
this crap rhyme... 

•

Slugs are horrid, slimey and 
taste disgusting when 
cunningly disguised as part 

of your salad. Discuss. 
Er... yes, probably — except when 

you re talking about a specially 
created Code Masters slug. Let's 
lace it these guys could make 
Saddam Hussein look cute! 

And, quelle surprise, they've 
turned one ol the most revolting 
creatures ever to crawl this Earlh 
into a cuddly loveable little cutesy-
pie and put him in their spiffing new 
Speccy game (I told you you'd be 
lamous one day, didn't I. Corky?). 

Steg the slug's got a problem, 

Despite being an IT (ie. asexual), he 
keeps reproducing at a most 
alarming rate ol knots. Consequently 
the underground caverns that make 
up his home are literally teeming with 
baby Stegs — Tyungunz (think 
about it, you II get it in a minute). 

FEED ME NOW! 
These little critters are the spitting 
image ol their dad mum — slimey. 
slippery but really, really CUTE. 

But these tots are hungry, and like 
all youngsters they need their faces 
feeding all the time (they presumably 
puke up. crap in their nappies and 
scream continually as well, but that's 

i m t -
not pari ol the game, luckily). 

Facing Ihe responsibility of 
spreading his wild oats so 
indiscriminately, Steg dashes around 
like a blue-arsed fly (or slug in this 
case), collecting food and shovelling 
it down their throats as quickly as 
possible. 

BRING ON THE MAGGOTS 
With you as Steg (bet you've always 
wanted to be a slug, like that sprog 
on the insurance ad), the main aim of 

— • - 2L^S* 
with stacks of animation as 
T'yungunz bounce up and down 
screaming for their grub, giving 
idiotic grins when ted. 

Steg slithers left and right, up and 
down platforms, climbs walls, walks 
across ceilings and even jumps and 
blows bubbles (ik!). To collect food 
for T'yungunz. Steg traps bugs tn 
these bubbles, which begin to lloal 
away. He gives chase, controlling the 
bubble by blowing it until it reaches 
T'yungunz' cosy nest. 

But watch out for the hazards 
along the way, such as 
bubble-bursting spikes and 

> a ,ires 
Once you've satisfied 

the appetites in one nesl. 
you move onto the next, 
more difficult cavern and 
another nest ol starving 
brats. 

I » 

. < > * 

L= 
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the game's to keep as 
many baby crawlers 
alive as possible, and 
this means leeding 
em. Lots, You slither 
your way through a 
series of spooky 
caverns gathering 
maggots and bugs, to 
name just two ot the 
culinary delights on 
offer. 

Thanks to our 
revered ex-Ed Richard 
Eddy, we had a 
sneaky butchers at 
said game, and by 
gum it's colourful, 

A CYBORG SLUG?! 
M 

There are puzzles a-plenty 
in Steg— bellows can help 
or hinder our hero in the 
fight direct the bubbles. 
Trampolines are useful, 
sending Steg bouncing 
into the air and handy tor 
getting bubbles up narrow 

„ * vertical shafts. 
And this slime-ball 

transforms into RoboSteg when 
you ve collected certain objects — 
Nitrous Oxide Injection Kit (speed-
up), the ACME DIY Strap-On Bionic 
Legs (easier movement and higher 
jumps) and Rocket Backpack 
(limited Hying). Beware ot the 
rockets, though, Ihe jets can burst 
bubbles. 

This game, quite frankly, is 
utterly bizarre. I mean, how can you 
make a slug seem cule? But if 
anyone can do it, Code Masters can 
— who d have thought you could 
make an egg into an adorable cult 
figure? 

Steg will hit the streets any day 
now and sting you for a mere £3.99. 
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CURRICULUM PACK 
The Family Curriculum Pack 
cornea with a KMOST-E com-
puter and mouse phis 5 software 
modules (3 titles m each), one for 
every age range. The combina-
tion of education, creative and 
business software from Atari, 
plus me FREE entertainment and 
productivity packs from Silica, 
makes tor a package the whole 
family can enjoyf 

PLUS) m a HOLIDAY ACCOM 

tUt) XMOST-t + MOUSE 
1 PlAY & I EARN 
2 JUNIOR SCHOOl 
1 GCSE REVISION 
4 BUSINESS COMPUTING 
i CREATIVE COMPUTING | 
PLUS! FREE FROM SILICA 
TEKSTAH PACK ... (219.71 
PRODUCTIVITY PACK 1104 57 

TOTAL VALUE: £1210.23 
YOU SAVE: £011.23 

HARDWARE: 
612K MOST E + MOUSE CU«lM 

ENTERTAINMENT SOFTWARE: 
FINAL FIGHT - Arc** Own* Q U I 
SIM CITY - UH Sm E2S.U 
9 LIVES *RCT<* Gimt EIS.SJ 
ROBOT MOW STEWS - AnUm C 20.42 

PRODUCTIVITY SOFTWARE 
CONTROL ACC - UtiWv Softwrt F R E E 
EMULATOR ACC • LMiMy Softnra FREE 
FIRST BASK; • Pngnmntng C U M 
NEOCKROME . Art Paekag* C2«.M 
8T TOUR • TUKUMT CAM 

PLUS) FREE FROM SILICA: 
TENSTAR GAMES PACK £JI».?» 
PRODUCTIVITY PACK C1MS7 

C M i t t 

plust mm 
HOLIDAY 

LACCOMMOOATIQH. 

TOTAL VALUE: 
YOU SAVE LiJ.'SZ 
SILICA: fapy 

£299 

SILICA PfBCE INC W * Ffltf DtlMR* 

ATARI 520ST-FM 
DISCOVERY PACK 

£259 
A.MC VW + FREE DELIVERY + FREE TENSTAR I PRODUCTIVITY PACKS, 

MORE THAN JUST GREAT GAMES! 

FREE! es» ATARI ST 
The Ten Star G a m e s Pack Is T H E software 
compendium tor Atari ST owners, featuring ten top 
titles with a variety of different types of g a m e s for 
you to enjoy. E a c h title is p a c k a g e d in Its o w n 
plastic case, with a colour s leeve a n d full 
instructions. T h e TenStar G a m e s Pack is F R E E ! 
when you buy your S T f rom Sil ica Systems. 

FREE!] _ £219.78 
C S I L I C A S Y S T E M S S T 

a P R O D U C T I V I T Y P A C K 
Every Attn ST from Site* comet wild • FREE Stiles ST Productivity Pack. 
•oWowrtlOO Thai pick his Own specially pul tog*tn*f by SMC* 10 hMp 
you ID get lo grip* wilft the productive side ot 
corncuUrg (i«m d*y on*. EachtiM rsu Man t>M 
ant M d By ten* ol thousand* ot Alan ST oanen. 
•ho hens begun wcr<Q processing mm ift Wed 
and progianiming wttn Atari ST Btoc 
1«t WORD - torn GS! CSS.SS 
SPELL I t ! • I * ww «m Ml WORD t t m 
ST BASIC • Kum tLtcm . m . W 

TOTAL RRP: £104.97 

c D 16 N I G H T S H O L I D A Y 
HOTEL ACCOMMODATION 

Every Atari ST from Silica com** with a FREE 71 page, tuB colour 
brochure wtlh accommodation vouchers T ime vouchers entitle 2 
people to *t*y up to IS nights In one hotel (or 
any number of hotels lo a lota) of IB nights) 
with accommodation FREE (you could take 
up to six nights tor tour people, or other 
opoons). Choose from me 2S0 hotels featured 
in me catalogue. AH you have to pay tor are 
your meals (prices are M M in the brochure} 
Reduced rate* in lop London hotels and 
hotel* in France are also featured. 

(TOTAL FREE PACKAGE) 
TENSTAR GAMES PACK - £ 2 1 9 . 7 8 : 
Asterix - By Coktel Vision ..„ £24.99 
Chess Player 2150 - By CP Software .... £24.95 
Drivin' Force - By Digital Magic £19.95 
Live & Let Die - By Elite £19.99 
Onslaught - By Hewson £19.99 
Pipe Mania - By Empire Software £24.99 
Rick Dangerous - By Firebird £24.99 
Rock 'n' Roil - By Rainbow Arts £19.99 
Skweek - By us Gold £19.99 
Trivial Pursuit - By Domark £19.95 
PRODUCTIVITY PACK - £104.97: 
1st Word - Word Processor £59.99 
Spell It! - Spell Checker £19.99 
ST Basic - Programming Language £24.99 

TOTAL RRP: £324.75 

PLUS! FREE HOLIDAY ACCOMMODATION 

SILICA SYSTEMS OFFER YOU 
e FREE OVERNIGHT COURIER DELIVERY: On all hardwire orders shipped >n the UK 
e TECHNICAL SUPPORT HELPLINE: Team of Atari technical experts at your service 
e PRICE MATCH: We normally match competitors on a "Same product • Same price" basis 
e ESTABLISHED 11 YEARS: Proven track record in professional computer sales 
• BUSINESS * EDUCATION * GOVERNMENT: Volume discounts available for Urge orders 
e SHOWROOMS: Demonstration and training facilities at our London & Stdcup branches, 
e THE FULL STOCK RANGE: All or your Atari requirements from one supper 
e FREE CATALOGUES: Win be mailed to you with offers and software/peripheral details, 
e PAYMENT: By cash, cheque and all major credit cards. 
Before you decide when to buy your new Atari ST computer, we suggest you Itunk very carefully about 
WHERE you buy it. Consider what it wW be like a few months after buying your ST. when you may re-
que* additional peripherals or software, or help and advice with your new purchase And. will the com-
pany you buy from contact you with details ot new products? Al Silica Systems, we ensure thai you 
•W have nothing to worry about We have been established tor over 12 year* and. with our unrivalled 
eiperience and expertise, we can now claim to meet our customers requirements with an undeman-
ding wtnch a second to none. But don't just take our word for It Complete and return the coupon now 
tor our lateet Free literature and begin to experience the "Silica Systems Service". 

Tf i i rSRDE l l ^ " ^^? 
Draw LmnlOw Uon&a OCOifn6OOpm 

LONDON SHOP: 52 Tottenham Court Road, London, W1P 08A Tel 071 5M 4000 
Monti UonSet SJWwaOQom UMi Spm Fti Mo 0" 323*737 

Mews. Hatherley Rd, SMcup. Kent, M M 40X Tet: 081-309 I T T * 
OOpm no u n IWghl Opining Fei Ha OtVK* dec* 

LONDON (SELfRIDGES): 1st Floor. 369 Oxford Street, London, W1A 1AB 
Ot»mn$_»OUf» Uon Sit saOn-eOOpm l*> tajlil TnunOf unW Sptr. 

Tel. 071-629 1234 At* Itv *traon 3*u 
SIOCUP SHOP: 14 The Mews, Hatherley Rd, Sidcup. Kern. DA14 40X Tel: 0S1-362 a m 

To: Sitka i ™ t e m s T * p 7 ? R A £ f f ? 3 9 i W 1 - ^ l i e f l e w * . fleRefff^d^HcvpTInt.flWa K T ^ 

| PLEASE SEND FREE ATARI COLOUR CATALOGUE 

I Mr/Mrs/Ms Initial*: Surname: 

Address: 

MAIL O R D E R HOTLINE 

081-309 1111 SILICA 
SYSTEMS 0 | Postcode: Tat: 

j^Which computer(s). If any. do you own? 

fflP .nr.: c 

6 3 ^ 
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# P o o l . eh? Sigh — I can still 
remember the very first pool 
game on the Speccy, a 

conversion ol an even older program 
on the ZX81. There was virtually no 
colour, power was typed in as a digit 
and direction was selected using a 
clock lace system! Unsurprisingly, It 
looks really primitive now, but it was 
dead good in those days. 

Since then, there ve been 
hundreds of snooker and pool games 
on the Speccy (stop exaggerating. 
Ian! —Ed), some good, some not so 
good — American 30 Pool has a lot 

to live up to! 
Despite the title, Ihe game s played 

using the standard plan view (like 
what you d see if you suspended 
yourself from the nearest light fitting, 
a la Wozza); it switches to 3D 
perspective only as the shot s made. 
As you can see Irom the screenshots 
Ihe table's very impressive and 
(SHOCK! SWOON!) ihe balls are 
coloured! Impressive, eh? 

It will come as no surprise to fans 
of the genre to hear the shots are 
icon controlled, and a great joystick 
option makes Ihe inevitable power 
bar and spin controls a treat lo use. 
The number of options are amazing 
— you can play pool or billiards, 
practice and play against the 
computer or another player. There 
are various skill levels and there s 
even a trick shot mode! 

The version we saw was 
incomplete, ol course, and whether 
or not it lives up to its potential is yet 
to be seen. Will the spanky colours 
produce lots of crappy colour clash? 
Will the balls roll accurately? Will the 
CRASH crew be too busy playing real 
pool and drinking the pub dry to 
review it? (Very probably - C R A S H 
Crew.) All will be revealed in a luture 
issue... stay tuned! 

P Q i J E R 

at lay 
a match, or witness the highlights. 
You ve no control over the players 
as they kick the ball up and down 
the pilch, but watching your team 
play s a good way to pick oul the 
strengths and weakness ol each 

Da-da de-dah de-da-da-da-da. etc. 
What a great programme Match Ol 
The Day is. Me ol hoppo Des 

| Lynham's a righl latf. isn t he 
' readers? 

The official computer game 
version ol Ihe popular BBC looty 
show is finally here, thanks to 

I those cheerful Geordie lads at 
Zeppelin Games. And you guessed 
It. it's one of them soccer 
manager-type wolsits that makes 

• you the boss ol the worst looty 
team ihis side of Gazza s singing 
(fog on the Tyne is all mi... okay. 
I'm sorry, put that brick down, 

I Lucy). 

The aim's to rise from the 
bottom of the lourlh division lo the 
top of the first — It s that simple 
(and my granny sucks lemons 

| while riding a unicycle). 
You start the game in your 

olfice, laced with the 
™ essentials ot managerial lite: 

a vat ot coffee, 20 packets of lags, 
four bottles of Scotch and a purple 
antelope called Timmy. Actually 
it s a daily diary, a dog and bone 
and a computer terminal (1 was 
close the first time). 

Wondering what to do first? A 
look in ihe daily diary s a good 
start. It's here each day s 
appointments and general 
reminders are tound 

Of course, the main idea s to 
prepare the team lor matches, so a 
visit to the gym's called tor. There 
are six trainers on offer, each 
costing more than Ihe last, but the 
higher his price, the better his 
abilities. 

The same goes tor the physio 
and scouts, used to get info on 
players Irom other teams (go dib 
dib dlb a lot and play with their 
woggles). On match day you 
choose to either see the results of 

character. 
There s also a running 

commentary from two geezers, 
who bear a close resemblance to 
Des Lynham and Jimmy Hill. It a 
match is won team morale s 

boosted, but 

fHrn iose,o° 
many games 

C job could be 
I 6 / ® on the line. 

^ P ^ T K S ^ stand the 
fe ' ' executive 

stress? Find 
out soon 
when Match 

at £3.99. 



Greetings, CRASHettes! By tradition 
April's the time for pranking around, 
playing futile and cruel jokes on 
poor unsuspecting plebians. 

Unlike you mere mortals, this fun 
and trifling goes on all year 
round at CRASH Towers — while 
I'm not cracking the whip. Only 

yesterday Nicko cleverly tricked 
Corky Caswell into showing 
off his bungie jumping skills 
off the top of CRASH Towers. 
The punchline was the bungie 

was strangely frayed in the 
middle — and we all had a really 
good laugh. But Corky's such a 
good sport, he didn't mind 

spending the next four weeks in 
traction. Anyway, what a 
lovely stack we've had this 
month, some praising, some 
moaning and others 
downright insulting, but all 
welcome. So whatever your 
view whatever the topic keep 

'em coming to: LUCY'S 
LETTERS, CRASH, Europress 

Impact, Ludlow, Shropshire 
SY8 1JW. And don't forget the 

£40 software voucher for 
Letter Of The Month! 

Soeccy Suffering 
i 

I 
__ m e t ^ treatment those poor 

I m u s , complain most rf^J™ story. 
, 1 Spectrums received in the ^ , w 5 w o m a n AND t 

F X a « K Sp^rum was bruta^ W * ^ ^ ^ m 

I lan West, Leominster.™** 
PS I am open to briber?. 

• • 
\ danger, in the photos 

• n * t M * w •«» £ 

I \ 

Let's talk About SEX! 

Our family are Keen Spectrum owners 
(ZX81, two Spectrums and now a SAM 
512K) and we subscribe to CRASH as 
the best, most family suitable' 
Spectrum mag. 

However, the quality is dropping like 
the proverbial stone. About halt of the 
magazine is now unreadable due to 
swear words, sexual innuendo and the 
like. Even Techni-Tak starts badly. 

Please could you clean up? 
Alternately, could you send us a 
personal cleaned up version, to 
encourage us to renew our 
subscription. 
Ken Udall, Nr Ilkeston, Derbyshire 

down to sort us out J 
Well Ken, did you realise your name 
itself contains two rather saucy bits 
of Innuendo, to, ALL NUDE and 
NAKED? Might I suggest you dean 
up your name and send us the 
edited version? 

Seriously though, we have no 
Intention of offending anybody but 
you know that age-old proverb — 
you can t please all the people all of 
the time. But we will be sending you 
the atormentioned squeaky clean 
version! 
I d 

Pet Shop Pottiness 
It's all right, I'm not moaning, except at 
Corky for leaving. I hope it's worth it 
Seriously Mark, I don't know what 
happened, but give CRASH one more 
chance. 

CRASH is getting more amazing 
every month (either that or Vm losing 
my mind). It doesn't pay the rent, of 
course, but it's always on my mind until 
I get it the next issue, and as I read it 
my heart misses a beat every other 
word. 

I couid continue buying CRASH until 
I die. and left to my own devices. I 
probably would. It's so hard tor CRASH 
to get any better, but you'll probably 



rve had my Speccy a year now and I love ! The t o r i * • 
the kids tn mydass keep on boasting abort j ^ J j * ™ ^ 
^^d^es. They change * * * * 

£ T m e ou tZng ^ e rich, and alyou 
Game Boy. Master System etc. My dad's d,^bted and 
S n o l very rich, tw! when he got me my Speccy I was 

dearty happy ^ 
The kids in my class say Spectnims arercrap - arrt 

J makes me mad. 1 told my dad who saxl theyjond 

| ^ a b ^ o t s h e e p v ^ e ^ o t j ^ n d ^ 
He came up with a plan to stop them boasting. He sa*J 

tell them that you're getting a new computer caB an Oral 
and then make it up as you go along 

(Later, at school) 
I'm getting an OrW1' 

I -What's an Orbit?' 

•Ohrt'sanew computer thars just come out N s better 

frian Nintendo or Sega and the graphics are out ot this 

world: How much do the cost?' , About £900 and the games are about £100 each — but 

^ w C ' a b o u t the imaginary OrWandaner lh^ 
s^ng me tallest sK*y I could think ol. I went art £ p h j 

was taking about the OWaidmner time and by 
• *" oome around 

lem, 
couple of days until I'd 
had a good laugh 
When I told them there 
is no Obit and you 
couldn't buy one il you 
had a million pounds in 

goes quiet 
Rlckv Louahton, Essex 
^ ^ g e t l y o u c r o s s a N ^ ^ a ^ 
owoe, and a Game Boy owner? Answer: a kid who can 

plug in a Spectrum. 

H bWU'm 
• Everyone 
• the end ol 

Bravo, exceilento, encore! Well done Ricky, that'll 
teach the snot-nosed brats. I'd say that's probably the 
best thing you couhfve done (apart trom buying a 
sheeo dog, rounding em all up and sending em 

sheepSp, that Is). 
em they're ba^my tor having those ofher machines 
T i about the cotton woo/ between their ears. 
Either way (although p o r k * * telling «. 
something I usually hold with), you win Letter Of the 

month. 

so I think you should have a word with 
Amstrad! 
Okay, you've got yourself a deal. I 
won't tell our tens of thousands of 
readers that you play on the 
computer every night it you don't 
buy an Amiga — can't say fairer than 
that. I trust you've also been telling 
your friends to buy CRASH as the 
crucial accessory to their Speccys 
(we know where you live, remember). 

As to the Speccy question, we got 
'em on the blower and this Is what 
their spokesperp said: 'We still have 
Spectrums of all types In stock so 
there's no reason why your readers 
shouldn't be able to get hold of them 
or get them fixed If necessary. 
However, If the retailers choose not 
to stock Spectrums, that's up to 
them. I suggest anybody with any 
queries rings the Amstrad head 
office on: 0277 228 888.' 

So there ya go, matey-peeps — 
get on the phone and sort em out! 
Ed 

GIMME A SPECCY! 
I've got a problem. No, not that one, I 
mean the other one. regarding the 
Spectrum +2. 

Way back in time, Issue 94 of 
CRASH magazine, you pnnted a letter 

manage it. There's a lot of jealousy 
building up in me, you being famous 
and all thai, but I'm in the same 
business as you; it's certainly a good 
opportunity. 

One more thing: as you may or may 
not noticed. I'm a Pet Shop Boys fan, 
so could you ask Nick whether he 
knows why certain songs were left off 
the Oncography album. I was really 
disappointed that they were missing — 
it's a sin the things some people do to 
make money. 

So, CRASH, keep up the good work, 
and don't become boring. 
Geoffrey Dalllmore, Cambridge 

Oh crikey, you've done it now, 
haven't you? Nlcko went Into such 
ecstasies when he got this letter end 
realised someone else in the world 
actually likes the Pet Shop Boys, he 
hasn't been able to get rid ot this 
utterly hideous grin ever since, so 
we had to lock him In the filing 
cabinet for his and our safety! 

According to Nicko, certain songs 
were left off the album because all 
their stuff Is so mind-bendingly brill 
that you couldn't fit It all on. 
(Personally, I reckon they wanted to 
save some for the next Discography 
album so the poor unfortunate fools 
who like there stuff will have to 
cough up more dosh!) 

As for Corky, due to popular 

demand, he's BACK and Is dividing 
his time between CRASH, ZZAP and 
a deranged water melon. So let me 
hear you say HALELLUJAH! 
Id 

Mum's The Word 
I'm a mother of two children and have 
recently enquired about buying a 
Speccy and these are the replies I got: 
Tandy NO 
Currys NO 
Toys 'R' Us NO 
Dixons NO 
Software City NO 
AR Computers NO 
Software Superstore. Hanley NO 
Computer shops, Hanley NO; NO; 
NO; NO: NO; NO; NO; NO 

p i e Thirteenth Disciple 

• • • • • • • • • 

I've now bought a second-hand 128K 
+2A Speccy. I could have bought my 
children an Amiga in every single shop. 
Don't you think I deserve a prize for 
being so good and not buying an 
Amiga? (If I don't get a present, I just 
might go and one.) 

By the way, I do like your magazine 
and please don't tell but I play on the 
computer every night after the kids 
have gone to bed! 
Mrs McKenzie, Baswlch, Stafford. 
PS I've told my friends to buy a Speccy 
for their children as if s a cheap, perfect 
first computer with plenty of software. 

The CRASH Powertape Is already brilliant — but I've got a way to make it 
even better First, let me tell you a story... 

Back in ihe mists of time, a couple of people called Wan and Bruce got 
together and made a super, smashing Spectrum disk drive system called 
the 'DISCIPLE'. 

People stood back in wonder at the genius of this new invention, but 
Alan and Bruce weren't satisfied. They got straight back to work, and 
bless their cotton socks, made another disk dnve system called the 'Plus 
D'. This amazed even more people — and what was more, the two 
systems were compatible. 

For a while, AJan and Bruce had a little rest from disk drives and tried 
making something else — the SAM Coupe! 

This computer was marvellous: compatible with the Spectrum, great 
graphics, stunning sonics and a disk drive! Clever old Alan and Bruce had 
made this new computer's disk drive compatible with both the stupendous 
DISCIPLE and the bodacious Plus D. What joy the universe was 
enveloped in... 

What a lovely story, eh? This is where CRASH could oome in. It you 
snapshotted each Powertape program on to a DISCIPLE disk, users 
could enjoy quick, reliable loading! Bliss or what? So how about it — the 
CRASH Powercfcsk. 
James Goffin, Gt Yarmouth, Norfolk. 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

I wait anc L. 

Hmm, I have a sneaking feeling that you're Alan Miles writing under 
a pseudonym, James, but I'll give you the benefit of the doubt — 
this time. 

We are expanding our SAM coverage (as you'll see from the extra 
SAM page and three review pages) so this idea is being put on the 
backbumer and might flare up any moment — you'll just have to 

and see won't you? 

I 
I 
II 
I 
I 
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OFTWARE CITY 
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CALL US ON: 24 HOUR CREDIT CARD HOTLINE 0902 25304 SPECTRUM GAMES 
SSTDIVtSCN MANAGER 
2 PLAYER SOCCER SQUAD .. 1 2 PLAYER SUPER LEAGUE 

..499 

. .399 
SSTDIVtSCN MANAGER 
2 PLAYER SOCCER SQUAD .. 1 2 PLAYER SUPER LEAGUE ) « 
JO POOL 349 
30 STOCK CAftS 2 . 199 AT.F |AOV, TACTICAL FtQHTEfn 
ACE 1 
AT.F |AOV, TACTICAL FtQHTEfn 
ACE 1 199 AFTEFiBUnNffi ...3 99 
ALTERED 8EAST 399 
ARCADE FRUT MACHINE . 299 
ARKAN0C10R2 399 BANGER RACER •1 V, 
BAH&AR1AN Oft BAHE5AHIAN 2 399 
BATMAN THE U0VIE . 399 BATTLESHIPS 1 M BEACH KADI 124 RAO MOSCOW 499 n Mm <a~AOv trurm 399 BOBSLEIGH . HEW .399 
B0ULDERDASH 1 OR 2 OR A ... 299 
BFOTSH SUPER LEAGUE 399 Ef-BSLE B08BU 399 
R̂ BUOIZZY 399 
BUGGYBOY ....299 
CJS ELEPHANT ANTICS 399 
Ĉ  IN THE USA 399 
CABAL ...399 CALIFOfiNA GAMES 3W 
CHAMPONSHlP GOLF 399 
CHASE HO . .. 399 
CHEVYCHASE 398 
CHUOOE EGG 1 OR 2 . 399 
"LASSIC TRANER 1 OR 2 2 V' ccntwental circus 3 99 couktycrcket . . 399 CUP FOOTBALL .. 399 <xp manager ...299 DALEY TH0WSONS DCCATHL0N . 399 DALEY THOMPSONS OLYWPR CHM1BIGE 
DtVASTATIHG BLOW BOXING DOZY PANIC 399 
CtMNCtS 299 00<J6Lt DRACiON t Oft 2 399 DOUBLE DARE J99 
DRAGON HINJA 399 
0RUER ...399 
EDO TX DUCK 399 
tuF»eoss , ..299 FANTASY WORLD DIZZY ... 399 Fl TORNADO.. Fit OOWAT PILOT .-,-.299 Fl TORNADO.. Fit OOWAT PILOT FTfl COMSAT PIOT {DISC l HEW .. 799 
FIGHTER PtOT 2 99 FIRST PAST THE POST 399 
FOOTBALL CHAMPIONS . 399 
FOOTBALL DKCTOS 399 
F00T6AUER Of THE YEAR 2 399 
FRAWBRLN0 .. 299 FRUIT MACHINE SIM 2 399 GARY UNEKE1® HOTSHOTS 1 99 GAUNTLET l 12 . DEEPEn DUM3EONS 499 GHOULS AND OOSTS GRAHAM GOOCH CFWCKET ._ .. GRAND national 

399 GHOULS AND OOSTS GRAHAM GOOCH CFWCKET ._ .. GRAND national 299 GHOULS AND OOSTS GRAHAM GOOCH CFWCKET ._ .. GRAND national 199 
GRAND PRIX CHALLENGE . 3 99 
GREAT ESCAPE 399 
HARDDAVIN I B ttAD OVER HEEL5 HEROES CF TX LANCE 399 ttAD OVER HEEL5 HEROES CF TX LANCE 399 .399 
IICAft WARRtORS ,. .299 
IMPĈSAMCLE 399 INMNA 'ONES LAST CAUSADE 399 lNTERtLATlONAL FOOTBALL 
INHHNAT&ML NINJA RABBITS . 399 lNTERtLATlONAL FOOTBALL 
INHHNAT&ML NINJA RABBITS 399 JMUYS SOCCER MANAGER 399 
J0CKY WISON C0MPEDIUM OF DARTS KENNY DA],GUSH SOCCER MANAGER 399 J0CKY WISON C0MPEDIUM OF DARTS KENNY DA],GUSH SOCCER MANAGER 249 
KENTUCKY RACING 299 
KICK OFF . 391 LAST NPUA2 399 
LEAGUE FOOTBAL1 3» < OP EARS 299 MAOaAMlDITTY Jvi 
Tt€ MANAGER 299 TX MATCH 399 UATOOAY 1 OR 2 MIKE !L£IDS POP OJ2 3 95 UATOOAY 1 OR 2 MIKE !L£IDS POP OJ2 . . 299 
MINI OFFICE 299 
MONTY ON TX RIN 299 
UOCKWALKEH 399 
NEW 2EALAND STORY 399 VGEl MANSELL GRAM> PRIX MUAWARftlOft 299 VGEl MANSELL GRAM> PRIX MUAWARftlOft 399 
ONTXBÊ Cx 399 OPERATION THUNDERBOLT 399 0PWTI0N WOLF 399 
OUfflLH 399 PAPEF«Cr 2.99 
POPE YE 2 299 POSTMAN PAT 1 OA 2 . .. 299 POWERDRIFT 399 
PTO GOLF (COOCMASltFtS: oomcsnuAj rnriTiuiiCR 399 PTO GOLF (COOCMASltFtS: oomcsnuAj rnriTiuiiCR 399 
Q.10 TANKBUSTER NEW miATTBn irv.vutunf inmnrt 399 3.M 
CUATTTO CART0CPI lUfnjE PUFF ETC| 
0UATTIW COW OPS TAST FCX3D ETC!. Quattbo fantastic iPUB trvia etc) 

399 CUATTTO CART0CPI lUfnjE PUFF ETC| 
0UATTIW COW OPS TAST FCX3D ETC!. Quattbo fantastic iPUB trvia etc) 399 
CUATTTO CART0CPI lUfnjE PUFF ETC| 
0UATTIW COW OPS TAST FCX3D ETC!. Quattbo fantastic iPUB trvia etc) 399 QUESTION OF SPORT 
ft TYPE 

299 QUESTION OF SPORT 
ft TYPE 399 RAP&lff ISLAND 399 
RALLY CROSS . 299 
FiENtQAKtClRl . 399 
FtfTLXSN OF THE JEO 399 
RCK DANGEROUS .399 
MAD RUNNER WR£ COYOTE ROBCCOP 

399 MAD RUNNER WR£ COYOTE ROBCCOP J99 
ROW STAR ATE UY HAMSTER 399 rugby coach 399 
RUGBY MANAGER 299 

THE GAUNTLET 399 HDVilFK MAN 399 SABOfUR 1 OR 2 1 K 
SAM FOX STRIP POKER . .299 
SOOOBY DOO AND SCRAPPY D00 
SHAKW0F IXBEAST 

399 SOOOBY DOO AND SCRAPPY D00 
SHAKW0F IXBEAST 399 
SHNCB1 3 99 SJL<iYOFIV 399 
SLKjHTLY MAGIC 3 99 SNOOKER MANAGEMENT 
VXXFR7 

(D4I«. 349 
399 

SOCCER WRECTOR ...£99 

SOCCER MATCH., . ... SOCCER Q .-..399 399 SOCCER RIVALS. .199 
SPIKE IN TRANSX.VAVA. 1W 
STACK UP 299 
STEVE DAVsS SHOCKER 799 strder HEA 399 STOP POKER 2 STINT r.AR RAcm 299 STOP POKER 2 STINT r.AR RAcm 399 SUPERHANGON 399 
SLPER SEYMOUR 199 
SWITCHBLADE 399 STftKER 399 STFtKER MANAGER 399 
TAtCtRTOnTOeE 399 TT RACER 799 TAflGET RENEGADE I'M 
THOMAS TX TANK ENGAE .. IV) thundescats JW 
UN TIN ON TX MOON , 799 
TITANC BLINKY 399 
TOMAHAWK ?94 
TOP GUN 399 
TOYOTA CELICA G T RALLY... HEW 399 TRAP DOOR 1 OR 2 794 track sun manager 799 
TREBLE CHAMPONS 4<M 
TURBO OLTTRLN 399 TURRIfJU. i 
TUSKER NEW 
UNTOUCHABLES 399 
V1KNGS 2.99 
WECLEMANS 
WOCtRSOY , ... _ _ 
W0F4D CHAMPIONSLEAGUE SOCCER. 
YVC*LD CLASS LEADEttBOARD 
LEADERBOARD t TOIUftHMENT 
WOADCftCKEf. 
»y>"T»,, 
YOGI AND THE GMED MONSTER YOGrS GREAT ESCAPE 

3.99 
i n 3.99 

. < 99 
399 
3.99 i f f 2.99 

SOFTWARE CITY SPCCIALS 
*flrj«A_. tat 
BAKTO wax Ut CAPTAWFIZZ 2.99 CRACKDOWN 299 CYBEflWOFID 
DELTA (SPi SAM COUPE COMPAT«L£l. 3.99 EWLYNHX3MES INTERNATIONAL FOOTBAt I 3.M EMLYNKXMES INTERNATIONAL FOOTBALL (WSCl e « ENLIGHTENMENT J0RUI0 2) ESCAPE PLANET ffoeOT MONSTERS EUROPEAN SUPER LEAGUE (CASS 12IK} EUROPEAN SUPER LEAGUE (MCI FRAAKENSTEIN ADVENTURE GHGSTBUSTERS 2 grand PRixcfia GREMJNS2 HAR06AU .BASEBALI] HATEICASS1 HATEfbtSC) XAVY METAL. BEACH HEAD HINT FOB RO OCTOBER . NTENSITY INTERNATIONAL J-D TENNIS . JETPAC. KICK OFF 2 

0.99 

HEW 
LASER SOUAD . LORD OF CHAOS-CASS; __ WDWGHT RESIST ANCENtGHTBREEO NNJA REMIX 
PACUJC PACMAWA . .. SALAMANDER I 
SAN WON 
SKOOUkUE 
SNCWSTRIKE 
STUN RUNNER 
STARGUOER 2 SUPER SCRABBLE StM DISC CWLY)._. •rjrrkan; 

FULL Pt ICI 

HEW 

30 CONSTRUCTION KIT (SP i SAMi ALIEN STORM AMOUNT BATTLES BATTLE COMMAND NEW BATTLE OF TX BULGE COLOSSUS BROGE A 
COLOSSUS CHESS* CRETE 1941 CAPTAIN (04H1 CROUYKUAT WAR DELUXE SCRABBLE I' 2BK\ DOUBLE DRAGON 3 

h-ltK. -24.2A 

2 99 399 0.7S 3.99 2-99 <99 3.99 3.99 
3 99 399 
399 299 2.99 

Z I Z Z M B ...3.99 
HEW.. . .3,99 3.99 HEW _3.99 

CASS DISC 
I T * . . i : . » 
I N It 99 

.10 99 HA ...7 SO . MA 999 MA ...449.... 1099 ..JM... 10.99 999 MA . 7 98 - MA »99 MA 
,.TS» 10.M 499 - MA 4» H4B 799. - 799 
A 99 1299 
449 '29* .Ut... 12.99 AM .. -11.99 499 11 99 499 1199 »99 MA 794 MA .4.99 MA i » 7.99 499 MA ...749 MA 

FINAL F:GHT I12BK) FOOTBALL DOCTOR 2 n2S FUN SCHOOL J (UNDER Vsfl FUN SCHOOL 3 M-.™* FUN SCMXH. 3(7.1 I FUN SCHOOL i (UNDER S|1 FUN SCHOOL 4 ($.7| m J FUN SCHOOL 4 (7.| GAUNTLET 3 .... • 
GRAND PRIX ;D » HI • 
HERO QUEST . WTTCHLCflO DATA DOC I 
X no QUEST W1TCH10R0 DATA DOC lEMUNGS _.... lONEWuLF — — ,, MAN UTD EUROPE f124Kj ^ NEW 4 99 MA 
MERCS— _ _ — 4 4 9 M 
MULT PLAYER SOCCER MANAGER 7 99 MA 
THE NATWNAi T # MA 
NAVY SEALS 4 9 9 II 99 
N0FHH AND SOUTH 744 10.99 
PAPERBOV2 ..748 .. ..SOW 
PIT FIGHTER _ .744... .12.99 
RcewsMrms NT C « * E T 7 99 MA i 
• e: /ONE r, MA 
ROOLA.NOS 4 9 9 MA | 
SCRABBLE MONOPOLY tCUJEDO ^ • • • B S!«PSONS n i ar» _ I —I SMASH IV J 

13 99 MA 
..799., MA 

SPOATMG TRIANGLES STEVE DAWSSSOOKER POOL RUGBY SLPER SPACE INVADERS TERMNAT0R2 TRIWU. PURSUIT 
VB WORLD CLASS RUGBY WWFdWESTUMAMA.... 

9 99 . Z 3 5 . 
.....7.99 MA..... — .749-,749-1499 

799 
-..74t. ...499 

MA 10.99 1099 7.99 12.99 10.99 MA MA 
I0W MA 

COMPILATIONS 
NINJA COLLECTION SHADOW WARRIOR, DOUBLE DRAGON & DRAGON NNJA CASS 7 50 

DIZZY'S EXCELLENT ADVENTURE 
DIZZY OOWN TX RAPIDS, KW1X 5NAX, BUBBLE DUZV, DCZY PANIC 4 OIH ATO THE YOUC FOOC CASS 7.50 

T.N. I . 2 SICUU AM) CKOS5AONES. HYDRA, BADLANDS, S.T.U.N RUNhO 4 ESCAPE MONSTBtS CASS B 99 
SOCCER 6 TREBLE CHAV/WMS, EUKOPEON OtAMrtONS, WORLD SOCCM LEAGUE. EURO BOSS. WOOD OUMPtONS 4 TTIEVOR BROOtONG CASS 7 99 

MAX PACK COMPILATION njRWCAN ST DRAGON. SWW1 r4GMTSHFT CASS OM.Y 11 99 
CARTOON COLLECTION EKZZY. SUGHTIY MAGtC, UTTlf HJFF. CJ.'S ELEPHANT ANTtCS, SEYMOUR GOES TO MOU.YWOOO 4 S«K£ in transyivama CASS 7 SO 

CHART ATTACK LOTUS ESPWT TURBO CHAUENGE, SUTOICAJtS, SHADOW OF THE BtAJT, WFOSSAMOlf 4 GHOUS AND GHOSTS CASS 1099 DISC 1399 
YKNOIN TRILOGY KLAX, ESCA« fWC ROBOT MONSTERS 4 CYMRBAli CASS 5 50 

SUPER SEOA GOIDfN AXE, E.S WAT., SHMOBI. SUffR MONACO G P. 4 CRACKDOWN OSS 12.99 
AIR/SEA SUPREMACY SHENT SEDVX3, CARftSfi COWMAN©, GUNSMP, Pi? THUNDEMOtT4 F15STWH EAGLE CASS 13.99 

HANNA BARBERA CARTOON 
COLLECTION YOGI'S GREAT ESCAPE. HONG KONG FMOOEY, RUFF AND READY 4 OEVIRIEY 

HUSCAIS CASS 730 
ADDICTED TO fUN BUBBLE BOOBlf, RAJNBOW ISLANDS 4 NEW ZEALAND STORY CASS 750 
MOVIE PREMIER TEENAGE MUTANT HERO TURTlfS. GREMLINS 2, SACK TO TK FUTURE 2 4 DAYS OF THUNOER CASS 10 99 
WORLD CUP 9 0 KICK OFF. TRAOCSUIT MANAGER. 4 GARY L44EXERS HOTSHOTS CASS 3 99 

QUATTRO FANTASTIC Pl» TRMA WACKY DARTS. FRUIT MACHK 4 MONTE CARLO CASINO CASS 3,99 
4 MOST WORLD SPORTS GRID IRON 7. BASEBALL, LCHI MATA 4 BASAETBALL CASS 3 99 

COIN OP HITS 
OUTRUN, THUMXRNADf. ROAD BIASTRS, SPY 

FFJNTER 4 BOMC COMMANDO 
CASS 5.JO 

CRASH SMASHES 
BKXC COMMANDO, WWTER GAMES, 720, 

IMPOSSIBLf MISSION 2 4 SPY HUNTER 
SPECIAL OFFB! 3 99 

WINNERS 
THUNDERiLADt, l£D STORM, 

BLASTBtOCS IMP MISSION 2 4 N0IANA 
ICMS TEMPLE Of DOOM 

CASS 5 50 

MIOA GAMES VOL 1 
NORTH STAR. CYKRNOC, DEftEOOR . TFUOtES. 

BLOOD BROTFCRS. MASK 2. TOUR DC 
FORa. «RCU£S, BLOOD VAUEY. 

MASTER OF THE UNfVtRSE (T>iE MCME) 
CASS ONI Y 5 SO 

ARCADIA 
NEW ZEALAND STORY. OPERATION THJNOERBCXT 4 

CHASE HQ. 
CASS O H Y 5 50 

FIST OF FURY 
DOUBLE DRAGON 2. SW40BI. NNiA WARRIORS 4 

DYNAMfTE DUX 
CASS 10.99 

ITS T.V. SHOWTIME 
KRYPTON FACTOR, BOBS FULL HOUSE, EVERY 

SECOND COUNTS 4 BUUSfYE 
CASS 7.50 

DIZZY COLLECTION 
DIZZY. FAST FOOD, FANTASY WOULD DIZZY, 

TREASURE ISLAND DIZZY 4 MAGIC LAND DIZZY 
CASS 7 50 

SOCCER MANIA 
FOOTBALL MANAGER 2. MCROPROSE SOCCER. 
FOOT4AI1 MANAGER WORLD CUP EDITION 4 

GAZZA'S SUPER SOCCER 
CASS 1099 

TWO HOT TWO HANDLE 
GOLDEN AXE. TOTAL RECALL. SHADOW WARMOR 4 

SUPER OFF ROAD RACES 
CASS 1099 

4 MOST BALLS. BOOTS A BRAINS 
SOCCER CHALLENGE,TX DOUBLE. RUGBY BOSS 4 

AUSTRALIAN RULES FOOT4ALL 
CASS ONLY 3 99 

PACK OF ACIS 
WTESNAHONAL KARATE, KXJLDEROASH, WHO 

DAMS WINS 2 4 NEXUS 
CASS 3 99 

THRILLT1MI OOLD 1 
PAPERBOY. GHOST AND GOBIMS. BATTY. 

BOMBJACK AND 1UKBO ESPRJT 
CASS 5-50(NOT .2ACOMPATIBLE) 

T.N.T. 
HARD DRWW. DRAGON SPIRIT. A P.B., TOOBIN 4 

XYBOTS 
CASS 550 

SAM COUPE 
FOOTBALL DIRECTOR 1 
NPAF PRICE CASS 7.99 DISC 7.99 

m i NCI OF PI RSI* 
DOC ONLY 11.99 

BUNK M I N U (40 U Y I U ) 
NEW DISC ONLY 7.99 

TASWORD a 
MSC ONLY 14.99 

foRbTR-FORM~ANITI nformatTON I 
Ail onbn MX HRST CLASS vimet Id owlsbiliN Jul M <n coupon and Mnd it m Softworc city, Unit 4, 
BOC 21 Tempi* Street, Wohvbomptor WV2 4AN. Postog. ratM - P(eo« odd 50p for orderj 
under £5. Non UK/EEC countnei odd £1.00 ptr item Non EEC Counlnet odd £i per tlwn 
Paying by cheque - Cheque* payable to Software City. 
Name 
Address 

Postcode Name ol Game 

Previous Customer. 
Ret.No.. 
Card No 

Exp.Date -
MM tlACFON CACCtU HASTt ACAAD CLA0CAAD ACCIPTU 

I 

Computer Value 

Postage 

Total 

-



by a JL Sinclare of London, asking you 
if Amstrad were planning to stop 
manufacturing the +2. 

Your reply was. that the +2 was not 
on it's way out (Although personally I 
would like to see a +2 machine opening 
a door and walking out. ha-ha!) II that's 
the case, can you explain this: 

I owned a Speccy +2A until it was 
taken away illegally. I've been to ALL of 
my local retailers, and they both tell me 
they're not stocking any more of the +2, 
or any other kind of Sinclair Spectrum 
machine. 

In fact, one store owner said he sent 
his stock back. So imagine my delight 
when I saw a Spectrum +2 sat inside 
another retailer's shop. So, cash in 
hand (well almost — the money was in 
my trouser pocket). I went to buy the 
lovely Speccy machine. Imagine again, 
if you will, my horror when the 
manageress told me the machine was 
not allowed to be sold and should not 
be on display! In fact, she had orders to 
send it back. 

Now c'mon. can you tell me what's 
going on? Why is my home town being 
deprived of these machines? I mean, 
I've got 200 Spectrum games and I 
cannot play a single one. 

l ^ e r m e T i m b e r s 

I 
I 
m iner 

I i V , 0 r l e s s t h a n a * * * B ^ t E I ! even 
m ^ a g the software houses lose money (think Z u l 

There s a point I want to get off my chest. Basically 
j s the death of the Speccy {may it live f o r e v e r ^ 

m a j n things I feel will kill n off 
t-PIRACY (that b of a trade). 
2. The continuing rise in game prices 

I^The pirates are killing off their own trade by p,rat.no 
games. They sell games cheaply, the software S 
tes< to_ copy and the Speccy owner has less to play 
Theytten have to buy something crappy « . a

 W 

Comrrodore (strangles from the 22AP reader) The 

oreaded place you visited - GONEBUST 

2. The rise in software prices is so dramatic you can 

it). They lose out to the pirates, put up their prices 

raund «c f get run over by Nick "Pie' Roberts), the 
• r t f t M house loses out. they increase prices more 

S r " ^ k J " ° f f , h S S p f l C C y , n Process 

(Shouts of yippee' from ihe 2ZAP reader) Craven Arms. Shropshire 
• • 

J S l ^ S S L T " boffin-
S h 8 s « blfi problem In 

t Z X l T f r 0 m , h e W O f d ^ a 'though 

who 8 r e killing off the software producers are vou 
telling me that If y o u were given a chance ,o ' 

h 7 i X d p a s s l , u p ? Y 0 U 5 r e a , b j 9 , i b ^ 

»s, Ihe 
ipaper • 

I 
I 

make 

Any info on this matter would be 
much appreciated. 
M Jones, Gainsborough, Lines 

• • • • • • 

Don't worry, m'dear. The stores you 
mention are just very miserable, and 
In a bit of a sulk because I visited 
them and told them their completely 

[Brilliant Blinky 

F- disabled person. I don't work anymore and I'd like to learn more about • 
» computers. I think the games are really good. 

mises promises • •MrwL ̂  » 
I'm wnting after losing your mag then finding it and losing every compo 

_ under the sun!! _ H first up, try our mail order hotline (see page 62), but lust in case, 

I've recently bought a Sinclair Spectrum +2 along with about 50 games, 
which I'm trying to sort outl And I also bought an issue of your CRASH 
mag for Jan '92, with the terrific Titanic Blinky. 

Can you tell me where to buy one, or Zeppelin's address, and also 
does anyone know where I can get a handbook for this model, as I'm a 
disabled person. I don't work anymore and I'd like to team more about 
computers. I think the games are really good. 
Mr WL Kemp, Pimlico, London 

I 
I'm wnting after losing your mag then finding it and losing every compo 
under the sun!! 

You really make some great promises, don't you. In Issue 95 there was 
a statement boasting you had a 100% colour mag. Yet in Issue 96 you had 

24 tvw pages. 
Also in Issue 96, 

you said thai 
subscriptions were 

on page 26 (the 
most surprising thing 

is that it was), but 
page 26 said it was 43 

(two page 43s, what 
value!!). Strange. 
Perhaps you might give 

me a £40 software voucher to 
brighten me up for an my bad 

luck and to forgive yourselves. 
Christopher Thomson, Banbury, 

Oxfordshire 

Well oh dear, isn't the world awful, Chrissy? Variety 
, is the spice of life (or should that be turnips?), and 
anyway, promises are made to be broken. As for the 

voucher, NO PEAR! 
Although keeping with our tradition of making cock-

ups, here's another for ya to grimace at. It's not actually 
a £40 software voucher, It's a 40-pound traffic warden 
from Frinton-orvSea, called Morag. She's a lovely lady. 

We're sending her to you Recorded Delivery, 'cause we 
•Hike you tfwf much. 

By the way, she's got a delicious recipe lor cabbage 
cake, which I'm sure she'l) disclose to you. 

II 
I 
I 
I 
I 
II 

J 

First up, try our mail order hotline (see page 62), but Just in case, 
Zeppelin's phone number Is 091 365 7755. Amstrad can advise you 
on the handbook question, 0277 228 868 • on the h L . J 

crap and their curtains clash with 
their assistants. 

Hope thats a good enough 
explanation. (For a serious answer, 
see the Mum's The Word letter, and 
give Amstrad a bell on 0277 228 888.) 
Ed 

Brains Of A Rocking 
Horse 

I heard about a TV programme 
dedicated to computer and console 
games. I was eagerly waiting for it, then 
it came a! last I Games Master11 
watched it waiting for some Speccy 
games and tips (not that I don't get 
enough from your wonderful mag!), but 
what did I get? Sega and Nintendo! 

The first thing on the programme was 
a challenge from the Games Master 
who challenged a boy to collect 50 
coins on one of Nintendo's Mano 
games. Then we had a review section 
with Nintendo and Sega games only! 

Next there was another challenge 
involving the Sega Mega Drive's Man 
Utd Europe! After that we got a special 

section on the Nintendo Game Boy! 
What happened to computers? 

Where was the Speccy? What a waste 
ol half an hour! Could you please send 
Nick around to the 'Games Master* to 
beat him up and make him show more 
Speccy stuff! 

Now I've done enough moaning, I 
have to say how totally brill your mag is! 
Congrats on the new Techni-Tak pagel 
It's totally excellent! Is there any chance 
of expanding it to maybe two or three 
pages? 

Also I've noticed that Nick's Playing 
rips section's a bit short. If you 
expanded both these sections I'd be 
more than willing to pay extra. You 
could put the price up to about £2.50 
and I'd still buy it! 

I think it's a bit sad they've stopped 
producing +3.1 think Amstrad should 
bring out a new Speccy. the +4. It would 
be the same as the +3 but have a better 
sound chip etc. Since Amstrad stopped 
making Speccy games on disk? 
Mark Flemming. Fife, Scotland 
PS I'm sorry for using words like 
'Nintendo' and 'Sega'. I know the/re 
disgusting words but they were 



essential to my letter. Keep up the good 
work! 
PPS Could you tell me the ages ot all 
the CRASH crew? 

Why don't you try giving the Games 
Master a piece of your mind (he 
obviously hasn't got enough of his 
own otherwise he'd have Speccy 
games on the programme wouldn't 
he?). I forgive you for using these 
unmentionable words, but don't do It 
again — I had to lie down for at least 
an hour after hearing them I 

As far as the tips are concerned — 
your wish is granted (as you can see 
by the whopping 16-pager in this 
Issue!). 

And our ages: Nicko's 19, Woz 22, 
lan 24, Corky's 27 (wotta FOGEY), 
Charlie 18 (aah, the baby!), and I'm 
not telling you how old I am — you 
don't ask a lady her age (any smart-
arse remarks will be rewarded with a 
kick In the 
Id 

Loaded Speccy 
Is it me or do computers CHEAT! 
Especially Audiogenic's Rugby. 

Do software houses stick in little 
rules that can be altered for computer 
use only? Or is it sprites really know 
what their doing? 

And for that matter. Audiogenic's £ 
Hughes Football, disappearing players, 
keepers with no hands, only be hacked 
outside the penalty box? 

WWF: why is the computer so good 
when he has no energy? And the list is 
endless. 

Well my case comes to a close. 
Remember the next time you lose on 
your favourite games, there's always a 
chance its cheating. 
Stephen Pratt, Sunderland, Wearside 

[Male Order 
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We Are The Champions 
Hi there, I'm a person who just before Christmas got a free 
Spectrum +2 48K, 'Whal a load of rubbish,' I thought but I 
was wrong. After getting a lot of games I started to enjoy it 
more than my dad's ST. 

I bought ScoobyDooiS Scrappy Doo. Who Dares Wins 2, 
Rampage, IK+, Paperboy, Smash TV, The Dizzy Collection and 
Dizzy's Excellent Adventures. 

After buying my favourite mag. CRASH, the other day, I asked my 
friend Jonathan over and he dared lo say he hated Smash TV. (hie 
was probably jealous because I can get to Level Two and he can't 
even get past the first screen.) Paul 'On & On & Ariston' Arts (he hates 
me calling him that) hated CRASH as well (some people have such 
bad taste nowadays). 

Now I have the Feb 92 issue ol CRASH and I enjoyed CRASH vs 
ZZAP vs SEGA FORCE, so now me and two friends are doing a 
Nintendo vs ST vs Spectrum challenge (with my ST and Spectrum), 
and of course I'm supporting the Spectrum. 

I have The Dizzy Collection and Dizzy's Excellent Adventures so 
can you tell me which Dizzy games I haven't got. 
lan Wlgger, Leytonstone, London 

You spongaclous dweeboid! A +2 48K71 There haven't been 48K 
Speccy s produced for years — the +2 has 128K! 

Anyhow, tell old Ariston & On 
that he's a drongo and ought to 
be de-toenalled. The only Dizzy game you 
haven't got is Bubble Dizzy, and you could 
try Seymour, which is in the same vein. 

Good luck with the challenge, m'dear, be my 
champion and I'll love you forever and ever. (And If 
you believe that, you'll believe anything!) 

Where To, 
Guv? 
Help! Around lasl month one ol my 
games stopped working, it was called 
Sabre Wulf and it was my best game! 

Please help me, 
or even better tell 
me where I 
could find it in 
a shop! 
Sam York 
(age 8) 

Funny you mention cheating. I was 
playing the lovely old classic Rick 
Dangerous the other day when 
suddenly, at a particularly crucial part 
of the game, a big hand came out ot 
the screen and hit me, rendering me 
unconctous for the rest of the game. 
It's a funny old world, isn't It? 
Ed 

Just try our mall 
order hotline on 

page 62! 
Ed 

Having been away from the Spectrum scene for ages. I'd really like to 
know where I can get my hands on a copy of Rebel Star 2 by Firebird. 

Correct me if I'm wrong, but I think Firebird are now defunct and being 
such an avid fan of the original. I'd like lo get hold of the sequel. You used 
to do a mail order service, do you still? 

If so could you please let me know in the SAE I'm enclosing. 
Michael Veal, Enfield, Essex 
PS Was there a sequel lo Elite? 

I 
I 
I 

I hold you 

L. 

Yes, we do have a mall order service (not that I agree with it — no 
male EVER gives me orders). Telephone 051 357 1275 for our 24-hour 
hotline, write to Europress Direct, FREE POST, Eltesmere Port, South 
Wlrral L65 3EB, or use the coupon In this Issue. 

Firebird planned an Elite 2 but it never materialised. There's an 
outside chance It will see the light of day, (very) eventually, but don't 
hold your breath. 

1 

I 
I 
I 

V > 

Well there ya go, take it or leave it, 
Hke rt orTump «(alternatively scrunch 
u T n t o a t i n y b a l l a n d p u t i t i n a c n s p 

packet). More letters next month so 
keep em coming on any subject to 
Lucy's Letters, CRASH, Europress 
Impact, Ludlow SYB 1JW. 
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Hey! What's going down in 
SAM town, cucumber-type 
dudes?! Well there's no 
point me asking you, is there? I'm 
supposed to be the one in the know! 
I've got a right rollercoaster ride 
through everything SAM-like this 
issue. Fasten your seat belts and 
away we go... 

SMARTER THAN YOUR 
AVERAGE DISK! 

Are your disks totally 
unorganised, like mine? If they 

need a bit of a kick up the posterior, 
you need SmartFlle. 

It uses MasterDOS to help you 
erase, hide, unhide, protect, 
unprotect, unerase and son out the 
directories of Bny disorganised disk. 
It can be used with the keyboard or 
SAMCo mouse and Is mainly menu 
driven. 

It's certainly powerful and H you 
don't have a utility like this in your 
software collection get one fast! 
There are many times I've 
accidentally erased a file and wanted 
to kick mysell, but that's no longer a 
problem. 

The biggest drawback ot SmartFlle 
Is that It needs MasterDOS to run. tt 
you don't have it you're up corrupt 
disk creek without a paddle! 

SmartFlle's available from William 
McGugan, 46 Elliot Street, Arbroath, 
Angus, Scotland DD11 3BZ for only 
£6.50, Including instructions. 

GOING PUBLIC 
Looking tor yet another 
cheapo disk magazine to 

Increase your software collection 
and titillate your computer chips? 
Here's a new one called Public and 
needs your help to get it ofl the 
ground. 

I saw Issue two and It was a little 
bit bare (ooo missus, don't). The 
creator, Sam 'no relation' Buchanan, 
wants people to contribute by 
sending him any screens, BASIC or 
machine code programs, music and 

letters for Inclusion In future Issues. 
To order your copies of Public ot 

get fame and fortune by contributing, 
write to: Sam Buchanan, B Suthmere 
Drive, Burbage, Nr Marlborough, 
Wiltshire SN8 3TG. It costs £1 per 
Issue. 

VEGGIE BURGERS, AHOY! 
The boys at Revelation 
software have been busy 

searching for SAM software and 
have come up with a real winner in 
the shape of a squashy tomato on a 
Vegetable Vacation! 

This ain't no ordinary tomato, 
though, he's got wings and can fly 
around doing the type of things 
tomatoes do! I haven't quite worked 
out this hero veg's mission yet but 
the game looks excellent! 

The 120-screen demo I saw had 
lots of equally rad fruit and veg 
inhabiting every screen: blueberries 
with trainers on, mutant oranges, 

bogus lettuce leaves, bouncing peas 
with legs and a silly looking teddy 
bear (that's not a vegetable, is It?). 

The object of the game seems to 
be to fly around the landscapes 
collecting objects and using them to 
tree other objects. Hardly 100% 
original but a first for the SAM. 

All the graphics are excellently 
animated and coloured, with a kind 
ot seml-3D where you can fly behind 
some objects and In front of others. 

Vegetable Vacation will be 
released on the Revelation label at a 
price to be announced very soon. 

ANOTHER SOFTWARE 
OUTLET! 

Here's a disk magazine 
many ot you may have 

forgotten about or never 
even heard of! Outlet was 
one ot the original 
bunch ol magazines 
that were around In 
the earfy days of the 
SAM and is now on 
issue 55! 

They produce 
the magazine In 
various formats — 
SAM, +D/Dlsciple, 
+3, tape, mlcrodrive 

and Opus disk — therefore the 
material they use Is quite general, 
with the odd SAM-speclflc piece here 
and there. 

The presentation's very 
Spectrumesque', probably so they 

can use the same graphics on all 
formats. This disk mag obviously 
doesn't use the SAM to Its best 
abilities. 

Outleft an excellent source of 
Information about the SAM and 
Spectrum software industry but If 
you're expecting a glorious piece of 
SAM software you'd better look 
elsewhere. Each issue costs £3.50 
and details are available from: Outlet, 
Chezron Software, 605 
Loughborough Road, Btrstall, 
Leicester LE4 4NJ. 

Here's your chance to do your 
bit for the environment and 

save a few forests from being 
chopped down. Buy a Comic On A 
Disk Instead of paper! The genius 
behind this SAM concept is David 
Talt of Glasgow (with a bit of help 
from the tiny people, like Walt 
Disneyl). 

The first disk comic stars those 
virtually unknown cartoon 
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characters, Mickey Mouse and 
friends. The story's been taken from 
a Disney comic and some of the 
graphics have been borrowed from 
various PD disks but they've never 
been put together like this before. 

ft loads compressed SCREENS 
files one after the other, each a frame 
of the cartoon. The story's told using 
speech bubbles in the screens and 
narrative text between them and It 
works really well — as long as you're 
a fast reader! You can always break 
Into the BASIC program and change 
the pause statements to give 
yourself more time to read each 
frame. 

You can get your Comic On A Disk 
for E2 from David Tail, 202 W 
Klngsheath Avenue. Bankhead, 
Rutherglen, Glasgow G73 20B. 

SIZZLING STUFF FROM 
SAM CO! 

Things are hotting up in the 
SAM Computers offices these 

days, not Just In software but with 
exciting hardware developments, 
too! 

This month should see the launch 
of a SAM video dlgitiser. No more 
fiddling around on a crusty Atari ST 
for the likes of Guy Mlddleton (of 
digitised film demo fame), you'H be 
able to buy a cheap monochrome 

dlgitiser to test out the SAM's 
digitising skills then upgrade it to a 
colour model for serious video 
grabbing. 

The reason for an upgrade instead 
of |ust one colour package Is so 
those on a tighter budget can 
experience the |oys of digitising. 
Saving up to buy a new place of 
hardware can take a long time so 
now you can do It In two steps! 

Besides Ihe other software 
mentioned in this month's pages, 
there are developments in the 
business and educational fields. A 
sort ol Flash! for kids is on the cards, 
with simplified menus and greater 
sense of fun. A state-of-the-art 
spreadsheet and word processor are 
being developed which promise to 
blow the socks off anything ever 
seen on the SAM before. 

GET THOSE JUICES 
FLOWING! 

Have you ever fancied 
creating your own arcade 

game masterpiece on the SAM but 
not had the programming knowledge 
or graphic skills to do so? There's 
something coming your way that 
could solve your problems for good. 
It's a games designer especially 
written tor the SAM by Glenco 
Software and It looks like a powerful 

tool. 
The disk I was sent included a new 

language for creating demos and 
games, a Sprites Alive sprite 
designer and a brilliant demo of what 
can be created using the system. The 
demo shows some amazing 
possibilities with a couple of arcade 
adventures, a shoot-'em-up or two 
and a Break Out-style bash. 

The only trouble with this type of 
utility is that the games tend to look 
very similar. Any budding 
games programmer will have to 
come up with some pretty 
snazzy graphics to make 
their game shine out from 
the rest. 

Creating B game's quite 
simple, following a good read of the 
Instructions. You design the 
graphics, create the maps and define 

the paths of the nasties in the 
designer. The main part of the game 
is written in a similar way to BASIC, 
with lots ot new keywords to give 
immense power to your fingertips. 

Life certainly isn't ^ ^ ^ 
dull on the SAM scene! If you have 
anything to say about Mr Coupe (Mr 
512K if you're clever) or have a disk 
packed with goodies for me to see, 
send it to this address: Nick Roberts, 
SAM Page, CRASH, Europress Impact, 
Temeside, Ludlow, Shropshire SY8 
1JW. See you next time, SAM pals! 
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SPECTRUM REPAIRS 

48K Plus £18.00 
48K Rubber £16.00 
48K Plus membranes £11.50 
48K Rubber membranes £6.50 
4116 memory IC £0.70 
4164/4532 memory IC £2.60 
Z80 CPU £2.60 

M i n i m u m o r d e r £ 5 
O t h e r s p a r e s s t o c k e d . P r i c e s i n c l u d e V A T a n d post 

RA Electronics 
1 3 3 London Rood South, 

Lowesoft, Suffolk N R 3 3 OAX 
Tel: 0 5 0 2 5 6 6 2 8 9 

SINCLAIR SUPPLIES 
+2 Computet line 24 games I 
+3 Compute* (Inc 6 games) 
Watas 64K x 2 
Defender or Magnum Gun 
i2A'«3 Power Pack 
Kempston Joystk* 
Count wtt Oliver (tape) 
Senal'Para*^ cable 
»3 Cassette lead 
O o u c u m m Recorder 
Memebrario (48/«.OUZ*81) 

£99.99 
£99 99 
£7 99 

£14.99 
£29.99 
£6.99 
£2 99 
£9 99 
£4.99 

£1999 
£10.99 

4&-.I28 +2 Power Pack £14 99 
4 *CF2 Blanks €8 00 
Kempeton Interface £10.99 
DuttOOver (48, + 128. +2/3) £2 99 
Basic Arithmetic (tape) £2 99 
20 Game Compendium (tape! £4 99 
Scan Cable £12.99 
*2l* 3 Joystick Adaptor £4 99 
•2i .3 MO Lead £9 99 
ParaM Printer £130 00 

S P E C T R U M R E P A I R 
O n l y £ 1 5 If r e p a i r a b l e f o r 4 8 K / + . P h o n e f o r + 2 / + 3 p r i c e s . 

S e n d m a c h i n e o n l y w i t h f a u l t d e s c r i p t i o n 

Send C t x y P O to: 
O m n l d a l e Suppl ies ,23 C u r z o n Street , 

Derby , DE1 2 E S 
Tel: 0332 2 9 1 2 1 9 

O p e n M o n - Sat 10 - 9 .30 

KOBRAHSOFT SPECTRUM 
AND SAM COUPE UTILITIES 

SAM DICE DISC UTILITY:- NEW! Version 1.1:- BACKUP. RECOVER ERASED fBes/tosl data: 
REPAIR tkrectorws. DISC CHECK; LOCK OUT BAD secuxs STRING search. S«l«ctve FORMAT 
Will now hand* sutxfrectones asin MaslerOos Priea>£14 M on Disc 

CD2 TAPE TO SAM DISC TRANSFER UTILITY:- NEWI Trans!* the VAST MAJORrTY ol your 
Spectrum tapes to Sam drive. Gives superb Spectrum tape compatibility VERY EASY to use 
Price:- £10 95 OH DISC 

SP7 TAPE TO +3 DISC UTILITY:- NEW Transfer taped to disc. Now comes with a BEGINNERS 
Manual an ADVANCED User Manual, and an Encrypter Demo Tape Also Has a superb DISC 
CATALOGUER, and no* wfl transfer FULL 126K programs 
INCLUDES SP7 COMPANION - shows how to transfer many games 
Supplied on DISC a t - £14 95 

SP7 COMPANION VOL 2>THANSFERS 100. GAMES Meeds SP7 - £4 95 

SC7 UTILITY:- NEWI Latest tape io tape backup utility will now backup virtually ANY program. 
Price:- £9 95 on tap* 

OMS »3 DISC MANAGEMENT SYSTEM:- NEWt Vernon 1.1 now with printout h>gh capacity 
formats AND ertended (Keoorxes Organise afl your disc Hes Large database. FAST Ale search 
MENU programs Easy to Use:- £14 95 on DISC 

D I C E :- NEW Version 3.D .3 disc utility Now with high capacity formal, data printout and 
disassembler Look out faulty sectors: Recover erased Hes and mucfi more Easy 10 use 'An 
excellent package'. CRASH Oct'68 £14 95 on Disc, 
SPECTRUM MACHINE CODE COURSE - FLAX course from beginner to advanced level Applies 
to ALL Spectrums SUnABLE tor aTFree Disassembler AN0 Editor/Assembler £20 00. 

SAM ZS0 MACHINE CODE COURSE NEW Learn how to program your Sam n machne code Ful 
course suitable tor at with disassembler and also assembler £ 2 0 0 0 
PLUS 3 DIARY AND FILING SYSTEM:- NEW Veriton 1.1 wan tut printout Superb filing system 
diary tor the +3 with LARGE DATABASE, fast seanJvretneve bwtnyltims £12 95 on Disc. 

ALSO AVAILABLE:-SD5 TAPE TO M D SOS TAPE TO OPUS MTl M D TOOLKIT SW1 TAPE 
TO WAFADRIVE. SAM CT2 TAPE UTILITY; SMI MF SUITE D82 43 DISC 6ACUP UTILITY 

Ring lor FULL details 

WE OFFER A FULL MONEY BACK GUARANTEE - BUY WITH CONFIDENCE UPDATE 
SERVICE - SEND HALF NEW PRICE • OLD DISC FOR NEW VERSION 

Send cheque P O to - "KOB RAH SOFT,BEPT CR. "Pleasant V W , Hulme Lane. Hulme, 
Longton. S(oke-on-Tr«nt, Staffs ST3 SBH. 

(Overseas EUROPE add £1 P.P PER ITEM, others £2) Send SAE (9~ '5*) tor detailed 
Catalogue mark envelope "ENQUIRY". 

For more mfwmalion please phone - 078 130 5244 
Access, Visa Welcome please phone above number 

(24 Hour. 7 Day Service for FAST Mail Order) 

THE PRICE YOU SEE IS 
THE PRICE YOU PAY 

ALL PRICES INC. 
m m t V A T LTD. 

SINCtAIR PRODUCTS & PRINTERS 
*QL £125 SPECTRUM +2 £90 SP+3 £95 

' INCLUDES FREE QUANTA MEMBERHIP 
• MICRODRIVE EXPANSION KIT * 

Includes microdrive, interface 1. booklet, introduction cartridge & flex 
connector £59 .95 
As above with extra microdrive £69 .95 
N E W Microdrives £24 95 

POWER SUPPLIES: 48K •£7.95. 128K +2 - £ 9 . 9 5 . + 2 A & + 3 - £19.95 

• C A R T R I D G E S * 
4 New cartridges In plastic wallets £ 1 2 . 0 0 
2 0 new cartridges in plastic box with seperators £55 .00 
10 new program cartridges ( For Reformating) £18 .00 

OUR PRICES NOW INCLUDE 17H% V.A.T" 

PRINTERS Centronics - Serial Interface £ 2 7 ft Reqd. 174* VAT 

Ol ivet t i /TA dot matr ix , u p to 2 0 0 c p s / 3 0 N L Q , F X 8 5 0 e m u l a t i o n - £ 1 2 9 
C a n o n B J 1 0 e x bubble je t , ve ry h igh qual i ty { 3 6 0 dpi) . A 4 s i z e - £ 2 5 9 
O K 1 microti ne , M L 1 8 3 , W i d e c a r r i a g e dot matr ix - £ 1 2 9 
W e c a n supply a n y m a k e / m o d e l pr inter • p l e a s e a s k for deta i ls 

• UNIVERSAL •Z.S" DISC D R I V E * 
1 M b 3.5* cased, complete with built-in P S U , mains switch & 13 amp plug. 
E X T E R N A L dip swilches adapt drive for spectrum, QL, PC, Atari, Amiga etc. 
Comes with lull instruction book, plastic cover and tree D S / D D disk. 
Spectrum & Q L need l /Facs (P&P £9 )£75 .00 
Lead for above (P&P £9) £12 .00 
Bare 3.5* 1 M b d/drives Epson Low rofile 1* ( P « P £9) £39 .00 

UK delivery: Please add £ 9 for P R I N T E R S and Micros. Other items £3. 
Outside UK add £15. Other i tems£5 C . W O. O R V I S A / A C C E S S 

EA U . OFFERS SUBJECT TO AVAILABILITY. 
SOME PRODUCTS MAY BE RECONDITION ED. 

ORDERS TO: EEC LTD 18-21 MISBOURNE HOUSE.CHILTERN 
HILL. CHALFONT ST PETER. BUCKS SL9 9UE 

FAX: 0753 887149 
TEL: 0753 888866 

IF AN 
ADVERT IS WRONG, 

^ WHO PUTS IT RIGHT? 
W- d o The A d v e r t i s i n g Standards A u t h o r i t y ensures 

a d v e r t i s e m e n t s mee t w i t h Ihe s t r i c t Code o f A d v e r t i s i n g P rac t i ce . 
So If you q u e s t i o n an adve r t i se r , they have l o 

answer to us. 
l b f ind o u t m o r e a l w u l the ASA, p lease w r i t e l o 

A d v e r t i s i n g S t a n d a r d s A u t h o r i t y . 
D e p a r t m e n t X. Brook House . 

I b r r i n g t o n P lace . L o n d o n W C t E 7HN 

ng P rac t i ce . 

81 
ASA 

This apace Is deaat r i la ikr l a t rman ol high niandardu la afir-rilaratraln. 
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Have you ever felt like a mushroom? 
No, I don't mean grey with a rounded 
top and a tasty, fleshy underside, I 
mean kept in the dark. Believe it or 
not, there are thousands of Spectrum 
games out there that most of you will 
never see! NICK ROBERTS puts on his 
investigative cap and pokes his nose 
where it's not wanted! 

H's all a big con. Isn't It? 
People talk of the demise of 
the Spectrum software 

Industry and the lack of Inventive, 
original software. But they're all 
wrong. 

It's only in the UK where Spectrum 
software's dying oft, with bad quality 
games and software companies 
losing interest In producing anything 
new at all. It's about time all you 
devoted Spectrum users knew the 
truth about the European software 
scene. 

In the mid-Eighties, the 
Spectrum's popularity soared, all 
over the world. Amstrad took the 
lovable 48K and 128K Sinclair 
Spectrums, created a rad new box to 
put them In and gave the whole 
Speccy Industry a spring clean. 

At the same time, other countries 
were creating their own Spectrum 
clones that would lower the cost of 
computing and increase popularity. 
Computers like the Russian Hobbit, 
American TS-2068 and SAM Coupe 
were invented and marketed 
throughout the world. 

England, Scotland, Wales, Spain, 
Portugal, Russia, Brazil, India, China, 
America and Taiwan have all been 
touched by the Spectrum magic. The 
growth markets are now In Eastern 
Europe and the Third World. Millions 
of Spectrum-compatible computers 
have been In circulation for years so 
It's no surprise there are some 
amazing feats of programming that 
usually go unseen. 

WEIRD WATER?! 
I don't know why but European 
software seems far better 
programmed than the stuff we see In 
the UK. Programmers cram much 
more colour and sound Into their 
games and come up with more 
Interesting ideas. Perhaps H's the 
water where they come from I 

The only problem with the brilliant 
games I saw was that all the 
Instructions were in another 
language! 

I've included the cream of the crop 
In this feature, a brief description of 
what each game's about, Its best and 
worst features, and of course, lots of 
screenshots for you to drool over! 
Keep your fingers crossed — one 
day these games might be released 
in the UK! 

DEFENDER OF THE 
CROWN 
The Cat 

• This game originally appeared on 
the 16-bit machines and was raved 
about In all the mags ot the time. Of 
course, a Spectrum version wasn't 
planned — but that didn't stop The 

Cat creating his own! 
So here it Is, Oefender Of The 

Crown on the Spectrum — a game 
that's never been officially released 
by any software company! 

You play Wilfred Ivanhoe and 
must defend the crown of Richard III 
against the Invading forces. You start 
with a small number ot soldiers, 
some land and a castle and must raid 
neighbouring territories, 
challenge your enemies to 
duels and go Jousting to 
Improve your status. 

Each section has its own 
unique graphics. The main 
map's packed with colour and 
has some great effects when 
you select territory. Raiding 
takes the player to an 
excellently detailed castle 
scene where a swordflght 
takes place. Jousting's shown side-
on, the lance aimed using an 
animated knight sprite at the bottom 
of the screen. 

Playing Defender Of The Crown 
makes a refreshing change from the 
endless shoot- and beat-'em-ups that 
spew out ot software companies. 
You actually have to sit down and 
think about what your next move will 
be. Choose poorly and the enemy 
will be knocking on the door with a 
club In one hand and a big sword in 
the other! I love i t 

inhabited by some very strange 
creatures, the basic Idea's to blast 
everything In sight! What a 
refreshing change. 

What makes it so special is Its 
looks. Colourful backdrops and 
sprites all dick snugly into place 
without even a dash of colour dash. 

Each level's a horizontally-
scrolling blast with a mega-mean 

end-of-level baddy waiting for the 
unsuspecting space adventurer at 
the end. 

Every so often there's a large rock 
to jump over and mutant holes 
dotted about that gobble you up, 
given halt a chance. Aliens include 
potato heads, big bees with purple 
bums, blokes In spaceships and run-
of-the-mill aliens. 

Reaching the halfway point ot the 
level signals a spaceship to pick the 
player up, then It's otf Into deep 
space for a classic style shoot-'em-
up, aliens and space debris flying at 
the ship from the right and limited 
lasers to dispose of It alt! Alt this on 
a parallax starry backdrop. 

Survive this and It's back down to 
the planet s surface to continue the 
adventure. This time there are big 
pools of space liquid to jump — one 



foot wrong and you're dead! 
i usually don't Ilka mindless 

shoot-'em-ups but when they're as 
brilliantly presented and good to look 
at as Sideral War, you |ust have to 
become addicted. Great stuff! 

POWER MAGIC 
Zigurat 
Software/Gamesoft 

• The trick all these Euro 
programmers have caught onto Is 
creating graphics with tots of colours 

and a blank black outline to cover up 
any clash that might otherwise 
occur. When you're playing you don't 
notice the black lines around the 
sprites — you're too busy playing the 
game! 

Power Magic's a classic example 
of this technique. There's so much 
going on in the backgrounds and the 
sprites but It all looks neat onscreen. 
We've raved about games tike Final 
Fight for having enormous sprites 
moving at the same time but they 
were monochrome. Here we have the 
same sized sprites in full colour! 

I must admit the speed could have 
been better. The more things that 

attack you, the i 
It gives you In 
attacking nasties. 

Although It's t beat-'em-up It's set 
In some mythical location, with a 
warrior playing the lead (sounds like 
a West End musical!), You can use 
your fists or, If you're feeling really 
mean, get out the flrebotts and blow 
the suckers awayt 

Power Magic's great for a while 
but unless you're a hard core beat-
em-up fan you'd soon get bored of 
the amazing view. 

SENDA SALVAJE 
Zigurat 
Software/Gameaoft 

• Oh, It's so tiresome, isn't It? All 
this non-stop colour on a Spectrum. 

We're just not used to It, are we? 
Sends Salvaje s another 

excellently programmed game, 
probably the best out of the bunch ol 
games I've chosen for this feature. 
The player takes the role ot Mr Beard 
(tor want of a better name) and the 
mission seems to be to roam around 
a strange land, kHIIng the creatures 
that attack you and dodging In and 
out of the landscape to avoid being 
caught. 

Swamps, rickety bridges, caves 
and islands are all here to be 
explored but getting to them in the 
first place Is the tricky part You're 
bombarded with nasties right from 
the word go. Snakes hiss and spit at 
you, sapping your energy. 
Mysterious creatures claw out from 
their cave homes, grabbing at your 
toes, and the swamps are filled with 
piranhas and slime beasts. 
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Getting through the first level was 
Impossible until I discovered you can 
move up and down Ihe landscape as 
well as left to right! 

The team behind Sends Salvaje 
have used a different colour method 
than the previous games. All the 
backgrounds are beautifully drawn 
and coloured wKh monochrome 
sprites moving around over the top. 
You can see through the sprites but 
this doesn't make the game any less 
addictive. 

Senda Salvaje is simply a great 
game. I'll certainly be playing this 
late into the night! 

JUNGLE WARRIOR 
Zigurat Software/True 
Soft 

• Another highly addictive game 
from Zigurat Software. This time the 
mission's to rescue the glriy tied to a 
stake on one side of the landscape. 
Starting off from base camp there are 
many locations to be visited and 
creatures to avoid before she can be 
set tree. 

The graphics are slightly smaller 
than those ol Sen da Salvaje but the 

pfayabHity's still there. Unlike many 
of the games, Jungle Warrior's flip-
screen. Doors can be used to explore 
the levels further and find the objects 
you need to collect to save your 
loved one. 

What I liked about it is that you 
can run, Jump and crawl along the 
land but If you tall Into the water you 
don't die as you would In most 
games: you sink under the surface 
and It turns Into a Scuba Dive 
variant, with new swimming 
animation. 

Music's also a big part of a 
European game, tt you listen to it on 
a half-decent 128K computer (which 
the CRASH +3 Isn't!) it can sound 
amazing — almost 16-blt! 

Jungle Warrior would keep any 
arcade adventure freak happy for 
ages. Lots to explore and lots to see 
— It has everything you could want 
in a game. 

RESCATE ATLANTIDA 
Heavy Metal 
Soft/Creepsoft for 
Dynamic 

• Wooo! This Is one strange, creepy 
game, set under the sea In dank, 
dark caves and crevices, h's a sort 
of Scuba Dive with submarines and 
bigger sprites. Sharks, seahorses, 
octopl and weird, Inexplicable 
creatures are out to sap the young 
diver's energy. 

There are two modes ot travel. 
The first la by mini-submarine, 
which can move freely In all 
directions but can't go down some 
ot the smaller holes in the bottom of 
the sea. 

This Is where things get 
dangerous. The player has to get 
out of the safe sub and roam around 
with no protection! There's a Jet 
pack to get him out of tight scrapes 
but it could be too late when these 
fish turn nasty! 

There's one BIG landscape to 
explore, which scrolls In eight 
directions to keep the main sprite In 
the centre of the screen. 

The Joy of playing Scuba Dive 
was swimming under the sea with 
all the sea creatures doing their own 
thing around you. This game has the 
same charms and as most ol the 
creatures follow set paths It's quite 
easy to manoeuvre around them. 

Rescale Atlantlda's going to keep 
me playing for a long time — It's 
Just got so much depth (groan!). 

So there you have it! I bet you're so jealous of 
Speccy owners in other countries you've turned 
bright green! Just looking at the screenshots 
shows how much better the games look compared 
to what we get in this country. 

But why should we get second best? It's probably 
down to sheer laziness on the part of 
programmers. If they spent more time on their 
programs they could produce games equal to if not 
better than the ones I've looked at here. 

So what can we do to improve our software 
collections? I've printed the names of the software 
companies and programmers responsible for the 
games I've looked at. Unfortunately, there were no 
addresses in any of the scrolling messages 
included in them — I know because I sat through 
endless waffle in strange languages! 

If you can find out the addresses or phone 
numbers for any of the software companies 
involved, let me know. Perhaps we can get some of 
these amazing games for a futu. Towertape! 
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Stuck on the latest blast 'em up 
get out of that hole in your new 
adventure? Well fret not! NICK ROBERTS 
is your knight in shining armour 
galloping along with this bumper 16 page 
tips special.This will blow your socks 
off, get you out of that sticky situation 
and even make you a cup of tea if you're 
lucky! t 

of maps, tips, solutions and small 
*ry animals with iifctle sticl 



Welcome to this bowel-shattering, 
game-smashing, mega-stomping 
Playing Tips Special! It's been ages 
since the last one — it's taken this long 
to recover from typing in lots of POKEs 
and endless solutions! 

OHave I got something to 
impress ail you tipping 
addicts In these 16 pages? 

Say yes or I'll send around the CAS 
(CRASH Anteater Squad) to remove 
your vitals and post them lo Australia! 
Whether you like maps, tips, solutions 
or cheats for your favourite games, 
you'll love what's on offer. I won't go 
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wittering on about what's In the 
spesh' (as we call It In the business! 
), you can see for yourself by flicking 
through a few pages. 

Of all the sections ot your beloved 
CRASH, Playing Tips has maintained 
its position at the top of the charts (a 
bit like Bryan Adams!). It's probably 
the section that's changed Its face 
more than any other, too. 

We started oft with the lorefather of 
faulty POKE listings, Sir Lloyd 
Mangram, OBE. Never showing his 
face for fear of shocking thousands of 
readers into illness, he moulded the 
Playing Tips into something quite 
spanky. This man among sheep found 
himself a sidekick to... well, kick 
about the office, really! 

Lloyd's helper soon took over lock, 
stock and biro and came to be known 
as Robin Candy, or the one with the 
BIG hair I He continued the Tips 
Special tradition but managed to get 
by with the minimum amount of 
work! Take the Sweevo's World 
Editor, tor example: half a Tips 
Special filled in one go by 
downloading the data through phone 
lines straight Into his word processor 
— the cad! 

Fed up with the constant big hair 
|okes, Robin changed his bonce took 
and became what he Is today (no 
titters, please) — Mr Trendy Pop Star 
1992! 

After dossing In the driving seat ot 
the tips for a number of years, Rob 
eventually left for pastures new (a 
favourite CRASH phrase), leaving 
behind him a skipful of ginger beer 
bottles and a slightly warm seat (very 
suspect!). Along came the first girty 
tipster, Hannah Smith. 

Hannah was a small fluffy rabbit of 
a girl. She loved nothing better than 
skipping through meadows full of 
daisies and buttercups singing 
Doctor and the Medics hits (hold on a 
sec, they only had one — and that 
was a cover version!). Actually she 
spent most of her time picking fights 
with girty tipsters from other 
'magazines'. 

Lloyd took over again (or a while 
when Hannah left, then next in line 
for the throne was a weird kid by the 
name of Nick. With a boring hair cut 
and cheesy grin, this little lad started 
coming In after school to do reviews 
tor boxes of Mars bars. This was fine 
until he grew too large to fit through 
the door — a serious change of 
Image was long overdue. 

With a quick change Into a leather 
jacket and a serious diet, the not-so-
small, shy boy became — me (don't 
all throw up at once!). How lucky you 
all are, I don't think, but I'm afraid 
you're stuck with me as I've got quite 
attached to my super-deluxe black 
swivel chair. I'm not giving it up for 
anyone — so there! 
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Ooo, ya trickster, trickster! 
I bet you can't get 
anywhere In the latest wild 

game from Mindscape, can you? If 
you can, let us know because we're 
crap at It! Here are a few tips on the 
first couple of levels to help you 
along. 

• Fire constantly, aiming your 
shots under the balloons. If you 
burst one it lets out CFC gases into 
the atmosphere — not very good 
when you're trying to save the 
Earth! 
• Move along the level when you've 
cleared the nasties from your path. 
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Never fly too far above the ground; 
stay low to pick up all the power-up 
Icons and know exactly where the 
rockets come from. 
• Wait for a rocket to fire if It's 
fizzing away, then move quickly 
past. 
• If you're lucky enough to reach 
the end of the level, you'll have the 
big nasty to contend with. Just move 
up and down the screen, firing all 
the time. The trick is to stay just 
ahead of his bullets so they fly past 
you. You'll get hit a few times but 
you should kill him before he gets 
you. 
• There are more rockets to 
dodge once you've conquered 
the big boss. Jump from one ledge 
to another In time to get past them. 
You should soon reach the C.F.C. 
rocket and stop It in Its tracks. 
• The starry levels are simple. Stay In 
the middle of the screen as much as 
possible moving only when you can 
pick up a timer easily. 
• Level two has lots of bubbles 
Instead of stars but the 
game Is basically the same. 

7 
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I don't do things by 
halves, and neither does 
CRASH. Lords Of 

Midnights sequel was on the 
Powertape, too, so here are tips 
tor It. from Robin Candy, tipster of 
yesteryear. 

• MorkJn can be found around the 
city of Imireal, which Is Shareth's 
home, but getting to the city 
presents some problems because 
It's surrounded by the icy wastes. 
All I'll say Is you get there through 
a tunnel. 

• Shareh hangs 
out around the 
City of Gllreon and 
she can be slain in 
battle (sometimes 
Independent 
characters do It 
for you). Of the 
five races In 
Icemark I find the 
Giants are the 
least reliable, and 
so far I've recruited 
about 65 characters. 

• If you're feeling 
really naughty, try 
loading in a saved 
game from Lords 
Of Midnight Into 
Doomdark's 
Revenge to make 

some weird things 
happen. 
• Morkln can be found on 
the Plains of Avorll, which 
can be accessed via the pit 
of Flldrak, In the NE corner of 
Icemark. 
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George stay In one place. 
• Stay well away from the 
backgrounds: you may get a nasty 
surprise If you venture too close, like 
a spinning wheel taking you for a ride! through door, left, switch middle 

switch, swap remote for spanner, 

door, in through door, switch middle 
switch, left, switch right switch. 
Right, down, right, down, down, 
right, down, in through door, left, in 
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Solution to Level One 
Down, down, down, up, switch all 
four switches, get remote, down, in 
through door, up, right, in through 

•

Cor, It's |ust like 
jumping into the 
cartoon series, isn't 

it? A brilliant game from the 
boys Up Norf! 11 you're having 
a bit of trouble with George 
Jetson, take a peek at this 
solution and map to the first 
level. I did em myself so they 
must world 

• If you fall down any of the 
annoying holes dotted around level 
one, don't panic— you 
always fall into the same 
room at the bottom of the 
level. Just make your way 
back to where you were 
— carefully! 
• Collecting money is a 
good idea — you'll need 
it to pay the speeding 
fines In the next level. 
• The best way to tackle 
the conveyor belts Is to 
remember that by 
pressing the opposite 
direction you can make 
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down. Stand on conveyor belt, right, 
down, left, left, turn right-hand 
sprocket then second to left 
sprocket, In through door, In through 
door, mend lift. Down, down, right, 

right, right In through door, in 
through door, down, in 
through door, switch switch 
and collect case. up. down, 
down, left, left, left. Turn 

* right and second to left 
sprocket, In through door, in 
through door, down, down, 

down, right, right, right. Jump into 
the jet car and zoom off to level two! 
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Here's a real cracker 
that's just been 
rereleased on the Gremlin 

GBH label; lots of monsters to swipe 
at arid landscapes to explore. 
Perhaps this solution will help you... 

• At the start of the game, go left — 
don't go down the well. When 
running through the woods, watch 
out for spikes in the ground and the 
bat and Psygnosis face that fly at 

you from the air. Keep going 
left until you come to a tree 
with a door. Go inside! 

Immediately watch out for 
the flame that shoots from 
the left-hand side of the 
screen. Go R, D, L, R and 
watch out for the locusts 
(crouch down and punch as 
close to them as possible). 
Go D, L, D, L and you should 
now be crossing a bridge-
Watch out for the overhead 
tree roots which can snag 
you. 

Go 0 (H you go left you fall 
and die!), R, D, R, D, R, 0, L, 

nd fight your way through the 
n cronies. This takes you to an 
Irop passage with a gap at the 
nd a precious key. Kill all the 

baddies on the way and keep moving 
to avoid being dripped on. After 
collecting the key, drop down the 
hole and collect the life restoring 
potion. 

Go right, killing the lizards, and U, 
R, U, L, U, L, D, L through all the 
baddies. The monster throwing the 
ball cannot be killed but by punching 
the ball you can get a plasma bolt 
(keep running backwards and 
forwards to avoid being fried). It's a 
good idea to colled the plasma bolt 
last as collecting any items after this 
causes you to lose the all-important 

bolt. 
Go right and into the teleport, L, U, 

R to meet the big crushing skeleton 
monster. Fire like mad at him with 
the plasma bolt. If you don't have it 
you're dead meat! 

Move R and take the first U and L 
after the sword-wielding monsters 
have had their fun. Avoid the 
nasties and hit the switch on the far 
left wall. Now go R and U then go R 
and collect the +4 lives. 

Go L and time your moves 
between the eyes and beware ot 
bats. Get the key B n d go R and take 
the first 0. Now go R, 0, R, U, R, 0, 
L, and watch out for the lizards and 
and leaper. Take the first D, R, D, 
keep going right until you come to 
the potion. Collect this to restore all 
your lives. Go L and D, R, D, I , 
watch out for the flame. D, L, D, L, U, 
L, D, L, U, R. 

You should now be at the power 
punch (with the energy field around 
It switched off, remember?). Go L, D, 
D, and keep heading R while 
dodging the rocket engines. Jump 
over or attempt to avoid the mass of 
lizards as you continue right and 
kill the red rhino with the power 
punch. 

Go to the well, use the key and go 
up, b8ck into the fresh air — phew! 
50% completed. 

Keep moving R and punch all the 
pillars along the way for much-
needed extra lives. Dodge all the 
eyeballs and kill everything that 
attacks. Eventually you reach a 
castle. Run past the door and 
collect the torch In the top-right 
corner ot the building. Now enter the 
castle. 

Once Inside, go L, U, R, watching 
out for the monsters. Collect the 
extra lives hidden in chests. Go D, 
R, U as far as possible. L, D, L. Go 

U, R and collect the strength but 
watch out for the acid raindrops 
from the ceiling. All the time beware 
of leapers and bats which attack 
from both sides, 

Go as tar R as possible and 
collect the spanner. Go as far L as 
possible then D, R, D, R and fall D. 
Go L avoiding the giant spiders 
(just run underneath when they 
move up), D, R, D, L. When you find 
the chest, hit it and you'll have 
collected a gun. 

Move R and the forcefleld will 
have been switched off (II you have 
the spanner). Go U, L, U, R, D, L, D, 
R and destroy the three-headed 
dragon with the gun. To go through 
the door you must have a key and 
you'll find yourself with a mask on. 
The game now turns into a 
shoot-'em up. 

All you have to do is keep 
moving R and shooting the things 
that come at you from all directions. 
Especially beware of the killer 
spikes that come up from the 
ground. When (or If!) you arrive at 

the giant crab monster, hit the 
pincers above and below the eyes 
until It blows up. 

If you have the second key you'll 
now be outside again. Keep moving 
R, hitting the pillars for extra lives. 
Beware though, when pillars come 
in sets of two the first one gives 
you extra lives and the second one 
will take them away again. Not fair! 

At the end of your marathon run 
you should encounter the giant (I 
mean GIANT!) dragon. Kill it and 
you've completed the game! 
Simple!! 

BEAST 
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DIAL-A-TIP 
CHEATSJIPS AND GAME SOLUTIONS 

SPECTRUM CHEATS GALORE 
0 8 9 V 101 234 
MEGATIP GAMESLINE 
0 8 9 V 4 4 5 987 

SHADOW OF THE BEAST 
I SOLUTION I 

0891 442 022 
RODLAND HELPLINE 

0 8 9 1 4 4 5 9 2 8 
FOR FULL INFORMATION ON ALL 

OUR OTHER CHEATS AND 
SOLUTION SERVICES 

RING 
0 8 9 1 4 4 5 9 0 4 

ALL LINES U P D A T E D W E E K L Y 
PROPRIETOR - Jacqueline Wright P.O.Box 54 

Southwest Manchester M l 5 4LS 
Calls cost 36p per min at 'cheap rate' and 48p 

per min at other limes. 
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If it's colourful graphics 
you're looking for, you cant 
do much better than Tunican 

2from Rainbow Arts. It's a 
masterpiece In the graphix department, 
and because I'm such a nice bloke, I've 
mapped the whole of level 1.1 to show 
you what I mean. Here are a tips on the 
big monsters, too! 

Level 1.1: SAMURAI 
ROBOT 

Killing this git should be an easy task 
with a little practice. First use energy 
lines to soften him up a little and 
follow that with a blast of the Super 
Weapon to keep him occupied. If he's 
still going, use the surround lightning 
blast and aim for the head; power-up 
weapons help to finish him off. Once 
through this there's no end-level 
baddy, just exit the level. 

Level 1.2s SKULL ROBOT 
A traditional end-of-level baddy with 

a nasty line in throwing out walker 
after walker while firing bouncy laser 
bolts. Novel, I must say. 

Leam the firing frequency of the 
laser bolts and where they hit as they 
get nearer and nearer. Leap forward 

just before the bolts come out and 
you should get over them. The 
walkers are a problem but nothing 
that a few simple jumps couldn't sort 
out 

The Super Weapon can be used at 
any time to give Skully something to 
think about but you'll need well-aimed 
head shots to finish him off. Energy 
lines are a good follow-up weapon. 
No sweat, this one. 
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1. A Few Trees 
2. Trapped 
3. Top Of The Hill, hidden under 
cage 
4. Hillside, behind rocks 
5. Enchanted Forest, hidden under 
railing 
6. Enchanted Forest, hidden under 
Pogle 
7. Hillside, through secret passage 
8. Castle Ramparts, on roof 
9. Castle Ramparts, on steps near 
bat 
10. Fluffy Cloud 
11. Tower Drawbridge, under 
rosebush 

12. Edge Of Tower 
13. First landing, under tile near 
edge of screen 
14. Inner Sanctum, under strange 
mechanism 
15. The Deserted Tower 
16. Double Trouble 
17. Castle Gardens, under stone 
18. Castle Gardens, under clump of 
grass 
19. Enchanted Treetops, under 
railing — jump right from first step 
platform 
20. Castle Drawbridge, under 
clump of grass near edge of 
screen 

• 
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That potty dog's still sniffing 
around the desks here at 
CRASH, tf he does anything 

nasty on the floor he's going to get a 
boot up his backside! To tantilise your 
tip buds, here are a tew tips. Oh, and 
by the way, the game has no Sonic 
The Hedgehog bits in it at ail, honest! 

CAVE ZONE 
t You play the loudmouthed little girl 
In this zone and have to shout at your 
enemies to pop them off the platforms. 
The thing to remember Is you can 
walk through some of the border 
graphics; they're not all solid. Many of 
the Items that must be collected are 
hidden in this way. 
• Switches control all lifts and 
barriers. They also affect some spikes 
and enemies. 
• Certain enemies cannot be killed. 
Jump on a crate and let them walk 
under you. 
• If a gap looks too small to walk 
through, try crawling on your hands 
and knees. 
• Collecting the megaphones 
increases the shoutability of the little 
dear! 
• Trapdoors crumble underneath your 
feet when you tread on them. This can 
be useful for getting to the exit In 

double-quick time. 
• Near each lift there's a button. 
Jumping on this activates the 
mechanism but you'll have to be swift 
to catch the lift going up. Find yourself 
a crate and throw It onto the switch to 
activate it permanently. 
• Use a similar method to activate the 
conveyor belts but watch out for low-
hanging machinery! 
• Beware of toy robots, walkln' pop 
guns and pygmy bats! 

SUPER ZONE 
• A quick change In a phone box and 
Nick becomes Super Duper Man, 
complete with cape and underpants 
over his tights! 
• Activate the swinging girders in the 
same fashion as the lifts. Jump on and 
you can swing to you heart's content 
(or until you fall off!). 
• When you're beneath a pipe all you 
have to do Is press up or down to 
zoom through it — very Mario, I don't 
think! 
• To complete the level you have to 
collect the magic poppy,s situated 
towards the top-left of the level. 
• Getting the knack ol the double 
jump is the key to success. Practice 
as much as you can but remember, 
you have limited time. 

• Beware of nosey parkers and 
chainsaws! 

CANDY ZONE 
• The smelly hound himself makes an 
appearance in this sickly sweet zone. 
• Watch out for candy canes, giant Ice 
loliys, chocolale mice and the custard 
sea (dogs aren't very good at 
swimming In custard). 
• Giants cakes act as small platforms 
and can be used for crossing seas, 
but beware! tf you stand on them for 
too long they'll sink into the lumpy 
liquid and make a rather nice trifle! 
• Sherbet fountains are useful for 
reaching higher platforms. If the woof 
stands on them just as they're about 
to blow, he'll be catapulted much 
higher than a norma! jump. 
• The cocoa beans are a bit tricky to 
catch. Some are positioned so you 
have to make a pixel-perfect jump to 
grab them. 

RAINBOW ZONE 
• It maybe called the Rainbow Zone 
but It's all In glorious black and white! 
• Carter's a wicked artist because 
whatever he draws comes to life! 
Moving up and down the level Is a 
piece of cake because he can simply 

draw platforms to lump onto! 
• To get past the electric barters 
Carter must build a platform on the 
switch which will make them drop. 
• Cloud platforms are tricky 
customers because they drop out of 
the sky shortly after you land on them. 
• To reach high places, bounce on the 
trampolines! 
• Look out for butterflies, Wellington 
men and flying umbrellas! 

CARNIVAL ZONE 
• Yippie! The carnival's in town and 
there are loads of rides to have fun 
with! 
• The mode of attack for Kelko, the 
hero, is to drop stars out of the back 
of her hoverboard. These hang In the 
air for a few seconds belore 
disappearing. 
• When operated, the Big Wheel 
rotates around a central point You 
can use the carriages to get across 
the gap. 
• The Pirate Ship swings from left to 
right with a single carriage. You have 
to use it to cross the gap because you 
can't fly! 
• Waltzsrs and Dodgems move about 
at high speed. Timing's important as 
the floor they run on is electrified! 
• When the Cable Cars and Log 
Flume have been started they go off 
on a little trip. If you don't jump on 
them straight away you'll have to wait! 
• Look out for hot dogs, killer clowns 
and mutant candy floss — it's nasty 
stuff! 

A classic adventure game that's 
had hundreds of players addicted 
over the years, it even appeared on 
the CRASH Powertape a few 
issues back so you could all 
experience it first head (missus). 
To help you out here Is the 
complete solution. 

Guiding the Lords 
LUXOR Send him NE on the first 
day and E on the second, and 
recruit Blood. Move him E to the 
citadel of Maraketh and recruit 
htm, then send Luxor N around the 
mountains, to recrull Helath at his 
keep. 

Move E between the mountains 
of Kumar to the citadel of Kumar to 
recruit him. Now head S, SE to the 
keep of Utarg. Head S around the 
side of the forest of Dregrim to the 
keep of Trom. To finish his 
journey, move Luxor to the citadel 
of Xasoktth. 
MORKIN On the first day send him 

N, W, NW, NE and recruit the Lord 
of Shadows. Move Moridn N up a 
passage between the mountains ol 
Ashlmar (to the west) and the 
mountains of Dodrak (to the east). 
Keep going until you see a tower 
to the NE In the mountains of 
Dodrak, Go to the tower and 
recruit Farflame at the ruin. 

Under the protection of 
Farflame, move NW onto the 
downs Of Mlrrow and N to the edge 
of the forest of Lothortl. Enter the 
forest and recruit Lothoril at his 
keep. Now move N out of the forest 
and NW to the citadel of Gloom 
(you cannot recruit Gloom) and 
stay there until after the battle of 
Xajoklth along with Gloom, 
Farflame and Lothoril. 
ROTHORON Move htm SE to the 
keep of Brith (about 2-3 days' 
travel) and recruit Brith. Move E 
then NE to Mitharg and recruit him. 
GoEto Uth and then S, SE to 
recruit Morning at his keep. Send 
Rothron NE to the citadel of Dawn 

before finishing at Xajorklth, ready 
for the battle. 
CORLETH On the first day, send 
him SE, SE, S, S ,SandWtothe 
citadel of Gard to recruit him. Go 
SE to the bottom of the land and 
start moving E towards Xajorklth, 
recruiting Rorath and Thrimrath 
the Fey as you go. 

At Xajorklth, send Corieth N to 
the keep then NE, E to the forest of 
Dregrim and Lord Dregrim at his 
keep. Go N to Ithron then W to the 
forest of Dreams and the citadel of 
Dreams. Watt here until the end of 
the battle of Xajoridth. 
LORD BLOOD When recruited 
move him SE to recruit Lord 
Shlnkrath. 
LORD OF SHADOWS Get horse for 
him just North of the forest edge 
then get him to recruit Thrall. 

The Battle Of Xajorkith 
Xajorklth Is the major citadel of the 
fire and all of Doomdark's troops 

eventually come to attack it as it is 
the first half of Doomdark's 
victory. Thus Xa|orkHh must be 
defended. 

For over 40 days Doomdark's 
troops will arrive and attack with 
the battle beginning about day 16 
and ending about day 60. With all 
Lords at Xajorkith as above you 
can come out of the battle 
without a single loss of life! Don't 
try to put more Lords In 8s the 
citadel won't be able to hold 
them. 

Morkin's Victory 
This can be achieved by sending 
Morkin to the Tower of Doom to 
seek the Ice Crown then standing 
next to Farflame, Fawlkeln the 
Skulkrin, Lorgrim the Wise or 
Lake Mirrow. Fawlkrln stands at 
the Moonhenge while Logrim 
stands at his tower. 

Military Victory 
After the battle of Xajorkith, move 
all the Lords to the citadel of 
Dreams. The rest are invigorated. 
Now attack and take the citadel of 
Ushgarak to win. 
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There've been some wicked games on 
the SAM recently, showing exactly 
what the computer can get up to given 
half a chance. Here's a round-up of 
every SAM tip and cheat I could get my 
hands on. Rave on, SAMettes! 
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FUTURE BALL 

Enter your name as HAPPY on the 
high score table and you'll be able to 
go the top challenge from the 
beginning of the game. 

DEFENDERS OF THE 
EARTH 

Enter your name as '....DAB' and 
you'll be blessed with Infinite energy 
when you start the game. 

FOOTBALL DIRECTOR 2 
When the game loads, It asks 
whether you want to load an old 
game. Press Y and It says tape or 
disk. Press whichever and it asks 
you to insert disk or tape. DON'T! 
Just press C and you should be 
Manchester United at 11th place in 
Division Onet You have an improved 
ground and £847,563 in the bank. 
Sure beats bottom of Division Four! 

Max — use this as a last resort The 
more tiles you have in the klax, the 
more points you earn for H. Diagonal 
klaxes also get a point bonus. 
• You may wonder how to get klaxes 
ol four tiles or more H the computer 
scores you a three when you plonk 
the third on. One solution is to put 

two tiles down 
and then start to 
create a 
horizontal kiax 
starting on top. 
Put two more 
tiles above the 
first two then 
complete the 
horizontal klax 
and hey presto! 
A four tile klax 
scoring you 
mega-points! 
• The key to success is 
understanding the score multiplier. 
If you're really clever you can 
arrange the tiles to cause a chain 
reaction of Waxes. The more you 
can score one after the other, 
the higher the score will 
soar! 

PIPE MANIA 
The first four codes are: Level 
7-DISC, Level 13-CHIP, Level 
19-MAGS and Level 31-SAMY. 

SAM STRIKES OUT! 
From the start screen, move as far 
left as possible then jump up and 
press F9 at the same time. The little 
SAM character should flip upside 
down and hBve Infinite everything 
(madam)l 

KLAX 
To advance to the next level In this 
wild game of tiles (?), all you have to 
do Is pause the game and press N! 
• The main objective is to score 
ridiculously high points from 
mega-klaxes. You won't do this by 
going for the boring three vertical 

HEXAGONIA Hard Level 26 ABAQUAR 
Here are some lovely little Level 1 - NONE Level 27 THRILLER 
passwords to help all you thickies Level 2 - MAGICAL Level 28 SMASHING 
out there who can't get off level Level 3 - ATOMICS Level 29 AGONIA 
one of this great game! The first Level 4 • FANTASY Levet 30 CHRYSALIDS 
batch are for the simple version Level 5 - KHAZAD DUM Level 31 BUG BYTE 
and the second for the mega-hard Level 6 - DISASTER Level 32 ERIDANUS 
full game! Thanks to Matthew Level 7 - SYMPHONY Level 33 DETONATION 
Bridges of Oxford and Chris Dodd Level 8 • X RAYS Level 34 FIRE WORX 
of Bristol. Level 9 • LEVEL 9 Level 35 AAAAARGH 

Level 10 BLAH BLAH Level 36 GHOSTBUST 

Easy 
Level 11 DUNGEON Level 37 COMPACT 

Easy Level 12 AUTOGUN Level 38 BAD DREAM 
Level 1 • NONE Level 13 ILUVATOR Level 39 OOPS UP 
Level 2-ALTERNATE Level 14 D SIGN Level 40 BREAKDOWN 
Level 3-BALLISTIC Level 15 UTOPIA Level 41 WARRIOR 
Level 4-CYCLONE Level 16 AY MUSIC Level 42 TERRORPOD 
Level 5 - DOLBY B Level 17 DiABOLUS Level 43 VALTARUS 
Level 6 - ELFIE Level 18 OXYGENE Level 44 THE AMIGA 
Level 7-FOREIGN Level 19 SCRAMBLING Level 45 DESTINY 
Level 8-GOLDEN AGE Level 20 UNIVERSE Level 46 SKELETOR 
Level 9-HIGH SCORE Level 21 DAMERON Level 47 CRYSTALION 
Level 10 -INVISABLE Level 22 CATHEDRAL Level 48 THUNDER 
Level 11 -JABBA Level 23 STEALTH Level 49 WIZARDS 
Level 12 - KNOCKOUT Level 24 HELLOWEEN Level 50 DOOMSDAY 
Level 13-LIMITED Level 25 DIGITAL 



pfeyjg tips 45 

\ \ • Failing to dodge spikes and blades is what kills most players 
U ot this excellent game. They're quite simple to get past It you 
have the knack! With the spikes you can either jump over them or 

use the small step to walk through them without being pronged. It 
you're feeling lucky you can jump over two sets at a time! 
• Avoiding blades Is a matter ol timing. If you step or lump through 
them just as they clang together you should get through 

unscathed. 
• Fighting guards on the SAM version is a piece of cake compared 
to others. If you wait until the chubby Woke makes a move toward 
you then jab at him, you'll hit him every time. If there's something 
like a loose slab or hole between you and the guard, just stand and 
wait. The nutler will approach you and fall, killing himself! 
• Most of the skeletons are just dusty piles of bones, but watch out 
for the one on level three! You can pass him once but meet him 
again and he'll come to life — spooky! 
• Not a lot of people know this, but if you jump from the right place 
you can Jump through every portcullis in the whole game! It's true! 
Try it out for yourself to discover where to jump from. 

« 

EVEL i oy. SCORE s s 

SPLAT 
• T w -

Here's a quick listing for that brand 
new SAM game by Colin Jordon. 
Splat!, hacked to bits by Luke 
Trevorrow of Liverpool. Take It away 
Luke... 

10 REM INFINITE UVES POKE BY 
LUKE TREVORROW 
15 REM CRASH TIPS SPECIAL 
20 BOOT 1: REM Only needed if DOS 

not loaded 
30 DPOKE 
&5a3e,0: 
DPOKE 
&5a36,0: 
POKE 
&5b4|,f: 
DPOKE 
45ae0,0: OPEN 
TO 5: CLEAR 
16384*5-1: 
MODE 4: FOR 
0=0 T015: 
PALETTE Q,0: 
NEXTQ 

40 MERGE CHR$ 21+CHRS 17 
•"SPLATRUN" 
50 KEYIN -9070 IF NOT LV THEN LET 
LV=1": KEYtN u9145 IF NOT LV THEN 
LET LV=1KEYIN "9420 IF MFLAG 
THEN POKE TUNE,1: POKE 
434001,0": KEYIN -9445 IF NOT LV 
THEN LET LV=1" 
60 GOTO 10 
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I [RAINBOW ISLAND 1S 

I Insect Island 
Caterpillars'. Go left and right lor 
a while then home In on you. 

IQuite easy to kill. 
Flies: Just fly left and right. Get level with them and tire. 

I Lady Birds: Kill them betore they 
reach the bottom ot the screen or 
they home in on you. 

I Spiders. Fast moving little 

buggers these, kill ihem quickly or they home in on you. 

Round V. Go as fast as you can, 
remembering to collect all the 
magic and high-scoring objects. 
Round 2: Be a little more caretui 
on this round as it's the tlrst level 

1 

to teature fly generators. Kill 
them tor a high-scoring or magic 
object. 
Round 3: Collect all stars, 
diamonds, fly generators and 
magic objects. There are tons ot 
these things on this round. By 
the end ot the round your score 
should be well over 65,000. Kill 
ladybirds quickly. 
Round 4: Kill ell spiders as 
quickly as you can or you may 
lose a lite. As usual, collect all 

magic and high-scoring objects. 
The Big Baddy! Giant Spider: 
Stand just right ot the lowest 
platform on the lett. H you stay 
there, he should bounce either 
side ot you. Shoot at him when 
he's either side ot you. 

I I 
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RAINBOW ISLAND 2: 
Combat Island 
Trucks: Move along platforms 
and fall off the edge onto the next 
one. Always move In your 
direction. 
Tanks: Move left and right on the 
platforms, firing at you. 
Cannons: Move left and right and 
fire bombs. 
Planes: Fly left and right and drop 
bombs on your head. 
Helicopters: Just fly left and right. 

Round 5: look out for kamikaze 
trucks and tank fire. Use cheat 
one If you want - It's easier. Go as 
Quickly as possible. 
Round 6: Keep a sharp eye out 

I 
I 
I 

RAINBOW ISLAND 3: 
I Monster Island 
I Small Flying Monsters: Kill them 

before they turn Into... 
Big Flying Monsters: Fly about 
tiring lightning at you. Just blast 
em! 

Bouncing Monsters: Bounce in 
your direction, make sure they 

don't jump on top of you. 
Robot Monsters: Walk backwards 
and forwards and ffreatyou. 
Shoot them quickly but don't 
rush. 

Round 9: Kill small flying 

monsters quickly or suffer the 
consequences. Go slowly and kill 
as many as you can. For all the 
monsters you'll need at least 
double rainbows and fire them 

fast. 

Round 10: Uftle different from the 
previous roun. but you can take 
this one a bit faster. 
Round 11: Try not to make stupid 
mistakes. Kill all the bouncing 
monsters quickly. This round's 
quite hard but If you can get 
through rounds nine and ten you 
should make It. 
Round 12: TBke your time but 
watch out for the bats. Don't miss 
anything out: by to kill all of the 
baddies on a platform with one 
shot. 

The Big Baddy! Dracula: As soon 
as you reach him, jump onto the 
furthest middle right platform 
Face Dracula and fire loads of 
rainbows. When he moves a bit 
closer, jump on them and he 
should die. 
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RAINBOW ISLAND 4: 
Toy Island 
Bouncy Boxing Gloves: These 
act in the same way as the 
skeletons on Monster Island. 
Spinning Faces: These spin 
around the Island at random. 
Watch for them coming from the 
top of the screen. 
Spinning Coins: These just spin 
from left to right and are easy to 
kill. 
Giant Faces In Circles: These 
bounce around at random but 
very soon home In on you. 

Water Pistols: These move from 
lett to right firing water at you. 
Kill them just after they shoot. 
Telescopic Tweezers: These are 
easy to kill. Just jump up behind 
them and shoot. 

Round 13: Watch out for the 
boxing gloves and spinning 
faces. Try to shoot them straight 
away. 
Round 14: This has all the 
baddies of round 13 but has 
extra giant faces and water 
pistols. 
Round 15: This round also has 

•

The Number One Spectrum 
game of all time and It's |ust 
been rereleased for the 

umpteenth time by The Hit Squad! I 
just love It, but It can get a bit 
frustrating. Here are all the tips I 
could find to help all you rainbow 
addicts. 

• If you want to get through the early 
levels quickly, hold down left or right 
and jump, then tap at the rainbow fire 
button when you reach the edge of 
the screen. Repeat this with the 
opposite direction pressed. 
• At the top of each level, fire loads 
of rainbows and destroy them; this 
will boost your score. 

Magic Objects 
YELLOW POTION: Makes your 
rainbows fire faster. 
RED POTION: Increases the number 

telescopic tweezers. You need 
watch out for the giant taces 
when there's a large area of sicy. 
Try to stay In the middle. 
Round 16: This is much the same 
as round 15, but watch out for 
boxing gloves landing on your 
head. 
The Big Baddy! Giant Face: As 
soon as you get here, stand under 
the middle platforms and fire 
loads of rainbows. When he goes 
through them, jump on them. This 
should waste him. Turn round 
and do the same again. Continue 
until he's dead. 
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for cannon, as they 're usually 
quite hard to spot. Kill all baddies 
as quickly as possible. 
Round 7: Be careful not to be hit 
by bombs dropped by planes. 
Use cheat one for most of the 
level. 

Round 8: Go carefully and slowly 
or you may not make It. Shoot all 
planes and helicopters. Collect all 
high-scoring objects but don't 
bother about low-scoring ones 
they're a waste of time. 
The Big Baddy! Giant Copter: Rre 
»ots of rainbows and when he's 
on the edge of them, destroy 
Ihem. This will take away big 
chunks of his energy. Keep 
repeating this until he pops his 
dogs! 

of rainbows fired with a key press, to 
a maximum of three. 
RED SHOE: Makes you run, jump 
and fall faster. 
YELLOW STAR: Low-power smart 
bomb. 
RED STAR: Delivers parcels really 
really quickly. Errr, high-power smart 
bomb. 

Normal Objects 
DIAMONDS: Collect them tor BIG 
points. 
YELLOW FLOWERS: 40 points. 
WHITE FLOWERS: 50 points. 
LEMONS: 50 points. 
LEAVES: 60 points. 
BLUE COCKTAILS: Mega points. 
RED CAKE: 100 points. 
GARUC: 10 points. 
CROWNS: 100 points. 
NECKLACE: BIG points. 
END-OF-LEVEL OBJECTS: 500 
points. 
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RAINBOW ISLAND 5: 
Dob's Island 
Diamonds: These come In top 
of screen and go out bottom, 
but go through platforms and 
destroy your rainbows. 

Everything else on the Island 
does pretty much the same 
thing: bounce around the 
screen getting In your way. 
These are spinning cones, 
spinning cubes, spinning 
pyramids, spinning balls (oo-er) 
and spinning things that are 

I — 



laying 
but homing In on you after a 
while. 

RAINBOW ISLAND 6: 
Robot Island 
Normal Robots: Walk from left to 
right tiring at you. 
Flying Helmets: Fast-moving 
critters that home In on you. 
Blast them. 
Bouncing Screws: Move the 
same way as the boxing gloves 
on Toy Island. 
Spinning Spanners: Spin around 
the Island trying to kill you. 
Bolts: These move left and right, 
falling off the edge of platforms 

Round 21: Watch for the helmets 
coming down on top of you. Try 
to stay In the middle of the 
screen as there are less enemies 
Round 22: Keep a sharp look-out 
for the bolts and shool them 
quickly or they'll home in on you. 
Round 23: Watch out for the three 
helmets who attack you right at 
the start Go to the left, turn 
around and blast them. 
Round 24: Watch out for the 
helmets and spanners on this 
level, otherwise it's easy. 
The Big Baddy! Giant Robot: Stay 
In the middle, facing right Bnd fire 
loads of rainbows. When he's on 
the edge of them, jump onto them 
and he should be destroyed. 
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[RAINBOW ISLAND 7: 

IDragon Island 

Bouncing Knights: Move the 
same way as boxing gloves and screws. 
Dragons: Fly through platforms 
firing shots at you. 
Mr Potato Heads: Walk left and 
right tiring at you. 
Blobs: Move left to right, tailing 
oft platforms until they get to the 
bottom. 

IGhosts: Just drift around the 
screen being ghosts(l) 

I
Walking Knights: Same as the 

potato head men. 
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Impossible to describe. 
Round 17: This round fealures the 
cones, cubes and pyramids. You 
need to look out for them because 
they blend in with the background. 
Round 18: This round features the 
things in round 17 but also the 
undescribable objects. Don'I bother 
trying to shoot them all; there are 
too many and It's too hard. 
Round 10: The extra enemies are the 
balls and diamonds. A good way to 
do this round is to Stay at the right-
hand side In the section numbers — 
but watch out for those diamonds. 

ready tor them. 
Round 28: Go quite slowly and 
kill as many enemies as possible 
You needn't bother killing the 
blobs. 
The Big Baddy! Giant Dragon: As 
soon as you get here, jump onto 
the lower-left platform and fire, 
teeing the dragon. When he 
shoots at you, jump on the 
rainbows and over him to the right of the screen. When he 

shoots at you again, run under 
him and turn around. Fire lots of 
shots and when he goes down so 
his head can be seen, jump on 
the rainbows. This should kill 

him. 

Round 25: Watch out for the 
dragons at the start of the round. 
You can block their shots with 

rainbows. 
Round 26: At the start of this 
level some blobs will fall on you 11 
you're not careful. Try to avoid 

them. 
Round 27: The bouncy knights 
and dragons are a pain In this 
round. Stay to the right to be 
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Magic Objects 

Red necklace with dot at the bottom: Wherever you jump, stars fly off 
in all directions. 
Blue necklace with dot: Get this and weird stars fall from the sky, 
killing baddies. 
Small Leaf: Makes a spinning thing fly around you. 
Yellow Box of Wings: Makes you grow invincible for a short length of 
time. 
Cup of Destruction: Kills everything in sight (except you!). 

r / ' 
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STOP PRESS...... 
Well it looks like it's time to say goodbye folks! It's 
been a nice eight years and the CRASH team hope 
you enjoyed it as much as we did. See ya! (Now 
who's coming down the pub? — Nick). 

r~ r- w- r - w 
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Round 20: There are no extra • 
baddies here, but it's better to try 
and get to the top as quickly as 
possible, avoiding things Instead | 
of shooting. 
The Big Baddy! Doh: Doh just 
sits at the top, firing waves of 
diamonds. Stand just to the left of 
him. When he fires diamonds, 
run over to the right, jump up 
and fire at him, As you land he'll 
fire more diamonds so repeat 
this, but going In the opposite 
direction. Repeat until he's 
dead. 



You've all been screaming out tor tips 
on all the terrific rerelease games that 
have been bouncing around the 
Speccy scene and as your wish Is my 
command! Here's the complete low-
down on The Hit Squad's Last Nlnja Z 

I Go behind the curtain and 
punch the box which flashed as 
you entered. Return to the first 

I room and fall down the open 
trapdoor, which will leave you In 

I
a room with a toy in It Pick this 
up and leave. 

On the next screen, leave by 

I the bottom to find a room with a 
box of shurikens. Take them. Go 
through the gap In the wall and 

I you'd see the knife )uggier. Get 
past him and Into the next room. 

IThrow a shuriken at the man 
here and pick up the map, then 
dimb the wall bars and leave by 

I the left of the screen. 

Jump gaps and pick the 
pole then jump back into the last 

I room. Walk backwards onto the 
wall bars and you'll dimb back 
down. Leave and go back past 

I the juggler. In the next room 
leave by the right-hand exit 

I Go through the gap in the 
wall and be ready to throw a 

® shuriken at a man. Pick up while 

I in the women's toilets, go back 
to the hole in the wall and leave 
by the top exit. Step through the 

I gap In the wall, throw a shuriken 
at the man and pick up In the 

Iwomen's toilet again. Go out 
and pick up at the hot dog 

™ stand. Leave by the top exit and 

I you should be at the gate 
location 

Go to the middle of the gate 

I while holding the key, pick up 
and exit through gate. Jump 

Iriver by using the boat as a 
stepping stone (this needs 
practice) and leave. In the next 

I room there are bees: avoid them 
and go up the winding path. Get 
to the middle of the path then 

I run and |ump onto the Island. 
Go to the bushes and poke 

Ithe boat with stick; It should 
move away. Get onto the bottom 
edge of the island, run and jump 

Im back onto the path. Now cross 
the river by using the boat and 
leave the park to access the 

Level 2 
Leave by botlom exit and cross road when lights aren't 
flashing. Cross the road again in the next screen and run 
along the street for two screens. Pick up the hamburger 
and go into next location to pick up the bottle 

Cross road and follow pavement around until you 
come to a dead end. You'll see an open door; pick up 
while you're in this. Retrace your steps to the eats' shop 

and cross the road. Follow the pavement around into the 
next screen, go around comer to leave by the bottom 

Pick up a hot dog and keep on running in the same 
diredion. You should enter a screen with a manhole 
cover in it. While you're holding the objed from the open 
door, pick up when on the manhole cover and lall down 
the hole to access Level 3. 

i Leve l 3 
- In the first room, ignore door and 
I leave by top exit, Go through 
• door into next screen and stay 

1close to the wall, leave by door. 

Pick up key and leave by door. 
Stay on paving stones nearest 

I
<K>or, run and jump the gap Into 

next room. Be careful in this 

I room as the hole you have to 
lump looks like a step upwards. Jump the hole in the next screen 

I and fight the man. Follow the 

pathway around the outside into 
- the next room. You'll see a grate; 

Level 4 
Go through boxes at the top of 
screen and climb ladder on the 
next, returning to the first to pick 
up credit card. Follow the 
overhang around until you see a 
gap; enter this and pick up 
chicken teg off ptate. 

Retrace your steps to ladder 
and go down this backwards. 
Leave by lop of screen and go 
around corner in the next. This 
takes you to a screen with carts 
in. To get past these go right to 
the boxes and run across the 
tracks. In the next location go 
around corner to where you'll 
have lo jump electric wires. 

Walk into the next screen, go 
around comer and you should be 
in a room wilh pillars in it. Jump 
from one pillar to another until 
you're on the one opposite the 

I I I 

use key on this and walk 
backwards down hole. 

Walk Into the next location and 
leave by the farthest exit. Walk 
through next screen and Into the 
screen after It, leave by middle 
door. Don't use the doors here, 
follow the path around the side. 

When you reach the next set ot 
doors, use door nearest ladder. | 
Run through next screen into one | 
with an alligator. To get past It, go 
to Its right-hand side and when it I 
comes oirt, dash behind, entering • 
the fourth level. ^ J 

man. Move closer to him until he 
bursts into action, fight him. 

Once you've killed him, jump 
onto the rest of the pillars and 
into the next screen. Go around 
Ihe box here and into the next 
location, inside a building. 

Leave by the right-hand side of 
the screen and you'll see a 
panther in the corner. Hold 
chicken leg and go to the panther. 
When he raises his head press 
pick up and he'll start to chew. 

He'll get up and lunge at you -
move away. The panther should 
have now moved forward so you 
can walk behind it into the next 
toom. 

Kill the woman and hold the 
credit card. Go to control panel on 
the wall and pick up; ihe lift 
should come down. Get into it. 
Ready for Levels...? 
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Level 5 
Lea ve the first room and enter door In the next In this 
room, pick up at the computer terminal facing forward 
and you should be given a number. Leave and follow the 
corridor around until you come to a room with two 
doors. 

Enter first door and pick up the shuriken off the table, 
leave and enter the second. While holding the number, 
pick up at the computer terminal: a door wlH open. Enter 
this and you'll see a ladder in the next room, dlmb H and 
go through the door at the top Go through door In the 
next room and you should see a giant fan. 

This is tricky; you have to position yourself right up 
dose to the fan so that you're not being blown away, 
then move to the far end of the tan shaft and throw a 

Level 6 
Drop off the helicopter onto 
the nearest pillar, then jump to 
the pillar on the slanting bit ol 
roof. Walk led onio Ihe 
walkway and into the next 
screen. Fight the man here and 
walk backwards into the 
skylight. You II fall into the 
mansion. 

Do not use door in first 
room but walk into second and 
use door there. Pick up the 
object from the wall and return 
to the first room and use door. 
In this room you'll see a hole 
in the wall. This is a dumb 
waiter (duh, wot soup?!). Enter 
the hole when you're holding 
the object from the other wall 
and you'll fall into the kitchen. 
Domg it this way prevents you 
from selling off the alarm. 
which you would do if you 
went down the stairs. 

If you do set the alarm off, 
go to room next to kitchen and 
pick up at the control panel in 
the bookcase. This turns the 
alarm off. 

In the hallway at the botlom 
of the steps, look carefully 
behind plant, go through the 
door there and get through the 
barriers into the steam room. 
Open second door last and the 
steam will move so you can 
get past. Walk through next 
room and into the room with a 
giant star on the floor. 

Pick up at the pidure and 
this will reveal a wail safe, pick 
up and you'll have to enter a 
code. This is the code from the 
terminal in Level 5. The orb will 

now be revealed. 

shuriken. The 
fan wtH stop. Move 
to the grate and 
pick 19; the grate 
will put! away. 

You'll be on a ledge, run and jump off the left-hand 
side of the screen onto another ledge, fight the man then 
go around the comer into the next screen. Fight the man 
there and climb ladder, avoid man in next room and 
leave by the top of the screen. 

You'll see a helicopter. Go to very top comer of 
building and move about a centimetre to the right (tricky 
H your monitor's a different sue to mine!), (ace the 
helicopter and pick up. You should now take off with the 
helicopter and access the sixth and final level. 

I 
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playing tips i 

The overall strategy behind the game 
should be the maximisation of your 
score during play. In this case 
.points don't make prizes, but rather 
are used in calculating Experience 
Points, to allow the development of 
your wizard for the next adventure. 
Being brought up in the old school of 
roleplaylng games, I'm very much at 
home with this concept — the more 
points you score the more powerful 
your wizard becomes. 

Varying numbers of points are 
available for killing Independent and 
Summoned creatures, as well as the 
computer-controlled wizard himseH. 
Points are gained for escaping 
through the Portal with precious 
stones or Quest objects that can be 
collected on your travels. 

Scenario One: The Many 
Coloured Land 

Your wizard begins In one of the four 
buildings forming the corners of a 
large square. Torquemada (the 
computer wizard) similarly begins In 
one of these buildings. You can 
discover which one by moving the 
view around the playing area and 
locating the one with open doors. 

Torquemada can prove to be a 
nuisance and therefore should be 
dispatched when the opportunity 
arises. To give your own wizard the 
greatest advantage, simply summon 
> couple of pixies (who just happen 
to be Invisible) and send them off in 
the general direction of the enemy 
forces to keep an eye on things. 

Summon a steed (a unicorn is 
quite good although its often safer to 
fly) and keep out ol sight either by 
staying inside your own building or 
using it as a barrier. 

Torquemada will summon lots ot 
nasties including: two goblins, two 
centaurs, a troll, giant bat and two 
vampires, but these can be easily 
dealt with once he's dead. 

When he comes in your general 
direction, ride your steed up to him 
summon some beastles of your own 
(three giant spiders are good as they 
can be used again) and bash his 
brains inll One spider will normally 
be enough to finish to evil little toad. 
Expect to be attacked by 
Torquemada's hordes but don't fret 
— the giant spiders are a match tor 
everything except the vampires. 

If the vampires appear It's handy if 
you can summon a couple of 

spectres. Although they can't fly the 
vampires have to land to attack. 
Torquemada is never slow in using 
Magic Fire If given the opportunity! 

With sllmey out of the way, keep a 
couple of your spiders to hand and 
spread the rest of your minions out 
to search for a door key and four 
chest keys. The building in the 
middle with four locked doors 
contains — yes, you've guessed H — 
four treasure chests. A giant spider 
lurks inside and two more wander 
about outside in the forest (guarding 
the doors at each end). Your own 
spiders will easily put an end to 
these nasty pests. Gather up the 
treasure and split. 

A word of warning: Torquemada's 
a bad loser, as are all the wizards, so 
It's not unknown for extra nasties to 
appear even after their demise. Any 
creatures that remain will head for 
the Portal in an attempt to stop you 
escaping so get your creatures there 
first. 

Scenario Three: Ragaril's 
Domain 
One of my favourite scenarios, 
Ragaril's Domain has lots of nice 
touches. Your wizard starts in a 
small room in the bottom left of 
Ragaril's stronghold and basically 
you should try and move to the right 
and up until you reach the room with 
the wooden floor (rop right). 

At this point you can access the 
large square, middle room and deal 
with Ragartl the sneak. Until this 
point you won't see Ragaril as he's 
too cowardly to face you himself. 
However he'll continuously send his 
hordes through the one-way 
teleports to slow your progress. 

Begin by sending a pixie (on a 
steed) and a spider (as escort) 
northwards along the corridor, and 
then right at the top. The second 
room along contains a door key. 
Look out for the trap (tangle vines) 
that's triggered if you cross the 
middle square of the alcove with the 
candles, stationed along this 

Scenario Two: Slayer's Dungeon 

t E S K T ^ b e S ' i 9 n 0 r e E , b ° y u re forced to 

In the underground caverns you'll find two rooms with locked door. 
On.'room contains a chest key guarded by two vamp" 
contains a treasure chest, on an Island surrounded by lava a n J a « L d 
by a Demon. In the chest is the Slayer, among other goodies 9 

The quickest way to gain the Slayer Is to summon a steed and head 
for ,he room w,th .he chest key. Although the door key's S d e n 

p o s i , i o n is r a n d o n * ^ 

™ ^ Le;®' spell will incinerate the door. 

Hopefully on your travels you'll find a cauldron and crvstal If no. „„ 

Enter the room and teleport to Ihe other side of the wall ie M o th» 
room with the lava ring. Use your key to open the Z X t ^ 

S S S T ' e ^ ^ 3 9 a i n " — bother youas you're 

A lot| of rooms contain invisible beasties so if you enter a room don i 
hang about too long - or else! You il bash into someTnvTs W e Z t s 

3 5 T 1 A ' , h 0 U 9 h C 3 " * W W they M generaHy teave 
you alone , you bypass the square they re sitting on * * 

Elbo S r n ^ r ^ ° r t a l W i" n ° r m a , , y h a v e a P P ^ e d and good old 
Elbo Smogg w.ll have gathered his forces to defend it (The Porta 

B k l b s l l ^ l l " ^ 3 5 E , b ° W S m o g s i s °f the Gooey 

< a g a m J ' , h e s P e c l r e s a couple ol your own demons. 

corridor. Avoid It by simply avoiding 
the middle square! 

Heading east then north will 
Initially bring you to a room wtth six 
glass cases in it. These contain 
weapons and you should gather as 
many ranged weapons as possible 
for future use. The spiders will easily 
break the glass tor you. 

Head north again and you'll find a 
chapei complete wtth attar and four 
small, door less rooms. Leave one ot 
your creatures on the altar (a pixie 
will suffice - apologies to all pixie 
lovers out there) and next turn It will 
have disappeared and the doors to 
the four rooms will have appeared. 
Your key will open one. 

From left to right, rooms one and 
three contain useful Items while two 
and four possess spectres — 
surprise! 

Back the way you came and 
eastwards again. Beware the trap in 
the square alcove that lies along this 
corridor as well. It contains a Rood 
spell. 

You'll find a room to the north with 
a scroll in It pertaining tcrthe use of 

I Speed. The adjoining to the east has 
| some Sutph In it, so get your potion 

on to brew. The next room contains a 
locked door in the north wall and a 
partlcuirty nasty dwarf (as strong as 
a giant). There's nothing tor It but to 
set your spiders on him! 

Summon a steed (a unicorn's 
best) and douse it and yourself wtth 
the Speed potion. Next turn, charge 
round the evaporator on your mount, 
and when It tires jump off and run the 
rest of the way yourself. The poor old 
unicorn will be sazzled at the end of 
the turn but your wizard will secure a 
chest containing a door key, among 
other things. Teleport into the room 
to the south where your hordes have 
triumphed over the dwarl and send 
someone back to the chapel to open 
another one of the locked doors. 

Moving east again will lake you 
into the bottom comer room. 
Crashing someone into the 
headstone on the northern wall will 
create an opening and you can 
proceed northwards. You'll run Into 
some resistance at the next comer 
before heading west. Move along 
quickly and then turn northwards 

When you turn east again you'll be 
met by a neat little ambush — a giant 
and a troll armed with Enchanted 
Bows, standing on the opposite side 
of a chasm. It's time tor your wizard 



to Enchant atl the weapons he 
previously picked up from the glass 
case and open fire, dodging back 
into cover at the end of each turn. A 
few turns ate needed to despatch our 
unwanted friends. 

Once you've passed the chasm 
head north again where you'll 
encounter a door on the west wall. 
Again opposition will have 
assembled on the other side! Once 
you've secured the area you'll be 
able to turn your attention to the 
chest in the room to the north. You 
should have found the key on one of 
the locked rooms to the north of the 
chapel. Once the chest's been opened 
a zombie will burst forth from each of 
the three small rooms adjoining the 
large one. Be prepared. 

East along the corridor will seem 
like a dead end — but each of the 
three door less rooms can be entered 
by passing through a segment of 
their walls. The third room will act as 
a Teieport. transporting you Into the 
large room with the square patterned 
wooden floor. 

You'll Immediately notice a 
diamond ripe tor the picking but once 
It's been lifted the floor will burst into 
flames, entrapping your wizard. A 
Teieport spell or even Flood will 
rescue him from this tricky situation. 

Going through the door in the east 
wall end along the corridor will bring 
your wizard to the room with the 
wooden floor. Burning the floor 
(Magic Fire) also destorys the ceiling, 
giving you access to the air. Summon 
every flying creature you've got and 
get airborne. 

The middle room where Ragaril's 
been hiding (remember him?) has no 
roof so can be easily attacked. 
Ragaril's fond of griffons and 
vampires and will despatch a number 
of these to cut your airborne troops 
down. At this stage, an Enchant spell 
is most beneficial H you're sti'l 
carrying a bow. 

Once Ragaril's dead his hordes will 
split, via the teleporters, back into the 
stronghold. If you have time you can 
send your own troops in pursuit The 
Portal will appear in the centre of this 
large central room so you should 
stay here yourself. 

The trick In successfully 
completing this adventure is to 
negotiate the stronghold qulckty 
enough to allow you to kill Ragaril. 
Because the sleazeball's such a 
coward he'll use the Portal himself 
immediately it appears! 

Scenario Four: The 
Islands of Iris 

I found this the most difficult 
scenario to complete but would 
advise perserverance it's well worth 

playing. There are only a few tips I 
can provide as the aim of the 
scenario Is simply to stay alive — 
not a simple task, I assure you. 

You'll find the cluster of small 
islands dominated by a larger one, 
covered with magical 'Winking 
Trees'. Below these trees you'll find 
an assortment of weapons, potion 
components and treasure but these 
are guarded by a couple of roaming 
demons. 

I'd suggest summoning a flying 
steed at the beginning of the game 
and heading directly towards this 
magical island. Flying can often be 
hazardous in this scenario because 
the skies are randomly patrolled by 
Vultures of Death (independent 
creatures which are extremely 
dangerous and very difficult to kill), 
who should be avoided at all times. 
Use the Big Map option to keep an 
eye on their movements, and keep 
your fingers crossed! 

If one of these things latches 
onto you, I can only offer two 
possible solutions: Summon 
something to attack it, while fleeing 
yourself, or use as a decoy and lead 
away; land and get yourself among 
some trees (this generally hides you 
from anything in the air). 

Try and stay out of the sea as this 
has a nasty habit of randomly 
swallowing anything that swims 
around. Only crocodiles are immune 
(naturally). I've found It's possible to 
move across the sea from island to 
island but this is very perilous and 
lies In the lap of the Gods — or 
computer, as the case may be. 

Once on the 'magical' Island you 
can stan bashing the trees out of 
your way (the giant spiders are 
great for this — aren't they always?) 
and taking whatever you find. You'll 
need to be on the look out for the 
two demons, so be prepared. 

Unfortuntely, the trees reappear 
after a lew turns and this tends to 
slow your progress considerably, 
making fighting difficult and flying 
impossible (you can't get airborne 
from a space occupied by a Winking 
Tree). 

Ibrox (the computer wizard) will 
summon countless foes to search 
you out. He's very fond of four 
vampires, four harpies, numerous 
griffons and countless giant bats — 
and that's only his airforce! 

He rarely comes atler you himself 
but If you want to locate him you'll 
easily find him by taking to the air 
and doing a circuit of the playing 
area. Ibrox will often brew a Flying 
potion or two, so don't be surprised 
If goblins or dwarves come at you 
from out of the sun. 

You'll find vampires and ghosts 
of great benefit, as well as the more 
obvious pegasus, griffons and 

harpies, The Enchant spell's a 
powerful weapon If used In 
conjunction with a bow, and the 
Gooey Blob spell has an interesting 
side effect. As the Blob spreads (it 
does rapidly once In the sea) it 
leaves wasteland In its wake, which 
can be quite safely walked upon. 
Because the Blob takes no 
prisoners, even the sea Isn't 
immune, so It's possible to build 
'bridges of wasteland' from one 
island to another in the wake of its 
passing I 

In this scenario you'll find the 
computer (oh Mighty Spectrum) is 
very impartial, and more often than 
not the Independent creatures 
(those ugly vultures and a few 
crocodiles) will get stuck into 
Ibrox's allies, thus saving you the 
trouble —laugh, laugh, snigger, 
snigger! 

Scenario 5: Tombs Of The 
Undead 

By this stage you should be running 
around with a very powerful little 
wizard, and If you play your cards 
right, well on your way to 
completing Lords Of Chaos. Only 
one scenario remains — the one i 
found most difficult — but with a 
few pointers It shouldn't cause 
many problems. 

Your wizard begins play in one of 
two little houses by the main 
building. Although you'll find a few 
Items in ihe open around the tombs, 
there's much more to be gained 
inside, and as long as you're quick 
enough you'll find a number of 
treasure chests dotted Bround to aid 
you. Occasionally you'll discover 
these have already been emptied by 
Helix's minionsl 

The door entrances are trapped 
slmlliarly to ihe alcoves in the third 
scenario and the traps can be 
avoided in a similiar manner. You'll 
notice It's Impossible to use some 
of the doors without setting a trap 
off. 

Unlike scenario three the 
teleporters are two-way and can be 
used by you and your followers. 
Mastering the teleporters will take 

you a Ing way towards completion 
of this final quest. 

1'lt not make It too easy for you — 
but you'll find that one teleporter 
will transjx>n you into the room with 
the wooden floor and a teleporter at 
each end in the bottom left of the 
building. (This room contains a 
couple of Zombies so be prepared.) 

Using the other teleporter will 
whisk you Into the room 
immediately to the right (a larger 
room with a wooden floor and two 
teleporters again). Again, a couple 
of zombies will need to be 
despatched before you can 
continue. Look out for the invisible 
barriers that zap your strength and 
slow you down. 

Teleporting again will transport 
you north Into the room with four 
portals In it. (Three along the top 
and one at the bottom.) By this 
stage you'll have discovered a 
couple of door keys and a chest key. 
The transporter on the left will take 
you where you want to go...I'll leave 
you to experiment with the other 
two. 

One poini about the teleporters 
before continuing: they can't be 
used if someone (or somethirg) is 
standing on the receiving end. 
Therefore, H you want to stop Helix 
from following you, leave someone 
on top of one of the teleporters along 
the way! 

You're now In the most southerly 
little room, attached to the large 
central one. You'll find a spectre In 
here so it's normally a good Idea lo 
send a demon through first Once 
despatched you can unlock the door 
and, low and behold, there's another 
spectre! Killing it will allow you to 
open the second locked door, thus 
revealing your goal. 

Unfortunately, things aren't as 
simple as they look. You'll notice five 
mummies, a cauldron with a Healing 
potion brewing nicely, and normally 
a couple of chests thrown In for 
effect. The mummies are former 
dwarves who've been entombed by 
evil magic and are thus virtually 
Impossible to kill physically. They'll 
proceed towards you and engage in 
hand-to*hand combat at an alarming 
speed so you must act quickly. 

Well hows about that then? Brill and 
triff and stuff! Don't forget you can 
contribute to the next tips special. 
Send any tips, maps or cheats you 
have on any Speccy game to: NICK 
ROBERTS, PLAYING TIPS, CRASH, 
EUROPRESS IMPACT, THE CASE 
MILL, TEMESIDE, LUDLOW, 
SHROPSHIRE SY8 1JW. 
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Hands up if you wanna be a scrubber 
(oh whoopee-do, it's double entendre 
time —Ed). Oh no it's not, there's 
absolutely NO filth in this review — 

we're talking mega clean. »NICK ROBERTS dons frilly 
pinny and size nine curlers for 
some serious dust disposal... 
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• Old Danny boy would certainly give Mr Mutcie a run lor hit monoy! 

* B 

0 0 0 0 

i Cleaning up the house la hit quest for glory. He once had an affair 
with a hanky - but that't another ttoryl 

In a luxurious penthouse 
1st, somewhere near 

W Junction nine of the M6, 
Uved Mrs Winifred Shine, a lonely old 
biddy with a robust constitution, who 
once ran a bendy straw and 
shopping trolley testing lab 

Just outside Nantwich. Now a full-
time cushion plumper-upper at 
Barbara's Mix 4 Mingle Massage 
Parlour', she never has time to do 
any housework. 

Fortunately, her third most prized 
possession — after her 

— j p p f i 

*
t s very rare I have time to do reviews these days, but one glance at this 
game and 1 was quile literally gob-smacked and knew I'd have to make 

an exception. I ve never, ever seen anything like this on the Spcccy belore 
— it's hard to describe how good it is. An avid hater ol housework, it's 
amazing that this game lets me be a total scrubber (watch it you lot — one 
word and you re dog meat!) without sparking off my usual hyper-allergic 
reaction (which usually involves dashing round the house in an Andy 
Pandy suit screaming the Flower Pol men are gonna gel me!). Apart from 
the utterly scrumptious graphics. Danny s just so REAL. (Corky had a hell 
of a shock when the over-zealous rag sprang oul the ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
monitor and blasted his glasses with a good dose ot 
Windolene.) He s bursting with character (Danny, not V T ^ J u ^ H 
Corky!) and Ihe action s fast and furious. Basically. ttaf^^^iY 
with this game, your Speccy s gonna think it's died and ^ H ^ ^ ^ H B 

suede jacket and two-speed 
hammer drill — is a thrifty little 
duster by the name of Danny 
(as In 'Oh Danny boy, your 
sleeping bag Is leaking...'). 

There's always plenty of dirty 
work to be done — delivering 
Brazilian drug barons to the 
CIA, breaking Into the Queen's 
bedroom and sniggering at her 
bidet, visiting Glasgow to pick 
up all the broken bottles, things 

like that (I think you mean 
housework, don't you? —Ed). 

Danny the Duster was kept very 
busy but Mrs Shine treated him well 
(wrang him out In a bowl of hot 
soapy water every now and then, 
sewed up his seams, let him watch 
The Les Dennis Laughter Show from 
time to time and tickle her terrapin). 

But Danny's only a grubby old 
piece of cloth, with a My Little Pony 
Abattoir Set, a black and white poster 
of Dolly from Emmerdale Farm and a 
Vital Sassoon Toupe Trimmer. A run-
of-the-mill duster, no worries or 
inhibitions. Until one day... 
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throuqh space and time Danny mutt 
for extra points. 

lott of 
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• This it the nun himself. He 
looks a bit like Ian 'Stain' 
Osboume doesn't Iw? 

MARVELLOUS MOULD 

Mrs Shine ran off with the Kirby 
vacuum cleaner salesman and forgot 
alt about little Danny and the cup 
cake crumbs she was hoovering out 
the shag-pile (rather nice tufted 
carpet, great for lighting fires or 
hiding your granny's hip replacement 
In!). 

Weeks passed and Danny noticed 
these crumbs were beginning to 
grow a nasty green mould (the sort 

and very, vety 
Being a relatively new company, Flashsoft have yet to strike it lucky in the 
Spectrum games market. Set up in 1989 by Martin Onassis, Jacob Fuller 
and Ingrld Evans, the business was initially going to be called, 'Onassis, 
Fuller and Evans'. However. Martin felt that sounded too much like a firm 
of solicitors from Henley-on-Thames. The name was later changed to 
Flashsoft after Jacob watched the Fifties cult TV mini-series of the same 
name (starring Lynn Redgrave as Zardac the Spider Queen). 

In an exclusive interview with CRASH magazine, Jacob said: 'Flashsoft 
started life as a mall order company for tape head cleaners and pan 
scourers. We made a grab for the Spectrum scene after my next-door 
neighbour's daughter. Anita, complained about the lack of 48 K software In 
the East Kilbride area, where she was undertaking a course in desktop 
publishing and marmalade sandwich making,' 

Flashsoft's minor releases include: Attack ot the Mutant Aardvarks. 
Ruck Sogers Meets the Nasty Space Aliens. Scuba Duba. The Christmas 
Candle Game, and more recently, the ecologically friendly Timmy Trotter 
Saves the Earth. 

Martin and Ingrid are now married with three draught excluders and live 
just outside Morecambe. Jacob lodges with them and peels the spuds out 
of loyalty. The three of them agree, they've never had It so good... 

• Even duster heroes have to go to 
the bog now and than. He's had a 
slash but now ha cant reach to 
wash his dannies! 
of stuff you find on your budgie if 
you leave it in a bin bag!). Soon It 
spread all round the house and over 
Danny as well! 

He began to feel rather strange 
(that sort of Oh God, I've 

just swallowed a deckchair'-type 
feeling). Believe It or not, he was 
MUTATING! The mould caused arms 
and legs to grow out his seams! He 
could MOVE! He could WALK! He 
could eat three cream crackers with a 
glass of water on his head!! 

Danny was soon testing out his 
new limbs, leaping merrily about the 
worktops In the kitchen, flicking dust 
off the mantlepiece In the living room 
and scraping shoe polish off the 
baby In the broom cupboard. 

PICK-UP TO FRESHEN UP! 
As Danny, you move through Rve 
parts of the house, dusting, 
scrubbing and cleaning as you go. 
The abode musf be spick-and-span, 
In case Mrs Sheen returns 
unexpectedly and begs forgiveness 
(Danny's an optimistic little chappie). 

Clear the bedroom of 

I've seen some unusual things in my time. Nicko bum a Pet Shop Boys 
cassette-single, Lucy stay tee-total (for all of one lunchtime), Corky eat 

less than three hundredweight of sarnies (and seven gallons of ultra-
caffeine coffee). But they're nothing compared to Danny Duster's Dirty 
Deeds (try saying that three times fast while chewing a slice ot seed cake) 
— even Amiga Psycho Soccer pales In comparison. Danny's an unusual 
and charismatic sprite, fun to control through Mrs Shine's dusty, 
grimey, vermin-Infested abode — who said spring cleaning 
was drab? Detailed and colourful, the graphics are as lively 
as the wacky gameplay, and though fairly hissy, the sampled 
sound effects are wonderful. It's not often a game this good 
crops up out of the blue (like a decent guest on Wogan), but 
when they do It makes you glad the Speccy was invented. A 
classic. • 
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• The final confrontation with Mr BIG CHEESEI Ugly looking gauw Isn't 
h a t 

• Scoff a special flippy iwett and you will flip the game upside down 
with reverted controls! Very tricky to play when your drunk! 

smelly old tights, cough mixture 
stains, mugs of rancid coffee and 
wincyette nightgowns with egg down 
the front Wipe away cobwebs, fag 
ends and turd-tlnged nappies In the 
lounge and dining room. 

The bathroom contains hairy soap, 
dirty underpants shoved down the 

back of the radiator, earwigs, 
chickens and dogs having a frolic in 
the bath and spiders doing the Hokey-
Kokey in a soap dish. 

The action's flip-screen and there's 
a wild and wonderful assortment of 
pick-ups to help you complete the 
task; air freshener, Shake 'n' Smack, 

fin^H'^f 
1. Use It to remove dirl and fluff substances from sideboards. Formica 
worktops, deceased relatives etc. 
2. If suddenly visited by homeless mice, turn into a matching set of 
hammocks for them to sleep in. 
3. Invent a new country and use it as the national flag or emblem. 
4. Turn it Into a fetching suit and trick other dusters into believing you re 
also a duster. 
5. Place on your front lawn or patio then hop around it chanting, I gave 
birth to an Oxo cube in Rhyl to intrigue and delight your neighbours. 
6. Take one twice daily with a bottle of fermented lard to improve your 
knowledge of Wtdgy Rotary Engines. 
7. Play a practical joke on friends by telling them it's a Rolls Royce. then 
hide it in your garage. 
8. Using a pair o1 pinking shears, cut handy perforations around the edge, 
stick a fab picture of Roxette on the front and hey presto, a home made 
reproduction of a Swiss postage stamp! 
9. Place a house brick under each comer and use as a trampoline. 
10. Go on safari to Kenya, tie a knot in each end, place on your head, take 
out your false teeth, find a pair of nobbly knees, locate a stripey deckchair, 
put on a pair of handsome swimming trunks under a guest lowef and 
worry an antelope. 
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• Forgetting to collect one speck of dust Danny returns to the same screen again — (or 
a left like?! 

wax polish, dish cloths, bleach and 
the like are all at your disposal. Just 
don't eat or drink any of them — 
they're highly dangerous. Esther 
Rantzen would be none too happy 
and the doctor doesn't come out on a 
Sunday—he's busy watching 
Highway and Addling with his 
collection of batlcocks. 

ITS BEADLE! 
The final showdown is In the attic. 
Clear the grime oft beams and rafters, 
replace broken floorboards, tidy up 
old boxes ol junk, and while you're at 
h, find Hugh Scully and enquire as to 
whether that ornamental truss you've 
located is worthy of an appearance on 

the Antiques 
Roadshow. 

A highly original 
game, with some of the 
best graphics yet seen 
on the Spectrum, 
Danny's superbly 
animated and he 
controls really welL (A 
tip for Joystick owners. 
If you place a knob of 
butter on your elbow, 
Dannyjumpshigher.lt 
may sound crazy, but 
it's true!) 

Housework has 
never been one of my 
favourite pastimes but 
It's no chore with this 
mutant duster! 
Jumping on the creepy 
crawlles, such as 
Jonathan King, Jeremy 
Beadle and rtmmy W 
Mallet, Is groat fun and 

highly rewarding. 
There's a jolly in-game tune 

throughout and great spot FX. Listen 
to the spiders scream as you spurt 
hairspray in their eyes and marvel at 
the way the cockroaches groan when 
you strangle them with dental floss! 

Hidden on one of the stages is a 
bonus level, which I'D leave you to 
And. Leap on platforms killing dust 
mites, smother woodworm and avoid 
the large nasties, a cross between 
AtlHa The Hun and Robert Kilroy-Silk. 

Dirty Deeds is a real challenge. It's 
instantly playable, totally addictive 
and oozes originality. The scenario's 
so believable, you soon actually feel 
like you're a duster! 

Flashsoft have a sure fire winner 
on their hands. H's worthy ol more 
than a CRASH Smash! I can't wait tor 
a follow up! If you don't buy Dirty 
Deeds, you're more of a fool than I am 
{and that Is saying something —Ed]! 

As Tine Turner might toy, 
siMpty Hie beat — ever ! 
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Er... wow! THREE pages this month ( 

I _ not bad, eh? At least one 
Spectrum glossy still looks after 

. adventurers! Not too much news th.s I 
month, but it's not the s « e that 
counts, is it? (Just as well, IAN , 

1 OSBORNE —Ed) 

i 

MHiriT 1 mPB«T HfilHT a NIPDHT 

WBM TBS 
Simon Avery. Amstrad author 

made... r ™ W a n i o r Sage More news as It's 

V c o t o o t r n v * , o l a , V < ° < » ° ' ° < 

* " ™ 0 ' " W a l l a t £ 2 . < 9 t a p e a M E3 49 disk ^ ' 3 0 n S T W B S 

and cost £3.49 each. As a l w m 5 2 £ , , ^ ^ 
a line for details ^ S , 0 a d s ^ ^ - drop him 

Zenobl at tt» usuS. ^ " ^ " " ^ ° b t a l ^ 

more details. J ^ C ^ S E S 
Hull HU5 2 U ° T a V i 9 t 0 c k ^ Avenue, 

In the meantime, don't forget the c r a s h « , * ^ 
complete solutions to all c o v S a * n n r l r n " S " V k * o f te r® 
besides. Give it a try - * J S T S n T T ^ ^ ^ 8 n d a , e w 

* t h someone who^can. " J T J S t & ^ P U l h 

i 
Kill «-. Ui • • 111 I ] 
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STAFF OF 
POWER 
Zenobi, £1.99 
A L M a " y years ago, when Arcon became 
w tang, the Gods gave him the Start ol 

Xct ^ ^ f°r fl00d 01 hia 

Then it was stolen by the evil wizard Zyx who 

conned his way Into the 
palace disguised as a 
beggar seeking justice. 
Raising the staff above 
his head, he curses the 
king for his goodness and 

vows to destroy the 
kingdom. 

Unsurprisingly, your 
task is to retrieve the staff 

and belt seven shades of • *" 
out of Zyx, but first you must find four 
magical weapons... 

Staff of Power reminds me of the old 
Scott Adams or Artie games in that it pile, 
o n puzzles a-plenty but doesn't give a 
feeling of being there. 

JUST f°r t>eSinrWS' " certain'V ^ 
you thinking on your toes! Objects turn up 
In some peculiar places at times (how that 
® sP e" M m « lo be inside a boulder Is 

. k 

/ 

\ 
\ 

mere mortal and will test even Hercules, son of 
Zeus! 

Labours Of Hercules is a flawed yet brilliant 
game written using Gilsoft's Quill and Press 
utilities. Starting In Eurystheus's throne room, 
you're given each task in turn. Sometimes an 
object gained during one mission is required in 
another. 

The labours are highly varied so there's no 
danger of boredom setting in. As with most 
mythological adventures, some knowledge ot the 
legend itself proves useful — if you're not loo well 
up on Greek tales, pop down the local library. 

Unfortunately, Labours Ot Hercules contains 
several mazes, which bore the pants off most 
adventurers, and if the game contains a RAMsave 
facility I'm damned if I can find it. 

Niggles aside, it's a good game. There's an 
awful lot to K and it's far from easy, so don't 
expeel to complete it in one sitting. Persevere and 
you'll find it worthwhile. 

THE DOMES OF SHA (Jack Lockerby) 
• Olaxas was once a thriving planet, supporting a 
strong agricultural economy... then came the war! 
No records of that terrible conflict survive, and 
even the elders remember nothing — it's almost 
as if the past has been wiped out. 

One thing the war didn't destroy, however, was 
the irrational fear experienced by Ihe Sha tribe, a 
fear preventing them leaving their dying valley. 
Are you strong and clever enough to break out? 

The Domes Of Sha has a fair spread of puzzles, 
some easy, others will have you scratching your 
head into the wee small hours of the morning. 
The map's a little untidy but this doesn't stop The 
Domes Of Sha being an entertaining and original 
game. 

THE SECRET OF LITTLE HODCOME 
(John Wilson) 
• In this, John Wilson's first ever adventure, you 
must find and defeat the source ot evil that holds 
the tiny hamlet of Little Hodcome in its vice-tike 
grip. How do you find the only man who can 
help? Why can't you enter the cottage you've 
inherited? Only time and a great deal of effort will 

The game's surprisingly serious in nature, 
though that John Wilson humour we've all grown 
to love is still present. An exciting and well 
presented adventure, still great fun after ail these 
years. 

— tt-

C r e i I i o n 

RETARDED 
CREATURES AND 
CAVERNS (John 
Wilson) 
• Last but definitely 
not least is Retarded 
Creatures And 
Caverns, a hilarious 
adventure by the 
undisputed master of 
mirth himself. 

Conned into taking 
part in a real life' 
roleplaying game, you 
help reluctant explorer 
Algy in his quest to 
unlock the secrets of 
Castle Toidi. Armed 
only with some ill-
fitting clothes, dodgy 
literature and a pouch, 
you must placate 
sleepy dragons, dodge 
one-legged elves and 
generally laugh 
yourself silly at the 
terrible jokes and witty 
responses. 

Although extremely small map-wise, it's full to 
bursting with some of the most imaginative and 
entertaining problems ever. It's far from easy — 
even getting Into the castle Itself is quite a task — 
but the problems are always logical. When you 
finally succeed, you'll be kicking yourself for not 
getting it earlier. 

With far too many adventures relying on 
awkward inputs or sheer guesswork for their 
difficulty, it's great to see such a genuinely 
challenging game. Running Zenobi leaves John 
little time for writing these days, but if enough 
people twist his arm, who knows? 

Six splendiferous games tor £3.99... this is Ihe 
adventure bargain of the century! PUT DOWN 
THIS MAGAZINE AND GET YOUR CHEQUE IN 
THE POST - NOW!! 

Overall: 94% 

Vv 
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adventure 

anyone's guess), but as long as you keep this in mind you should be 

Qkay, 
Author Sue Medley wems to have had 

trouble fitting it into one 4fiK load, which 
has taken tts toll on location text 
and EXAMINE responses. The latter 
is especially serious as it could leave , _ r 

you thinking something was part of the 
scenery when in tact it needed 
manipulating - perhaps 
splitting the game Into two parts would ve been In order. 

^JlBijS 
Tartan Software 

Spy Trilogy £1.95 (55p off I) 

BLIZZARD 
PASS TIPS. 

Blizzard Pass should be familiar to most — H was packaged with a 
fair few +2 Speccys! Rather good It was too, despite Its awkward 

loading method and standard font, black-on-white text. If you're still 
having troubie with H, here are a tew hints... 

• Loading: in case you've lost your Instructions and can't remember how 
to load the game, you go Into 128K basic and type OUT 32765,23, then 
LOAD "" as normal. 
• Stuck in the maze? Here's the map! 

Even so If you're Into older adventures you'll find Staff ol Power 
immediately to your liking. Benefiting from a 
more modem approach to commands 
(no awkward Inputs here!). K won't 
appeal to everybody but 
should soon find it's niche in 
adventuredom. 

Overall: 78% 

Contact Points 
The Guild. 760 Tyburn US. Erjinglon. Birmingham B36 BOG 
[•Cheques payable to Glenda Collins) 

Tartan Software. 61 Bailie Norrie Ores, Montrose. Angus, Scotland DD10 

• To get through the window, pick up a handful of snow (it turns Into 
slush) and go UP where the cliffs aren't as steep. EXAMINE WINDOW to 
find the cracks, then PUT SNOW IN CRACKS — H freezes and cracks open 
the rock, ENTER WINDOW. 
• Phosphorescent rock: this is your light source. After entering the 
window, go NORTH. 
• Library: PUSH BOOKCASE to go down - Irreversibly! 
• Strength sped: H's on the dead wizard. 
• Lava: a shield will protect you from the heat. 
• Ruined temple: try BREAK STONE 
• Yeti: SHOUT or TALK, you'll cause an avalanche and bury htm. 
• Cave; EXAMINE BODY for something useful, then DIG. 
• Well: search H to find a secret passage. 
• Ogre: throw the boulder at him, 
• Sword: too hot? Wet It with the robe. 

1 / 1 X 

SORCEROR'S 
GATE 

I 

FREEZING 
BUZZARD 

R 

CREVASSE 
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SNOWY 
PASS 
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"A TRIUMPH..." 
— Gutter Press Daily 
"MAGNIFICENT EXCESS 
— Game Freak Journal 

Sega Pro 

WOODSTOCK J . 
• " ~ * m m r - ' P i * T 
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YrUlNTSTONES ^ p f t H j 

' ' i i i u , 

THE STUNNING ISSUE 3 OF 
BRITAIN'S BEST-SELLING 
SEGA MAGAZINE GOES ON 
SALE FROM FEBRUARY 2 0 . 
MISS IT AT YOUR PERIL... 
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excuse to ignore 

people, and similarly 

giving you the opportunity to 

listen in on conversations it's 

assumed 

* needs a 

BUMPER 
BARGAINS!! 

• Save loadsa 
pennies on the shop 
price! 

• 12 issues 
delivered through 
your letter box! 
• A brillo Powertape 
every month! 

• A FREE personal 
stereo! 

• No extra cash 
layout for special-
priced issues! 

All for 
the stonkingly 

low price of 

cssnssa 
l l M i t i l i i i l l i ' M i M 

pSSSpppPPPi mmmm 
wmmmm* 
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LMBJJ up Ujmi 
I 

enroll with 
L y o u f 

i Send me my free walkperson (or else!) 6621 
New Sub Renewal 

I live in the United Kingdom (£24) 6501 C 6502 
I live in Europe/Eire (£30) • 6503 L 6504 
I live outside Europe (£44) 6505 L 6506 
Method of Payment: Visa Access Postal Order Cheque 
Credit Card Number. 
Expiry Date:....... 
Signature; 
Name: 
Address: 

• • ( • • • • • • • • • • • I I O f l l l i K I I K I I I I t l l l l l l 

« l tHl l«MfH*( l t l l lM>l l l ( ( ** I I IMt«( l« l t l ( l | l» l (« l aai 

' » ( l l » * l l l f l l f lM I I I (M I I« t l l l f t l f lH ( * l ( t l ( l f f l * l ( * l l l ( * 

r i 
Post Code:.. 

• Make cheques and postal orders payable to Europress Direct Send this form with 
payment to: Europress Direct, CRASH SUBSCRIPTIONS, FREEPOST, Ellesmere Port, 
South Wirral L65 3EB. Phone orders: (051) 357 1275. Subscription enquiries: (051J 35 7 
2961. 

(UK only) 
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ONLY POOLS AND HORSES 
FOOTBALL B O X F O R M 

SUPER PLANNER 

Written by a former pools expert tor 
Littlewoods. The program has forecast 

over 50% more draws than would be expected by chance. 
Homes, Aways and Draws shown in order of merit, and true 
odds given for every match. Merit tables show at a glance the 
teams currently in form and those having a lean spell. Australian 
pools program included in the price. 

By the same author. Full details given of over 
400 ENTRIES covering upto 57 selections. 

Includes SINGLE & MULTIPLE entries of Lit plans, V-Plans, 
Express, Mail & Mirror plans, full perms etc. All are fully checked 
in seconds by your computer. 
2gQ232J233251 speedily produces an order of merit for 
each race. Designed for flexibility allowing users to amend the 
program if they wish. Price still includes the highly acclaimed 
HANDICAP WINNER - more than 1,000 winners every year -
over 25% of them at 5/1 or better. 

£19.95 for one: £29.95 any two: £39.95 
jail three. 
l ^ j ^ y i U J U i ^ S i U l Football Boxform, super planner and a 

Iplanner type program covering Littlewoods block perms 
£34.95 

Racing Boxform plus 5 further programs 
which enable you to keep your own record , produce and amend 
form and time ratings, work out any bet £34.95 

PLEASE MAKE CHEQUES OR 
POSTAL ORDERS PAYABLE TO BOXOFT, 

BOXOFT, 65 ALLANS 
MEADOW, NESTON, 

SOUTH WIRRAL L64 9SQ H 

TEL: 051 -336 - 2668 

II AIM 
^ A D V E R T IS l \ 

PRINT, IS IT PROPER? 
Must j i i l ierl iseii i f i i ls ;itv perfei'll) pril l* " 
\ lew ,iiv mil 
The \ ihr i I t .s iug M.iml.ints \ iHliorl l> in. ont> 

monitors o\er »:><> .hIu'Mm iiiciiN r \er \ month. »» ftis«n"> 
rompli.iiu c vvilh tin* rules tn the strut C.mle ul \<l\etlislnt> 
I 'nullee 

S o w h e n >ou i | t i r s l l u n -in . i i h e i l t M ' r , t l ie> l u \ i ' l o 

i i n s u e r i n l i s 
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GetANYMULVFACE or MULTIPRINT 0 X 
VJDE0FACE for just £29 95+0 Ml Lifeguard 

1 " M d Q.00 p&p) 
ROMANTIC RORnr 

1 you h o V e ' ' , ! S P t C T R U « • bu, i ( > « m ? """ hos 

O FAR HV L O S I N G SALF « * K M O V E N O W 

ppy-bo 

All p n c « are already di»coun?»cl and 
apply lo Mall Otdars fo30.04 1992Q"'y, 

I enclose a Cheque/Postal Order/Cash plus P&P 
or debit my Access/Visa M M I T T 

for e | P&P UK & Europe £ 2.00 11 P&P OVERSEAS 
' MULTIFACE One £ 29.95 

C 3.00 

TTTT 
Name Card Exp. 
Address 

MULTIFACE 128 £29.95 
MULTIFACE 3 £ 29.95 
MULTIPRINT £ 29.95 
V1DEOFACE £ 29.95 
MUSIC Typewriter £ 5.95 

GENIE 1/128 (NOT 3) £ 6.95 
LIFEGUARD £ 6.95 
LIFEGUARD on disk £ 8.95 
WRIGGLER £ 2.95 
Spectrum +3 Disks £ 2.95 5 
Spectrum + 3 Tape lead £ 2.95 

ROMANTIC ROBOT UK Ltd. 54 Deanscroft Ave, London NW9 8EN S 24 hrs 0 8 1 - 2 0 0 8 8 7 0 S CR 



MAIL ORDER 
rE \ i rE c c 

ZX SPECTRUM 

SEGA OFFER 
The boxes are tockable, stackabte and ot high quality holding up to 16 tapes each. 

Idea) lor computer tapes and audio tapes. We will be throwing in 6 free CRASH 
magazine tapes with the box. Price £12.95 Ref.No 6819 

SEGA GAMES ARE ALSO AVAILABLE SO CALL US AT 
EUROPRESS DIRECT ON OUR HOTLINE NUMBER 

G A M E G E A R 
RRP £99.99 

Ref. No. 6821 
OUR PRICE 

£ 9 4 . 9 5 

MEGA 
DRIVE 

RRP £129.99 
Ref. No. 

6823 
OUR PRICE 
£119.95 

MEGA DRIVE 

16 B IT / 

MASTER SYSTEM 

MASTER 
SYSTEM 

RRP £59.99 
Ref. No. 

6822 
OUR PRICE 

£54.99 

The 
Adventure 

Gamer's 
Manual 

ADVENTURE GAMERS MANUAL 
£12.95 REF NO: 6820 

Trojan Phazer 
gun opens a 
whole new 
phase of 
computer 

entertainment. 
This advanced 

tight phazer 
presents a 

challenge of skill 
and accuracy for 
C64 users of all 

ages. 
Price: £22.95 
Ref No. 6802 

PHAZER GUN INCLUDES 
SIX GAMES 

OPERATION GHOST TOWN 
WOLF BABY BLUES 

GUNSLINGER GOOSE 
COSMIC STORM BUSTERS 

fl* I T K O J W 



® 24 HOUR HOTLINE TEL: 051 357 1275 « 
IS 

U R G E £4.95 REF 6804 
SMALL £4.95 REF6805 

KING GRUB 

LARGE £4.95 REF 6806 
SMALL £4.95 REF6807 

T-SHIRTS IN 
LARGE AND 

SMALL SIZES 
LARGE £4.95 REF 6808 
SMALL £4.95 REF6809 

LARGE £4.95 REF 6810 

SMALL £4.95 REF6811 

MONEY OFF 
A N Y G A M E ! 
If you want to buy any 

piece of software 
currently available, 

please use our 
Special Offer discount 

table to calculate 
the CRASH mail 
order price. It'll 

save you 
money. 

RRP OFFER SAVE 
4.99 3.99 1.00 
5.95 4.74 1.20 
7.99 6.44 1.55 
8.99 7.24 1.75 
9.99 7.99 2.00 

11.99 9.99 2.00 
12.99 10.44 2.55 
14.99 11.99 3.00 
19.99 15.99 4.00 
23.00 18.40 4.60 
24.95 19.95 5.00 
28.95 23.15 5.80 
29.95 23.95 6.00 
34.95 27.95 7.00 

BACK ISSUES 
With tape £2.50 each 

£12.00 for any six. 
Issues that are 
available are: 

17 - 65, 70 - 79, 
8 1 , 8 3 - 8 9 , 9 2 - 9 7 . 

DUST COVER 
Protect your spectrum 

computer with this Crash Dust 
Cover. We've got all sorts: 
Spectrum 48 K Dust Cover 

£4.95 Ref.No 6815 
Spectrum + Dust Cover 

£4.95 Ref.No 6816 
Spectrum 128K Dust Cover 

£4.95 Ref. No 6817 
Spectrum + 2 Dust Cover 

£4.95 Ref No.6818 

JOYSTICK 
Dynamite Competition 

5000 Pro Extra 
£14.95 Ref.No 6813 

Ordering is easy. Please 
complete the form below 
remembering to clearly 

indicate which product you 
require along with our 

reference number if shown 
or the type of computer and 

cassette/disk format you 
require. Then send the form 
to our FREEPOST address 

or if you prefer fax it or 
telephone our 24 hour 

hotline. 

Offers subject to availability. 
Overseas orders despatched by Airmail, 
All prices include postage, packing and VAT 
Valid to April 30 1992 

P R O D U C T D E S C R I P T I O N REF.NCFORMAT PRICE 

Please add postage as detailed below (UK free of charge) 

POSTAGE:Add £4 for Eire/Europe. £6 for overseas unless specified above TOTAL 

Send to: Europress Direct, FREEPOST, Ellesmere Port, 
South Wirrol, 165 3EB (no stamp needed if posted in UK) 
Products are normally despatched within 48 Hrs of receipt but 

delivery of certain items could take upto 28 days 

Order at any 
time of the 

day or night 
Don't forget to give your name, 
address and credit card number 

I wish to pay by: 
Cheque'Eurocheque made payable to Europress Direct 

| A£e«s/Masierca«VEuf ocardBarctaycanWisa/Corvnea. 
Eitpwy 
Date z I I M I Mill I I I I I I I 1 I 

Name Signed 
Address 

General Enquiries: 051-357 2961 
Postcode 

Daytime telephone number in case of queries 
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K fruit pies and picking fleas 
off relatives is your idea of 
fun, these mischievous 

simian types, brought to you courtesy 
of those clever peeps at Alternative, 
are for you. 

Bangers and Mash are the 
Chimpton brothers from 3 Tree Street 
and while Mum, Dad and Gran are off 
advertising tea. our dubious duo have 
to coiled the fruit lor a scoffabie pie. 

The pair soon become singular as 

m ^ t * 

Mash decides to do what all young 
chimps do best, just hang about and 
collect some rays, leaving poor 
Bangers to get on with the groceries 
unaided. 

GIBBER GIBBER! 
Mayhem and monkey madness 
follow as minions of the broom-
riding evil Witch Snitchnose attempt 
to make monkey mash out of 

Bangers (probably armed with 
wickedly sharp kiwi fruit). 
Hedgehogs, ladybirds, skeletons, 
ghosts and cannibal plants attack 
Irom alt sides, cute white plants 
explode... it's enough to send you 
ape! 

Pick up diamonds, chuck mud 
pies and knuckle about like mad 
with hardly enough time to 

scratch those pits and 
gibber, fill up the fruit 
counters and swing on to 
the nexl screen. 

As far as monkey business goes, 
this Is a serious case of 'gibber ook 
gibber1. 

FRUITY PHIZES 
To celebrate the release oi Bangers 
and Mash, those weird and wonderful 
chappies at Alternative were going to 
buy the EEC tea mountain. But then 
they decided that was a damn silly 
idea (especially as there isn't an EEC 
tea mountain) and settled for a fab 
CRASH compo Instead. 

Dig out your pith (are you taking 
the mickey out of my lithp? —Ed) 
helmet and bush jacket 'cos ten lucky 
winners will land themselves a copy 
of the Bangers and Mash game PLUS 
two tickets (one child and one adult) 
to Windsor Safari Park to check out 
the big game, big house and big rides. 

es 
lr 

1. What was Tarzan's 
chimpanzee called? 

2. In the Japanese TV series, 
Monkey, what did the hero 

travel around on? 
3. What colour are bananas? 

Answers on a postcard to: 
THE I LIKE EATING FLEAS' 

COMPO, CRASH, 
EUROPRESStMPACT, 

LUDLOW, SY81JW. Entries to 
arrive by April 19. The editor's 

decision is final (remember 
those sharpened mango 

sections!). 

MP Ik 



I Help your child to a brighter future -
with the best in educational software 

t i j i » 

TEDDY'S KARAOKE 

ftv.; 

Sing along with 
DJ Ted to popular 
nursery rhymes. 

TYPING 

A Q D B B I I E 
flBQQUElE I D H l J d 
S 4 B O a O B k MB MO 

Type the correct 
letters and words 
and save Freddy 
from the crocodile. 

DESERT DATES 

Study historical 
events to find the 
secret^ of the 
pyramids. 

Select the correct 
number of Teddy 's 
bedtime book. 

JT 
V " F u n School 4 zooms to the top of the class. 

Three brand new packages combining the essentials of 
the National Curriculum with beautiful graphics, cleverly 
animated rewards and stimulating sound keep 
your children engrossed while they learn. 

Teddy for under fives, Freddy the Frog for five 
to seven year olds and Sammy the Spy for seven 
to eleven year olds provide SIX original 
stimulating programs in every pack. Plus, the ^ 
carefully designed levels for each program encourage 
your children to have fun and leam at their own pace 
- and ensure they get the most from Fun School 4 

2 Ilm I 

Shop with Freddy 
and his friends 
choosing coins to 
pay the bill. 

i EXCHANGE RATES 

| l>.r T'fi'j 1 V—'C } 1 

j 1 r: 

t — 

jA 
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Change Sammy's 
money at the 
international 
exchange desk. 

FORMAT Amiga ST PC C64 Spectrum CPC 

Tape Disc Tape Disc Tape Disc 

PRICE E 24.99 24.99 24.99 12.99 16.99 12.99 16.99 12.99 16.99 e UWPRESS 
Archimedes and PCW versions will follow in early 1992. 
Spednim. C64 & CPC available early November. 
Amiga ST & PC available end of October 

curoproM 
On Ml* 
and Boots 

S O F T W A R E 
. Dept CRASH. Europe House, A«ngtoci Parti. MacctesliekJ. Cheshire SK10 4NP 

> nationwide Selected formats available at larger branches of WH Smth. Mercies 
Forcredt card purchases call 051 357 2961 

ss iqtware Lid. I 
at to) retailers m 
its For cretft cir< 
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Dust off your soldering iron and get out your chainsaws 
because Samm H Garson is back with another highly 
informative Techni-Tak. This is the man who could explain 
quantum physics in plain English and confuse the boffins 
of the world! Take it away, Mr G! 

Straight Up! 
Q A space alien has ripped up my 
Spectrum +2 manuai Well actually it 
was my sister (bad enough —Ed). 
Now I can't find a new one anywhere 
Help1 

L Ince, Chesterfield 

A: Does anyone out there have a 
spare or redundant manual or know 
where L can buy one? Send in any 
Info to the usual address and I'll 
pass it on. 

Down The Line 
0; I've just bought an LC-200 printer 
but I've got a problem with it. When I 
print out a screen picture it prints a 
line ol graphic then misses a Ime then 

prints more graphics. What's up? 
E Reed. Dyfed 

A: This bolls down to two things. 
The first is that the dip switch for 
line teed could be turned on 
(usually dip switch 1). Switch this 
to off and this may cure the 
problem. If it doesn't, it's the printer 
cable. There are two types of 
Spectrum cable, one with pin 14 
disabled to turn off double line feed 
to a printer. Try either cable, one 
should cure it. 

Drivetess 
Q: How can I get a 3" disk drive lor my 
Spectrum +2A so it will work just like 

the *3. and how much will it cost? 
M Povey, Oxford 

A: One of the problems you'll have 
straight away is that the +2A 
doesn't have any circuits inside it 
to control the disk drive. The other 
problem is that it doesn't have a 
disc drive (obviously). The circuit 
board would require a major 
modification and by the time that 
was carried out it would work out 
cheaper to buy the +3 in the first 
place. 

All In A Name 
0 : How do you save from tape to disc 
and then from disc to tape? 
C Owen, Lincoln 

A: Well Charles, I presume you 
have a +3. The commands are 

Some people call them magic 
boxes. To others it's called a 
multiface. to software houses 

it's the nightmare in a box. So how 
do these hardware gadgets work? 

Well I hate to dispel the myth but 
there's nothing particularly fancy 
about them. Let me tell you what they 
contain and how you can gel Ihem 
working. 

Inside each little black box is a 
ROM chip, exactly like the one in 
your Speccy. a couple of minor logic 
chips and a simple switch. 

Now coming back to the Spectrum 
itself. The edge connector at the 
back of computer Is connected 
straight to the Z80 chip at the 
machine's heart. While a program's 
running, this route can be used to 
talk to the chip, without having to 
type things in. 

CLEVER STUFF, EH? 
Now here's the clever pari: 
whatever s sent to the chip via this 
connector is executed before the 
program In memory. 

There are a few routes the chip 
has that we make good use of. 
Firstly, NMI - Non Maskable 
Interrupt. If this is activated it slops 
your Speccy DEAD in its tracks, no 
matter what it's doing, and directs it 

SAVE "A:" then SAVE' name" 
whatever. This will save to the disc 
drive. SAVE " T t h e n SAVE 
"name" whatever will save to tape. 
Use these In your programs where 
you need them. 

Speccy Sickness 
Q: I tried lo follow your Sftettfwn tape 
deck modification in las) month's 
column, as at the moment I have a 
very sick deck. 

But when I opened my Spectrum to 
have a go. instead of the five wires 
you said there'd be, I onfy found four. 
These are brown, white, blue and red 
Help! 
J Button, Chester 

A: This one caught me out. I've just 
looked at my friend's Spectrum 
•2A. Amstrad have carried out a 



to location 102 decimal in 
the Speccy s ROM. 

Another function it 
uses is ROM Select, 
again a route straight 
to the Z60. If this is 
turned on, it makes the 
Speccy ignore internal 
ROM and go to any 
external ROM. 

The box activates the 
NMI and then ROM Select, 

thus the Spectrum stops and jumps 
to location 102 inside the magic box 

ROM. 
Because the ROM has custom 

written routines, it acts upon the 
memory of the computer and saves it 
out. The Speccy has no idea it's 
there. 

In its frozen stale, it's possible to 
interrogate what the Spectrum was 
doing before it was frozen, and thus 
when you reload your saved-out 
image of the computer it continues 
Irom the point it left off. 

So there you go. nothing complex 
about it at all (err. yes Samm — 
nothing complex! —Ed). 

I , f y o u h a v e any q u e s t i o n e r " 
anything you're stuck on, write to 

" inesiml'.!?P a " , d ™ t r y a n d e * P ' a i " it 
" S r ? ! e E n«» , , s h n e x t month. (This 

• ' ° o k s ' ' k e a flood spot to say Play It 
Aga.n Samm' - E d ) . As usual, the 
address is: TECHNI-TAK, CRASH 

1 EUROPRESS IMPACT, CASE MILL 
. "-UDLOW, SHROPSHIRE 

r 
m 

modification to the board on this 
computer which must of saved 
them all of 15p! Simply treat the 
brown wire as the black one tor 
the purpose of the article in Issue 
96. 

Ram It In 
Q: I ve got a Canon PW 1080A 
printer and a 48K Speccy. Is there 
any way I can get the pnnler working 
on my computer' 
M Simmonds, Reading 

A: Yes you can. The 48K Spectrum 
has no Internal hardware to drive a 
printer so you II have to phone 
Datel Electronics and ask for a 
RAM Print interlace. This plugs 
into the Spectrum and contains 
both hardware and software, plus 
a built-in word processor. 

Dal e l s telephone number is: 
0782 744707. 

Zaks' Hacks 
0 Gel ready tor this How do you 
program in machine code' Can the 
Speccy do anything else in its range 
01 languages? How do you protect a 
program9 C Morris. Cardiff 

A: I tell you what you need. This 
book's very heavy reading but 
soldier through and you'll know as 
much as me: Programming the 
Z80 by Rodney Zaks, ISBN 0-
89588-069-5. Secondly, buy an 
assembler from one of the adverts 
that appear in CRASH. 

There are lots of languages 
available. For more on this and 
your last question, watch this 
space! 

fes / 
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Serve the public trust. Protect the 
innocent. Pay your poll tax. Life's full 
of fun and frolics when you're a lean, 
mean, fighting machine like 
RoboCopl NICK ROBERTS is ^ ^ 
the one running about with a M 
bucket on his head shouting 
'Your move, creep'! 

\ / Yup! Thai baby food-eating 
~ y dude s bach on the scene 

' x with a brand new game 
and a brand new lace, too! Peter 
Weller. the clever geezer, decided 

not to star in the third stroll about 
Delta City so they've had to get a 
new bloke in. Funny thing is. he s 
grown some stubble! I thought 
RoboCop was supposed to be 

i-11stJ-.:,v;7»: s •> «>1 it s.-i ; ; , f 

WLfY i l 

m 

e r r i c t m 
*** *** 

r * c 
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• Look out behind you Robocop! It's a nasty ninja bloke. Oh no it isn't... 
oh yes It flippin' well is! 

i f r r t c i t n e v 

o o o * . 

• Kylie Minogue's dance troop are really going for it here aren't they? i 
Should Be So Lucky!' 

dead?! 
Omni Consumer Products, 

controllers ol the police and 
creators of the copper-topped cop 
are up to their old tricks again. They 
helped drug dealers in the first film 
and started a crime wave to 
bankrupt the city in Ihe second. 

Now they ve found a new way lo 
solve the poor and homeless 
problem: blow the suckers away 

(good thinking — perhaps I could 
solve the CRASH staff problem in a 
similar way —Ed)! 

A fierce army ol mercenaries have 
been hired to go Into Ihe rundown 
areas of Ihe city and blast to their 
hearts content. To complicate 
things further, a Japanese company 
is trying to take over OCP and 
they ve sent a force ol robot ninjas 
to cause more havoc! 

CRY WOLFr 0W-
W00! 

The first battle for Mr R 
Cop is played Operation 
Wolf style, the houses of 
downtown Detroit 
scrolling by and the 
streets littered with 
nasty blokes. Blow 
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splatterpunks out of their windows 
using crosshair sights. 

Stop them in their tracks before 
they lob knives or shoot you in the 
head for the fun of it (my idea of a 
party —Ed). Taking shots from Ihe 
enemy reduces RoboCop s 

efficiency level and 
gives him a terrible 

H C | cough! 
J J Dotted around 

the streets and 
houses (rainbow climbing-) are 
power-up tokens to collect and use 
at the end of each level. A picture of 

1. RoboCop: Leader of the gang and the leanest, meanest, fighting machine since the gate crashers at the 
Europress Impact Christmas party! 
& Metal Mickey: A galvanised dustbin turned upside down, famed for calling Irene Hand) a 'fruit bat'. 
3. Kryten: The android from Red Dwarf with interchangeable groin attachments and a love for 'Androids', the 
famous Aussie soap! 
4. K9: The pooch with the tin head who stopped appearing in Doctor Who when they realised he was really a 
toaster! 
5. R2-D2: The lovable bread bin from the Star Wars films that beeped ail the time (must have swore a lot!). 
6. Daleks: How can anyone take a robot seriously if it's got a plunger for a nose? 
7. Marvin Dude from the Hitchhiker's Guide To The Galaxy, guaranteed to brighten up anyone's day. 
6. Cybermen: Strange looking cyborgs from Doctor Who with handlebar ears. 

9. Terminators: Hard blokes wtth lots of pulleys and strings In their arms! 
Don't mess with 'em! 
10. Twlkki: Buck Rogers' annoying pal who kept going 'Beedee beedee 
beedee'! Strange. 

U i f C O K C 

• Just look at the workmanship on 
blast it into oblivion! 

a bedraggled Robo on Ihe toilet 
appears and clicking on his head, 
arms, body and legs uses tokens to 
repair damage. 

Once the punks are well and truly 
splattered. Big Robo moves on to 
the Rocket Motors factory. This is 
played as a horizontally scrolling 
shoot- em-up similar to the levels in 
RoboCop 2. 

Conveyor belts chug along and 
bullets come flying from all 
directions. It's lucky R Cop Esq Is 
fitted with an all-new, super 
weapons arm with variable 
attachments and teasmade. Use a 
llame thrower to barbecue enemies, 
lob a guided missile in their general 
direction or laser them into a doner 
kebab! 

TALLY-HO. CHAPS! 
Fed up with using his tin legs. Robo 
pops a jelpack on his back in level 
three for a quick zoom about 
clobbering enemies wilh his size 
12s. 

The trouble with jel packs is they 
need juice and the troubte with 
factory ceilings is there ain'l much 
of it about, so the King of Cops 
soon comes down to the ground 
with a CRASH (he found a 
newsagents hovering in mid-air!). 

that drain pipe! Pity Hobo's about to 

There's a horrid lank to dispose 
of at the end of the level but a quick 
whizz around with an electric whisk 
and those lish will be turned into 
soup!(?!) 

After all this excitement, Robo 
decides to take a break and visit an 
old friend, none other than ED-209 
at the top of the OCP tower on level 
four. 

Each floor's packed with robot 

• At the end of a day ot killing innocents, these 
nasty men like to fly their Robocop kite! 

ninjas doing a bil of ninjing (you Robo's rn 
what?! —Ed) and are connected by can twidd 
lifts at either side of the play area. impressiv 
The confrontation with Big ED is No one 
very similar to scenes in the last two oHice yet 
games but fans of the dudes will time you 
love playing it out all over again. comment 

to the plo 

AS SL ICK AS styles it V 

SARDINES?! happy. 
Any st 

RoboCop 3s another excellent RoboCofi 

REPAIR ROBOCOP 

u s e J O Y S T I C K T O 
S E L E C T RRGR 

F I R E TO R E P R I R 

SPRCG TO E X I T 

OOJ T O K E R S L E F T 
I 

- v H T t r r i c i t n c v l / ) 1 

game from Ocean. 
Packed to bursting 
point with excellent 
backdrops and lots 

V w / f l l ol animation, it's as 
slick as Corky s hair 
all the way through. 

I k s ) To silence the Oh 
no. it's more ot the 

R J f i i same brigade, the 
boys have included 
a great new (elpack 
section thai lakes 
some getting used 

J * ' , h e s e to but is great lun lo 
play. And there s 

Robo's new weapons arm that he 
can twiddle about wilh to select 
impressive lircpower. 

No one's seen the fitm in Ihe 
office yet (it'll probably be out by the 
time you read this) so we can t 
comment on how closely it follows 
to the plot. The five levels form a 
shoot- em-up extravaganza, so many 
styles it will keep ail blastaholics 
happy. 

Any self-respecting tan of the 
RoboCop series cannot be without 
this game. In my opinion, it's the 
best yet. 

• J * 

89% 

• Nnnnnnnggggg. Phew! When you live on a diet o( baby food and scrap 
iron these turds can be right earth shattering! 

GRAPHICS 

PLAYAB1UTY 

8 8 % 

8 8 % 



Chimps are peculiar creatures. They 
spend all day eating bananas, 
scratching their bums and picking 
fleas out of each other's heads. 
IAN OSBORNE's completely 
bananas and partial to a -
bit of flea pie, so he got to 
do the review... 

i D A T I O U S 
A C T I f f l T 

• Oh look, c 
ha). 'Nuff 

• Qliuh-'oppM do My stupid monkey should BOG 
OFF before he g«tt splattered by killer toe-bags! 

Forget whal you ve been 
told in lesser publications, 
Biffs not 8 bog, he's an 

APE — and a rather cheeky one at 
that. He never tidies his room, Is rude 
to his mother end wouldn't even join 
his family In a tea commercial! 

Unsurprisingly, Mum's had 
enough — Biffs been booted out of 
his treehouse and left to fend for 
himself in the cold, cruel jungle (alt 
together now — aaahhh!). Your 
task's to get Biff back into his mum's 
good books by performing a series 
of tasks in a Dizzy-style arcade 
adventure. 

Those who've played the 
aforementioned Codies classics will 
instantly recognise Biffs gamepiay 
— guide the main sprite through 
umpteen rooms of platforms and 
ladders, solving problems to 
progress (or smashing your Speccy 
with a large lump-hammer if you 
can't). \ 

appeasing Mumsie. 
Flowers uproot 
themselves and 
attack, birds do far 
more than crap on 
your head, and those 
baby dragons aren't 
as cute as they look! 

Most baddies 
move aimlessly, ju$t 
trundling beck and 
forth (rather like Ian 
after a night on the 
town - E d ) , but the 
puzzles and scenery 
are varied enough to 
prevent monotony. 

You get one life and your 
apparently huge energy rating 
depletes at an alarming rate on 
contact with baddies — dont be 
tempted to Ignore them for speed s 
sake! X 

SUPERB! SPIFFING! 
SPECTACULAR! 

Biffs technically superb! The cheeky 
chimp features an amazing sixteen 
frames of animation, and the other 
sprttes move well, too. 

i 

\ Clever use of shading makes 
brilliant use of the Speccy'a limited 
£ palette. With far too many 
programmers taking the easy 

ochrome option, it's great to 
a budget house stretching the 

Speccy to its limits. The 
presentation's pretty spiffing, with 
spectacular pre-game effects and a 
neat, efficiently laid out control 
panel. 

Although the problems aren't es 
involved as those In the Dizzy 

games, they're far from 

with a fun (and they're coming to take me away he 
anyone 

boring — the game's off-beat 
sense of humour and huge 
dollops of character win 
through in the end! 

After each problem's solved 
\ you're presented with an 

onscreen hint and the required 

Sflashes, so you won't be 
ratchlng your head too 

the minus side, Biff 
s too heavily on 

ergy-depleting baddies, and 
i could've done without the 
comments culled from Bill A 
Ted's Excellent Adventure. 
Everywhere you go these days 
some pillock's saying 
'Bodacious', or "Most 
excellent' — it's getting on my 
nerves! Not that this stops Biff 

from being an excellent game! 
It's great to see an arcade 

adventure that isn't a piddle-poor 
Imitation of Dizzy— Biff has 
character and atmosphere all It* 
own and Is easily the best Beydnd 
Belief release to date. Hopefully of 
monkey features will appear th more 
of their games and become a Spec-
hero in the Dizzy.Blinky mould 

BACKYARD BONANZA 
Like any jungle, Biff 's backyard's a 
dark and dangerous place — there's 
all manner of flora and fauna 
conspiring to keep him from 

MARK 
»must admit the first few words I uttered while playing Biff aren't 

suitable tor publication. Most either rhymed with duck or hinted at 
dubious parentage. But after kicking Ian around the room a few times. Ihe 
puzzles made sense and progress was rapidly forthcoming. What the 
programmer was on when he drew the character sprite I dread to think — 
it's supposed to be an ape but looks more like a large load! The sprites 
and scenery are very colourful and this leads to a small amount ot colour 
clash. On the minus side, the evil creatures take their |obs a bit loo 
seriously. Biffs attacked with great enthusiasm and for many 
games he s brown-breaded within a few seconds, but practice 
soon sees you collecting Ihe correct items and gaining 
Brownie points for a job well done. Biff will appeal to p u z 2 l t f p W w 
fans rather than blast anything whether it moves or not' J / q ^ q S 
freaks, but it's worth a look in either case. 

Bating 
Pv iz le -powerod monkey 
business Hint ' I I send you 

ape I 

GRAPHICS 

85% 

P L A Y A B I L I T Y 
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j ? . L ; Calculitor 

In conjunction with 
HiSoft we are giving 

away a COMPLETE, 
fully working; 

commercial version of the 
ultimate utilities package, 

Harlekin. 
Worth over £45, Harlekin 

gives you complete control of 
your ST with a range of handy 

utilities and indispensable tools -
and it's completely free on next 

month's ST User cover disk 

m • m l i t • <4 PU n. in * ii in 
i i m • » m 
n m • i i 
• n* • II rw i in • i m 

H a r l e k i n 1 9 9 0 

giveaway of 
the decade! 
ALL of the ST's most 
popular utilities in one handy package 
FREE on next month's AEiHl$J coverdisk 
Reserve your May issue of Atari ST User NOW and make sure you don't miss out! 

( 



Incentive S & P T f t * C U C E E 

A decent footballer needs skill, 
dedication, courage and a poncy 
haircut (I didn't know you played 
football, Al —Ed). But what it comes 
down to is Balls, Boots and Brains — 

have you got them or not? ALAN 
GREEN definitely has all three 
and is here to prove his 

worth... 

m KM mMi mstrs inc cmcwgc m 
M m v m 
m i l l ! s a n i K m m cum m u t » m 
tut IT TK «U « • u u n t M i l M l 
HMtSti I* M • UU1 UK m fMTT 
m D U Btt m t It H i t M IK KIIM 

• Oh look there'1* one of those plonkerish reportery 
peeps — methinks he's telling porkies! 

z A 

c n n s m i . 

H § § t * ^ J W f J B K : • j u u u u t 
— t • r * 

• Rack your brains, bash those balls 
like to be in his boots! 

Fans of all types of footy 
are in luck with this four-
pack of sport sims. As for 

that rude sounding title — all the 
sports involve balls (tee-hee!), you 
need boots to play them in real life, 
and presumably a brain to do 
especially well (but that never 
stopped Bill Beaumont, so who 
knows?}. 

The Double and Rugby Boss are 
management games. Oh no. not 
again!' I hear you scream. Yep, this 
wave of football games is still on the 
rampage for some reason beyond 
the understanding ol the universe. 
Why, oh why. oh why? 

it s really long. 

Ithat is), it 
claims to be 
the most 
realistic and 
controllable of 
its kind. 

II boasts 65 
teams and 
thousands ol 
players, each 
with individual 
characteristics, 
and every 
other 
conceivable 

- I sure wouldn't ( a c l o r t h a , 
goes Into the 

making ol a footy manager (except 
for the scandalous stories, worse 
luck). 

It's so bioomin' complex the whole 
thing's snail-pace slow and scores 

• Booorrrring! Who ever took these screen shots 
certainly knows how to be Mr. Interesting! 

— I sure wouldn't 
as one of the dullest games yet, even 
among other sims strategy games. 
You don t see matches, just stare at 
a teleprinter for the final scores. 

Rugby Boss is similarly deathly. 
Absolutely no action at all, and very 
little thought required (flip. It's just 
like the real thing!). 

WHO ARE THEY? 
This painful compilation's 

\ worsened further by 
- - _ Australian Rules, a 

^ j "playing the match' 
simulation which doesn't 

sound too bad at first. 
Unfortunately, it's just a 

load of little red and blue blobs 
charging around after a totally 
humungous ball (almost twice as 

wide as the 
players — and 
judging by Bill 
Beaumont, 
well..,). You 

a * I can't help but 
think the 

u t i « I 
, I programmer 

couldn'l give a 
i i m I XXXX. 

Finally, 
. there's Soccer 

:j-rn5inr Challenge. 
I ) | where you 

m prove yourself 
erish reportery worthy of your 
s! fave team n(yippee, i ll be 

centre-forward 
for Akrington 
Stanley yet!). 

This 
involves 
practicing 
various soccer 
skills and 
completing an 
assault course. 
The only 
assault course 
you re likely to 
encounter is 

:reen shots against you're 
iting! p 0 0 f speccy 

when you get racked off with this 
bunch of naff games. 

Challenge is a touch above the 
rest, with passing, tackling, 
dribbling (over the keyboard, 
possibly) and penalty taking to 
master, all requiring some skill to 
suss. 

Despite the measly price. I doubt 
even the footy-maddest will wet 
Iheir panties in excitement. The 
brainy' sims are fantastically dull 

and the other two are just crap. 

Bating 
/W\ 
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• Oh look at these incredibly interesting blue and red blobs. The height 
of Speccy graphics (ha ha). 

THE DOUBLE 

3 9 % 

AUSSIE RULES m 
4 8 % 

Overall 
4 8 % 4 8 % 

Wait before you burn this review and 
allow me to decimate them. The 
Double follows a long tradition of 
amazingly boring games. With 
instructions as long as your arm (if 



IgPBouble Dynamite 
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Is TNT 2 — Double Dynamite the most 
explosive compilation ever, or 

• STUN RUNNER — One quick and easy way to go blind! Playing Stun 
Runner is the same as poking your pupils with a red hot poker! 

TNT 2 — Double Dynamite HYDRA 
. v 7 has a lol to live up to: It s It's the 21st century and world 

predecessor was rather leaders seem lo have lost their 
brill. Has it got what it takes to blast marbles! Not only have they allowed 
aside the opposition, or will it a terrorist called The Shadow to take 
bomb? I think we should be told... control of (he skies and seas, but 

Skull and Crossbones is a tale of when an important package needs 
piratical pillage and plunder — transporting through hostile 
slash your way through eight levels territory, who do you think they 
ol monotony, disembowling w — b i m i i i«m fci^M 
baddies en route. 

Pity it's such a dreadful game — 
you'd have more fun walking the 
plank or getting hauled round the 
keel. A bog-standard hack-'em-up 
with nothing to set It aside from the _ ^ • ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
other Ihree million on the market, 
how it scored 73% in Issue 88 is ' ' ^ S s t S 
beyond me. m m m a m a m m m m m ^ ^ ^ m 

There's no skill involved - all • ROBOT MONSTERS - Stomp 
you do is Stand in front of a baddy, the strange planet saving wimi 
hit the fire button until he dies, then send? Just you! Either the packs 
lind the next baddy etc. To make wasn't so important after all, ory 
matters worse, your sprite regularly boss found out about the incidei 
turns his back on the enemy! with his wife, a garden hose, and 

The sprites are fairly well drawn jelly baby at last years' Christma 
but look like morris dancers when party! 
fighting and backgrounds are Unfortunately, the game's just 
disgusting! I know the Speccy isn't bad as the plot, but this time yoi 
exactly brilliant when it comes to won't be laughing. Although set 
colours but a little shading wouldn't river, no attempt has been made 
have gone amiss. create a water effect — you coul 

I J 
M t S S T L C C O K « . . ' - . I 
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• BADLANDS — Bad Lands — sounds a bit like some areas of Ludlow, 
mentioning no names for fear of a sore head! 

m 

• ROBOT MONSTERS - Stomp about 
the strange planet saving wimmin! 

send? Just you! Either the package 
wasn't so important after all, or your 
boss found out about the incident 
with his wife, a garden hose, and the 
jelly baby at last years' Christmas 
party! 

Unfortunately, the game's just as 
bad as the plot, but this time you 
won't be laughing. Although set on a 
river, no attempt has been made to 
create a water effect — you could 

just as easily be driving along a 
road. 

The graphics are awful: the river's 
just a solid strip, the scenery blocky 
and boring, and the sprites are so 

1 poorly defined it's hard to tell 
the baddies from the power-ups! 

I Mark told me it you remove the 
word lands' from the title, you 
get a lair description ol the 
game. A multi-player racing 
game viewed from above. 
Badlands is basically a Super 
Sprwf clone, even down lo Ihe 

spanner power-ups. The only 
attempt at updating gamepiay is a 
cannon mounted on each car, which 
temporarily slow down opponents. 
The computer-controlled vehicles 
have them but they're never tired. 

Control is the standard left right 
rotation with the fire butlon as an 
accelerator. This is always awkward 
until you get the hang of it. though 
Badlands handles better than most. 

STUN RUNNER 
Is this the worst coin-op conversion 
ever? It was great in the arcades, 
with sooo much character and 
atmosphere! Trouble was it featured 
a massive sit-on cabinet so few 
arcades bothered to stock it. 

The Speccy version's a disaster. 
The main sprite looks like a curling 
stone wilh water wings, and the 
tunnel effects give no leeling of 
speed or even movement. The 
screen looks more like a backdrop 
from a badly filmed Sixties rock 
concert than a computer game. 
Playing it tor more than a few 
minutes makes you feel physically 
sick, and that's not a facetious 
remark. 

ROBOT MONSTERS 
With its B-movie plot and 
ridiculously long title, Escape From 
The Planet Of The Robot Monsters is 
one weird game. The Reptilions have 
invaded Synthetic Industrial 
Planetoid X' and enslaved Ihe human 
inhabitants, forcing them to build 
robots for Ihe planned invasion of 
Earth. Your task (as if you hadn't 
guessed) is to shoot the baddies and 
rescue the humans. 

A shoot- em-up in the Commando 
mould, Robot Monsters plays fairly 
well. The small sprites are ideally 
suited to the gamepiay, even though 
some ot the robots look like the 
Weetabix crew. The bullets are well 
defined, which is a blessing — 
there's nothing worse than the 
disappearing bullet syndrome' 

(except being force-fed three 
hundredweight ot stewed prunes). 

Scoring 90% in Issue 62, the 
gameplay's dated considerably since 
then. It's well executed but too 
samey to hold your attention (or 
long. 

TNT II — Double Dynamite comes 
highly recommended — to 
programmers who want an example 
of how not to write computer games! 

HYDRA 

58% 

69% 

STUN RUNNER 

73% 
5 8 ® 54%-
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Why do they bother? II 
you've seen one footy 
management slm you've 
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• Wooh! Jhnmy Jimmy, Jimmy Jimmy, you 
know your much to wild for this town... 

seen em all! It wouldn't be so bad if 
Jimmy 's Super League added 
something new to the genre, but It's 

just a 
straightforward 
rehash of old 
ideas — and not 
a particularly 
good one at 
that 

Upon 
loading, quelle 
surprise, pick 
your team. The 
screen takes 
ages to update 
as you cycle 
through endless 

files and 

you're only allowed to select 
eleven men — In case of injury, 
tough luck 'cos you haven't got s 

sub! The files are well set out (a 
nice mug shot of each 

• J » \ player) bul the colours 
* S _ _ ^ a r e hideous — they took 

like the demented offerings 
of a frustrated art student 

When you've selected your team 
if s on to the game. There's no 
animated representation of the match 
whatsoever — you Just sit watching 
the clock and reading the match 
commentary. Aaarrggghhh!! The 
only thing that moves Is the 
commentator's mouth! 

Ail the usual features are hens, 
such as transfers, Injuries, morale 
etc, presented through icon-driven 
screens and menus. The graphics 
are pretty awful, though, and the 
whole thing's so slow H made me 
want to throw the tape at Lucy In 
frustration (Ian Stain' Osborne's 
cruising tor a bruising, methlnks — 

Nicko gave It's 
predecessor, Jimmy's Soccer 
Manager, 30% in Issue 96 and Super 
League Is basically an Bttempt to sell 
the same game twice. Dodgy 
graphics, dull gameptay 
and hellishly slow 
running speed make 
It a real stinker. And 
who the hell's Jimmy, 
anyway?! 

500,000 COMPUTER GAMES 
SURPLUS STOCK SELL-OFF!! 

TOP SELLING GAMES 
FROM ONLY £1.00 EACH 

AMIGA/ATARI ST/PC/C64/ 
SPECTRUM/AMSTRAD 

JUST SEND ONE FIRST CLASS STAMP TELLING US WHAT COMPUTER 
YOU HAVE AND W E WILL SEND YOU A FULL LIST OF AVAILABLE 

SOFTWARE AT PRICES YOU JUST WON T BELIEVE TO: 
SURPLUS SOFTWARE SELL-OFF 

DEPT. CR No. 1 SATURN HOUSE, CALLEVA PARK, ALDERMASTON, BERKS. RG7 4QW 

500,000 COMPUTER GAMES 
| THIS IS NOT P.P. SOFTWARE, ALL GAMES ARE SHOP SURPLUS 
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• Round and round the mulberry bush like a Jar of Jam, then you fall 
down on your face, blimey that hurt — damn! 

OCrtpes, the very thought of 
negotiating any sort of 
maze makes me go ail weak 

at the knees (not to mention the 
head, but that's nothing new —Ed). I 
have enough trouble finding my way 
back from the toilet to my CRASH 
desk let alone navigating some 
Immense version of Hampton Court 
gardens (that explains the soggy 
chair-Ed)! 

In Splat!, the aim's to explore, 
survive and eel grass. Sounds like a 
Sixties' hippy in search of true 
liberation to me, but that's what you, 
as Zippy, have to do. 

You trundle around the maze, 
dodging all sorts of trouble and 
grazing on the patches of lush, green 
grass. No, you're not a cow, but 
Zippy sure ain't gonna win on the 

• Everyone's got their cross to bear but actually being 
o n e must make you cross! 

beauty stakes — he's just a cross! 
Not a lot out of ten for inspiration, 
methinks. 

DIFFERENT MACHINE, 
SAME GAME 

The maze isn't exactly ordinary — 
hedges and walls automatically scroll 
as you play. And they're nasty, too, 
'cos If Zippy touches one, it's SPLAT! 
—one dead cross (crucifying stuff, 
eh?), There are also spikes, running 
rivers end all kinds of other obstacles 
to avoid. 

Grass keeps the tittle chap going 
but for nutritional variety there's the 
odd plum scattered here and there (I 
reckon he gets a better diet than our 
Pot Noodle-chomping CRASH crew). 

Seasoned 
Speccy 
owners will 
remember 
Zlppy's 
exploits from 
the original. 
It's so old 
CRASH wasn't 
around when It 
was released 
(we're talking 
prehistoric!) 
but was 
considered a 
right royal 
corker for its 

S P L A T 

Who d have such a stupid name as Zippy (apart from the rugby ball-
headed creature in Rainbow)? Sad to say, the very unlikely hero of 

Splat! would. I don't agree with Alan that this game is a pile ol old tosh. 
Okay, it may not look much but you're soon swearing like a trooper (or 
Lucy with a hangover) once the action hots up. Graphics are very sparse 
but once the screen starts scrolling Ihe backgrounds are your lasl 
worry. Sound is impressive, with an in-game tune that warbles 
pleasantly to itself and an Bmusing Yippee!'. You don I just 
have to avoid being splatted either, there are plenty ol bonus ^ d r a ^ * 
items lying around wailing to be picked up. Overall. Splatfs^ 1 
worth the ten quid price tag, though I'd have been happier II Kti 
it had appeared on a budget label. 3 0 % ft> 

Fancy getting plastered all over a 
garden hedge, drowned in a river or 

completely lost within a vast and 
hostile maze? ALAN GREEN'S a 
bit of a closet masochist so he 

'volunteered' to enter the 
labyrinth and check it all out... 

• A-MAZING stuff peeps. Lets'* all play running round aimlessly for 
hours, bashing our heads on environmentally friendly walls! 

time. This version, many years later 
and on a vastly superior machine 
(don't gloat, SAM owners!), Is 
unfortunately pretty much the same. 

Aside from Zippy's lack of 
charisma, the rest of Splat! is also 
fairly dull. All the 'action' is depicted 
In a regresslveiy crude blocky 
manner, and I've seen a more 
exciting choice of colours on an 
ancient Binatone console! 

TERRIBLE LOOKS, G001 
GAMEPLAY 
The randomly scrolling maze moves 
about as smoothly as a grasshopper, 
jumping from one position to the 
next In a frenzy of unpredictable 
movement It's so hard to keep your 
attention on this migraine of a screen 
you'll probably get splatted in no 
time at all. 

The SAM version has a wistful 
little ditty that plays away to alt this 
graphic mess, plus there's a snippet 
of digitised speech, but 
Zippy going 'Yippee!' at the end of 

each level. 
That said. It can be quite addictive. 

You've really got to think fast If i 
want to survive all seven levels and] 
escape from this vicious place. 

At the end of the day, Td try a n d l 
get hold of the old Speccy one — it s 
just as good and plenty cheaper. 
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Doctor doctor, I'm being haunted by 
ancient computer games. What do 
you mean I'm suffering from Break 
Outitis? You want me to play Batz W 
Balls four times a day to cure it... 
okay. MARK CASWELL does a I 
jump to the left and then a step 
to the right to enter a handy 
time warp and play the game... V ^ p 

• Oh cosmic stuff mass*-. Come on darling* whack those balls — don't 
let the block 'eds get you down! 

• Oh tit's a blue o n e - whoopee bUnkln' do! Anyone for squash? Well 
tough tea-cakes 'cos this Is a computer game — stupid! 

•

Back In the mists of time, 
when the world was young 
and I were a wee nipper, 

there appeared a game so popular 
that over the years It's been copied 
umpteen times. 

Break Out, Arkanold Bnd 
Giganoldare just three of the guises 
that the old bat, ball and loadsa 
walls games have taken. And Batz 
N' Balls I t the latest of the genre. 

BOUNCING BALLS! 
You control a bat which moves left 
and right at the bottom of the 
screen, and the idea (for those 
who've been off-planet for 
centuries) is to bounce a ball up the 
screen and destroy different 
coloured blocks. 

You start with a ball on the bat 
and ten extra balls in reserve (you 
never know when you might need 
replacements with our Ed). There 
are five rows of blocks, some 
destructible with a single hi', while 
others need whacking eevorai tin 
before disintegration. 

HELP IS ON THE WAY 
As certain blocks are destroyed they 
release icons, which bestow limited 
super powers to the player's bat If 
collected. These Include a sticky 
coating for the bat, larger or smaller 
bats, a gun attachment, multiple balls 
(an obligatory tnarr!' here, methlnks) 
and an Icon that bounces the 
ball off the bottom of the 

screen. Of course, II the ball slips 
past the bat without a bounce Icon, a 
life (ball) is lost 

The brick wall ain't your only 
problem, though. There are plenty of 
small creatures that appear at the top 
of the screen and make life hell when 
you break through the top bricks. 
Their main purpose is to either block 
the path of the ball or the player 
(major flippin' headache). 

When all tha blocks are wasted the 
player moves to the next level to 
whack them balls around (I'll resist 
the temptation). 

STEP FORWARD, SAM 
I've been on the computer scene B 
long, long time and I've seen these 
Break Out clones come and go (along 
with several civilisations). But as this 
Is first lime this genre has appeared 

on the SAM, I'll forgive 

Revelation. 
I've always been a sucker for this 

game type and there's no doubt Bats 
N' Balls is very good. It's colourful 

(positively eye-warping in places) but 
the backgrounds don't change very 
much, just blocks, blocks and more 
blocks. 

At last the SAM s catching up with 
the rest of the gamesplaylng world, 
and about time H you ask me. 

• It takes • very steady hand and 
whs of steel — tough kick peeps! 

ere we go with Break Out one more time. This has got to be the 
fastest, most souped-up version to date. The grand-daddy of video 

games has sure come a long way since those prehistoric early days, many 
years BC (Before CRASH). Far removed from that leisurely game we all 
know and love, here there's all kinds of things going on as you try to knock 
the blocks off. Super stuff except it's so action packed that It's too 
bloomin' hard. The ball(s) shoot around at speeds in excess of Jim 
Davidson's driving and bounce olf the blocks at angles even Stephen 
Hendry never knew existed. Mastermind concentration (and a fair bit of 
luck) is needed just to keep the ball up. let alone find time to grab those 
bonus bricks, zap the Space invader thingies and so forth. 
And to make things even trickier, some ol the bricks are t h e K ^ ^ ^ H 
same colour as the background so you need an eagle eye to r l M P ^ -J 
be in with a ghosl of a chance. Nonetheless. " S n ^ p / i 
gamesmasters and masochisls alike may like to give il a 
bash, it you can handle the stress, thai is. 

' ng 
Bats HP M U li nothing 

new but a fun little game 

80% 

GRAPHICS 

P L A Y A B I L I T Y 
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Surbtton must be the most 
famous town In the 
country (after Milton 

Keynes, of course). Not only was The 
Good Life ftfmed there, It's also 
where Manic Miner's set. 

As the Speccy version of the game 
was released a decade or so ago and 
my memory ain't 
what it used to be (who am I? what 
am!? why Is the Ed brandishing a 
machette?), here's the basic plot. 

ITS A GOOD LIFE 
Miner Willy's in the catacombs below 
Surblton (as dug by Tom and Barbara 
Good while chasing their goat one 
Sunday afternoon) and can't go back 
the way he came. But there's a light, 
at the end of the proverbial tunnel 
(the 3.58pm London to Birmingham, 
methlnks): If Willy can 

conquer the 60 caves (three sets of 
20) that stand in his way, peaceful 
Surbtton life will be his once more. 

Life ain't that simple, though (and 
don't i know it, mutter, moan, 
whinge). There are plenty of 
creatures out to make sure Willy 
earns his angel harp and wings. 

You start In one of three sets of 
caves, each more brain-boggling than 
the In each cave there are • set 
•mount of objects to collect, while 
dodging weirdo creatures in the 

process, of course. 

g h no. I thought, 'not another crap remake of a dust-covered 
' * antique game. It's many a long year since Miner Willy got stuck 

down that mineshaft — apparently rescue attempts have been abandoned. 
So here he comes to battle the Kong beast and dodge ostriches yet again. 
And it's extremely similar lo the original Speccy release. (Cue a communal 
groan from all frustrated SAM players who know their wonderiul machines 
can do so much more than this.) But hold on a mo before you jump off that 

tall building with SAM in hand — Manic Miners still a blinkin' 
good game. Those 40 extra levels are all as mad and brain 

bashing as the original ones, so this is three limes as good a 
M a V " game. Not bad, eh? 

l l ^ F 246V Well. I said It's three times as good as the original, didn t 
I? Oh. all right then: t 

CJ RIH T B o t t m ; 

Sco^e- OQ8 5 Y 3 
Hi Scow. OOOOOO | 4 

Manic Miners so old it was probably 
played by primitive man in his mud hut 

— it hasnt even been reviewed in the 
hallowed pages of CRASH. MARK 

CASWELL resists the temptation ^ ^ 
to crack any 'minor willy' jokes 

as he enters the catacombs 5 ® 
under CRASH Towers... 

• Choo! Chool All aboard the Willy t r a i n - Oh no the bridge is gone poor 
old Willy cent carry on! 

BLUE FACES, AHOY 
There's another obstacle In the guise 
ot limited air — take too long to 
complete a cave and you'll astlx... 
asplx... oh sod It. suffocate. 

Once alt the objects are collected 
in a cave, the exit flashes (and Is 
arrested for Indecent exposure), so 
enter the warp to attempt the next 

Revelation may seem to be 
scraping the bottom ol the barrel this 
month but their three offerings are ail 
classics. Manic Miner's probably the 
best of the lot, especially as the 
programming team have added 40 
caves to the original 20.1 
wholeheartedly agree with AJ — the 
overall mark should be tripled. 

The gameplay's just as tough ss in 
the Speccy offering of yesteryear 
The risk of falling foul of the many 
baps In the game, as well as 
asphyxiation If you're not fleet of 
foot, add greet angst to the 
proceedings. 

Manic Miner's tough, make no 
mistake about It, but It's a darn good 
game no self-respecting SAM owner 
should miss. 



Kixx, £3.99 cassette 
It's the future (well It isn't 
really, but let's pretend — let's 

pretend, can you play at... ahem) and 
a new breed of motor sport is very 
popular. Stunt car racing takes you to 
a massive, roller coaster-style track 
only the certlfiabty insane (or CRASH 
reviewers) would attempt And three 
guesses who one of the drivers is 
(you mad, impetuous tool, you!)? 

But first comes the prerequisite 
options screen. Choose single or 
multi-player and whether to practice 
or enter the race proper (first-time 
players are advised to practice). The 
ultimate aim of the game is simple: to 

rise through the ranks from the 
bottom of the fourth division to the 
top of the first 

There are two tracks In each 
division. In lour there's Hump Back 
and Uttle Ramp, three has Big Ramp 
and Stepping Stones, Roller Coaster 
and High Jump In two and the first 
division features Draw Bridge and Ski 

•<::: SSE 
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Yoghurt. Err, Jump. 
However many human players 

there are, each race is against a 
computer-controlled car. You're 
presented with a driver's eye view of 
the course so the track and huge V8 
engine that powers the vehicle are 
visible. 

To move up the drivers' chart you 
have to win as many races as 
possible, so toe the gas pedal and 
drive like a bat out of hell (and be 
gone when the morning comes... or 
something like that). The car's 
capable of a skull-mangling 300mph, 
but driving like a lunatic damages the 

car — as does pranging it Into 
the ground at warp speeds 
(surprised?). 

I loved Sfunf Car Racer 
when we reviewed it back in 
Issue 72, and It's just as good 
today. There's a real feeling of 
movement but the 
background's sparse — 

though one doubts you'd see a lot at 
these speeds anyway. 

Stick a large saucepan on yer 
bonce and buy Sfunf Car 
Racer today! (Try In vain 
to get the bloomln' thing 
off your head and go to 
the casualty 
department tomorrow!) 
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I naow ur i ne Beast 
•

In mosl buckle-swashing 
games there s a despicable 

bad guy. Y know. the bloke who 
wears a black cape and twirls his 
huge handlebar moustache while 
cackling in a nefarious fashion (a 
bit like our esteemed Ed. aclually). 

Sadly, Shadow Of The Beast 
doesn t fall into this category, but 
there is a villainous baddy. The 
Beast Lord s his handle and for 
years he s created strange 
creatures from old cornflake 
packets and assorted squeezy 

bottles to guard his stronghold. 
Okay, we lied — they were actually 
transformed girly-wimp humanoids. 

You play one such victim, 
kidnapped as a nipper and 
transformed into your present 
beastly form. You ve recently 
recalled your past life (after a hard 
knock on the head from 
aforementioned squeezy bottle) so 
you re out for revenge. 

Hold onto your hats, folks — It's 
kick-arse time! (Quelle surprise.) If 

J > C A 7 ) 

you destroy ol Beastie in his 
distant fortress you revert to your 
true self (I'd stay as you are. Corky 
—Ed), but before giving Beastie a 
good biffing there s a long yomp 
across Ihe lands bordering his 
domain. 

You re attacked by myriad 
ruthless creatures, bul you ain t 
defenceless. Use your fists and 
feet to bash your way to 
collectable Hems such as keys (to 
open doors), potions (a la Alice In 
Wonderland) and a wide range of 
explosives and blunt instruments 
lo give your extremities a rest. 

Keep an eye on the energy 
meter - every hit thai registers 
speeds up your heart rate. 
Eventually it explodes, killing you. 
luvly. 

Entrances lo underground 
caverns aren t too ditficull to spot, 
especially as they have a bleedin 
great ENTER' sign above them. It s 
generally in these dark, dank 
places that the end-of-level-
guardians are lurking. These are 
huge p/vrrf-inducing monstrosiiies 

that love nothing more than 
playing football with a failed hero s 
head. 

Gremlin deserve a huge pat on 
the back (no, not of the cow 
variety, stupid) for cramming a 16-
bit game into (he Speccy. Although 
they re monochrome, Ihe sprites 
and backgrounds are ace, a real 
credit to the programmer (gawd 
bless ya. guv). The only bugbear is 
it's difficult lo spot some of the 
meames on the mono 
backgrounds. ^ ^ 

Overall, Shadow Of 
The Beast is well worthy 
of purchase if you were 
stupid enough to miss it t 
first time round. 

Rating 
9 0 % 

I 
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11 that isn t enough to make you 
drool. Rainbow Islands Is one ol I 
the most original and addictive 
games ever to grace us with its 
presence. You've never played 
anything like it; it's such a cracker 
you could be hooked lo It lor 
indelinite lengths ol time. 

Those yet to get themselves 
completely square-eyed on it are 
heartily recommended to get stuck 
in ASAP. And now the Hit Squad 
are releasing it out tor a 
bargain budget price, 
only a tool would 
ignore it (ignore what? 
-Nicko) . 

I M I 
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128K version 

Kixx, £3.99 cassette 
Ever wanted to be Indiana 
Jones? All those courageous 

missions In mystical lands, dealing 
with priceless treasures thought 
only to exist in legend. No? (Got it in 
one —Prod Ed.) Weil what about all 
those tasty women he gets his 
hands on? Yes, I thought so (sexist 
P ig -Ed) . , . 
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Co Incidentally, flick Dangerous, 
star of this Klxx corker, fits the Indy 

mold exactly and 
you can slip into 
his shoes for a 
taste of the action. 
Taking time off 
from his devotion 
lo stamp collecting 
(well, nobody's 
perfect), he cruises 
above the Amazon 
Jungle In his trendy 
go-fast plane then 
realises he's 
forgotten to fill up 
at the fuel station. 
What a plonker! 

Forced to crash land, he finds 
himself In a vast and hostile land, 
armed with only a handful of 
weapons (don't you just hate it when 
that happens? - E d ) , it's the 
kingdom of the Goolu, the vicious 
guardians of an ancient Aztec tomb 
crawling with foes and booby traps. 
But there's treasure In that there 
tomb, which Rick's got to get his 
greedy hands on. 

You guide the unfortunate bloke 
through this multi-screened platform 
affair using just a gun, a trusty stick 
and some dynamite. Not • lot 
considering the vicious traps 
awaiting you. 

There's the good old roiling 

J^UCJJJ^JJ 
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boulder for starters, poisoned darts, 
walls of flame and oodles of Goolus, 
who ain't too happy about you haif-
inching their nest egg from the 
temple. 

It s a big old game — 85 screens, 
each with some new problem to 
baffle your brain cells. The traps are 
well thought out, requiring quick 
thinking to conquer, often involving 
Ingenious use of your weapons. 

Rick Dangerous is great lun to 
play, it > little on the tricky side, with 
a rainbow of colours and 
atmospheric bleeps to get you 
Into the swing of things. 
With a cheapo price tag, 
those who fancy a bit of 
dangerous living could 
be in for more than they 
bargained fort 
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Kixx, £3.99 cassette 

I Whoooot It's the boogie man 
and he's coming to get ya! (Are 

you absolutely sure there isn't 
something hiding under your bed?) 
For those who aren'1 scared of things 
going bump in the night (such as 
Nicko after eating vast quantities of 
cheese before bo-bo time), read on... 

You are the bravest of knights, 
Arthur, a mellow kind of chappy until 
his girlie gets captured (oh whoopee-
doc, another bllnkin' girl's blouse — 
Ed). Whacking on the shiniest suit of 
armour in his wardrobe, he leaps to 
the rescue. 

Problem is, he's got half of hell 
between him and his loved one: 
battling his way through five horrific 
levels he meets more zombies than ol' 

Wacko Jecko In the Thriller video! 
Arfur sets out with lance In hand, 

across scrolling landscapes, pursued 
by particularly amorous ghosties, 
chased by the undead, and If he's 
especially unlucky, he might get 
grabbed by the ghoulies! (Cue hlgh-
pltched squeals—Ed) 

Should he touch any of these 
nasties, his armour falls off, leaving 
the poor chap In his undies. Any 
contact after this Initial 
embarrassment and our hero 
becomes a crumpled pile of bones. 

Birthday suit aside, he's got a few 
tricks up his sleeve to deal with the 
menaces: firebombs to singe the 
suckers, axes to cleave craniums and 
daggers to stick to em. There's also 
handy things In the odd treasure 
chest, but these sometimes contain 

Hit Squad, £3.99 
cassette 

^ ^ Life's a major downer for 
Armakuni lately. There he 

wm In T2th century Japan, having 

a whale of a time as a nlnja master, 
when an evil Shogun named 
KunHoki threw the proverbial 
spanner In the works, wiping out 
most of Armakuni's chums... 

A« If this wasn't enough, a greet 

mad wizards who turn him Into a duck. 
The scenery's beautifully drawn — 

mined tunnels, a flying carpet scene, a 
cave made entirely of skeletons — as 
you approach the castle to rescue the 
princess. 

My only gripe is It's really hard, and 
the way you're returned to the start of 
each level when you lose a lite Is 
bioomin' frustrating. 
Nonetheless, as well as 
having fab graphics and 
trfff sound (especially 
on128K),it'sa 
compelling and addictive 
platform romp. 

pulsating light enveloped him, 
magically transporting him to 
present day New York. Strawth! 
Wotta pain! Thing is, that rascal 
Kunftoki has made his way there 
too. So the battle continues... 

Finding himself in Central Park 
with nothing more than his raw 
nlnja skills, Armakuni soon finds 
himself In a spot of bother. Ail the 
parities are out to get him, as are 
the local coppers! 

He runs around the many 
screens dodging or confronting 
attackers white searching for 
trol ls, keys and weapons. If he 
can escape the park, It's press the 
play button time (yes, It's a multi-
loader, even on 128K) and on to 
five other levels. 

There's the streets of downtown 
Manhattan, the sewers, an opium 
factory and an office (gasp, surely 
not such a dangerous and 
despicable place as this!) before 
the final confrontation in Kundoki's 
retreat 

There's tons of arse to kick, all 
in 3D perspective, and the moves 
at your disposal are numerous. 
Consequently, control's tricky to 
master. 

But don't panic If you can't stop 
performing backward 

I 
I 

and jumping off high ledges at 
first In time, the way of the ninja 
comes to you, revealing a truly 
amazing game. 

Even by today s standards, the 
graphics are quite something. 
Armakunl s acrobatic movements 
and weapons certainly b r i n g out 

the kung-fu in you. The vast map of 
scenery is detailed and realistic, 
and there are nifty sounds and 
tune into the bargain. 

Last Ninja 2% a 
scream once you've 
sussed out those 
overwhelming controls 
so git yer black belts on 
and kick some butt! 

Rating 
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Kixx, E3.99 cassette 

•
Once you could walk into 
an arcade and guarantee 

seeing a iour-player Gauntlet 
machine. For some reason no one 
ever wanted to control the ett. Lord 
knows why cos he s the fastest 
character (being a little squirt with 
a pillocky name like Questor 
probably had a lot to do with it). 

Now Kixx have rereleased 
Gauntlet. The Deeper Dungeons 
and Gauntlet II on one compo. so 
the scraps over who plays which 
character can start all over again! 

For those unfamiliar with the 
Gauntlet plotllne, a party of three 

heroes and one heroine are lost in 
a maze of dark and dank 
dungeons. Thor the Warrior. Thyra 
the Valkrie. Merlin the Wizard and 
Questor the EH must battle their 
way to treedom pasl stacks of 
weirdos. 

Some, like ghosts, gnints, 
demons and lobbers. are easy-

peasy to splatter. But the likes ot 
sorcerers, acid puddles and me 
old mate Desmond Death to take 
more than a few potshots to 
conquer. 

But beware, cos contact with 
the phantasmagorical denizens 
lowers the old energy level. Food 
and drink (but no tatcheljare 
scattered around the place so pick 
em up quickly to give your health 
a boost. 

To escape the nasty old 
spooksome dungeons, the lab 
foursome ( l iar-Thyra looks 

nothing like Ringo Starr! —Ed) 
collect the keys lying around and 
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Kixx, £3.99 casset te 
Pool nuts get well ratty If you 
say their hobby's the sign ot a 

misspent youth. What do they 
expect? The only place you find full-

sized tables Is in the 
boozer! Even then 

, they're not level, the 
cloth looks like a 

' dog's wiped its bum 
on It and the cues are 

either missing a tip or 
banana-shaped! 

V Luckily, those jolty nice 
peeps at Kixx have 

rereleesed 30 Pool so you can enjoy 
the fun without the passive smoking 
and drunken slobs! 

Dispensing with the bog-standard 
overhead view, 30 Poo/features 

find the exit tiles lurking in each 
dungeon. These lead to the next or 
a later level (usually specified), but 
some move around and others are 
red herrings, painted tiles that are 
a right royal pain in the posterior. 

I loved the arcade versions of 
both Gauntlet and Gauntlet It. 

indeed, at the time of review 
Gauntlet received a wopping 
9 2 V But time has sadly taken 
its toll, and in the light of the 
isometric splendour of 
Gauntlet III this package is 

I
rather dated. 

But three games tor tour 
quid is still good value if you 

snazzy Freescape-type graphics, 
allowing full 360 perspective around 
the table and eye-level view. 

It's impressive stuff on first play — 
you spend more time walking round 
the table than playing shots (Terry 
Griffiths, eat yer heart out)! Rotation 
of the table Is a little jerky but doesn't 
affect gamepiay. 

Too many pool and snooker stms 
are let down by bad execution—the 
balls don't move properly, they never 
stop rolling, or the power of shots 
bear no relation to that offered by the 
control. 

Fortunately, this Is not the esse In 
3-D Pool. The control method Is 
difficult at first, as the cue is not 
Illustrated — the Inlay asks you to 
Imagine It! This Isn't as annoying as It 
sounds, though, and once you've got 
the hang of It you're away. 

There's loadsa options on offer. 
Tournament play pits your skills 
against computer-controlled 
opponents, ending with a final against 
Maltese Joe. Trouble Is, all the 
computer bods play like Steve 
bleedin' Davis, so you can forget the 
final! 

tn practice mode, you play one frame 
against anyone except Joe. There's no 
chance to practice on your own, which 
Is a bit of a pain, but you can take on a 
mate. The set trickshots are pretty 

missed 
them first time 
around. Hack 
yourself a slice of 
coin-op history! 

Mm 

Ftatir •9 
| 7 9 % 

DEEPER DUNGEONS 

8 1 % 

O v e r a l l 
8 1 % 

tabby too, and there's even a trickshot 
editor Included (not guilty - Ed)! 

Overall presentation's a weeny bit 
week, with poor Intro screens and an 
unclear power display. The graphics 
are functional if unremarkable, and If 
you don't like the screen and border 
colours change them to suit yourself. 

Obviously, all this takes toll on 
running speed — It's slow and the 
baHs flicker a tittle as they collide. 
Even so, presenting a game like this 
on the Speccy Is a mammoth task. 30 
Pool is an incredible achievement and 
how they squeezed It 
Into 48K of memory Is 
beyond me. If you're 
Into snooker sims, 
this is an essential 
purchase! 
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| 'fun with our cover-mounted chee, 

J 

.. 84 fun-packed pages with more 
tips, news, reviews and wacky features to get stuck 

„ „ „ . into (missus!). 
More amusing pictures from the CRASH Zoo to cut out 

r n m n . . . a n d " s e I n school projects (wild. man!). 
Competitions, Corky, Craziness and Carrots - they're 

all in the next rug-rocked issue, on sale April 23! 

Here's a game to put your mind to. Played by Yanks 
with odd-shaped balls, it's an amazing American 
Football conversion with butch blokes and pom-poms! 
Why bother going out onto a cold playing field when 
you can load up the Powertape version and sip a cup of 

w h " e ^ t c h the teams beat each other , « i 

My name is: 
And I live at: 

Postcode (you're not properly addressed without It):. 

To the Newsagent: CRASH Is a monthly publication Irom Europress 
Impact Ltd (0584 875851) and is distributed by COMAG on firm sale. 

H Chomping on the cheese straws in the 
comer we've got... 

•YABBADABBA 

This is the ultimate read tor all Speccy and SAM owners — and that's a 
fact! We've been hearing reports of kiddles bursting Into tears when 
they find out the last copy has |ust been sold! So please, dear 
newsagent, take note of this heart-felt plea... 

r Could you please pop a copy of CRASH through my letterbox • 
C Stick one under the counter alongside the cheapo bubble gums and 
'grown-up' magazines (don't get them mixed up!) mt> 

Join Fred, Barney, Wilma and Betty in their 1 

first computer game 

P
adventure. Gasp at the 1 

k j L | realism of the graphics 
as you zoom around • 

W f ^ j g W Bedrock taking in the 
ST sights! Tantalise your taste • 

buds as you pull into the 
>SJ drive-in cafe and order a • 

r Y Brontiburger with all the 
W trimmings! Yes • 

C C c p \ J ' J sirree, you can 
J T N fcp ' ^ • k b e c o m e a • 

« ^ M Hanna-Barbera 
^ character for a • 

day with next 
• ^ f ^ month's CRASH! i 

• ApHI fool! 



HARDWARE 
512X AMIGA 5004 
AS20 TV MODULATOR 

$ornmM atmmiHMiitr 
BART SIMPSON C24J9 
CAPT PLAICT t PUWCTEERS £25J9 
LEMMIWJS QSJ9 

PLUS! 16 NIGHTS FREE 
HOLIDAY ACCOMMODATION SUCA W«E • WC W • FWE OIUVEfK SILICA PRICE - INCLUDES VAT + FREE DELIVERY 

FREE! FROM SILICA 
WITH EVERY 

The new Arcade Action Games Pack Is THE 
software compendium tor Amiga owners, featuring 
ten top titles with a variety of different types of 
games for you to enjoy. Each title is packaged in 
its own plastic case, with a colour sleeve and full 
instructions. The Arcade Action Pack is FREE! 
when you buy your Amiga 500 from Silica. 

I B M M L ) _ £ 2 1 9 . 7 8 
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ARCADE ACnON GAMES PACK 
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FREE! PHOTON PAINT 2.0 
GRAPHICS PACKAGE J 

Every Amiga 500 from Silica Systems comes with a FREE 
Photon Paint 20 (RRP £89 95). one ol the most advanced 
art packages available for the Amiga With it. you will be 
able to harness the extraordinary graphics power ol the 
Amiga and produce inspirational 
pictures in minutes. With 4096 
colours, your pictures will reach life-
like appearance These can be 
animated in real-time using a vast 
range ol graphical effects, including 
blending colours and dithering, 
stencils, shadowing, - J f ^ ' l -
contour mapping and C Q Q Q C 
surface mapping. fcUvavv 

( f 0 f « 16 NIGHTS HOLIDAY 
r J Y M e HOTEL ACCOMMODATION 

Every Amiga from Silica comes with a FREE 72 page, full 
colour brochure with accommodation vouchers. These 
vouchers entitle 2 people to stay up to 16 nights in one 
hotel (or any number of hotels to a total of 16 nights) with 
accommodation FREE (you 
could take up to six nights for 
four people, or other options). 
Choose from the 250 hotels 
featured in the catalogue All 
you have to pay for are your 
meals (prices are listed in the 
brochure). Reduced rates in lop 
London hotels and hotels in 
France are also featured. 

I TOTAL FREE PACKAGE) 
ARCADE ACTION PACK - £229.78: 
Asteilx - By Coktel Vision £24.99 
Chess Player 2150 - By cp software £24.95 
Drivin' Force - By Digital Magic £24.95 
Live & Let Die - By Ente £19.99 
Onslaught - By Hewson £24.99 
Pipe Mania - By Empire Software £24.99 
Rick Dangerous - By Firebird £24.99 
Rock 'n' Roll - By Rainbow Arts £19.99 
Skweek - By us Gold £19.99 
Trivial Pursuit * By Domark £19.95 
ART PACKAGE - £89.95: 
Photon Paint 2.0 - By Microiiiusions £89.95 

TOTAL RRP: £319.73 

FREE! 
WORTH 
NEARLY: 

PLUS! 

£320 
HOLIDAY ACCOMMODATION 

SILICA SYSTEMS OFFER YOU 
• FREE OVERNIGHT COURIER DELIVERY: On all Hardware orders shipped in the UK 
• TECHNICAL SUPPORT HELPLINE: team ol Amiga technical experts at your service. 
• PRICE MATCH: We normally match competitors on a "Same product - Same price" basis 
• ESTABLISHED 12 YEARS: Proven (rack record in professional computet sales 
• BUSINESS * EDUCATION * GOVERNMENT: Volume discounts available for large orders 
• SHOWROOMS: Demonstration and training facilities at our London a Stdcup branches 
• THE FULL STOCK RANGE: All ol your Amiga requirements Irom one supplier. 
• FREE CATALOGUES: Will be mailed to you with otters and software/peripheral details. 
• PAYMENT: By cash, cheque and »n major credit cards 
Before you decide when lo buy your new Amiga computer, wfl suggest you think vwy carefully about 
WHERE you buy it Consider what H mil be hk* a lew months ahei buying your Amiga, when you may 
require additional peripherals or software, or help and advice with youi new purchase And, will the 
company you buy hom contact you with details or new products? At Silica Systems, we ensure thai 
you will nave nolh-ng to worry about We have been established tor over 12 years and. with our unnvaN-
•d experience and expertise, we can now claim to meet our customers requirements with an understan-
ding which is second to none But don't just take our word tor il Complete and return ihe coupon now 
tor our latest Free literature and begin 10 experience the Silica Systoms Service" 

MAIL ORDER 
CM* [in*t Op«" 

LONDON SHOP: 
Opmfl Mour, Mon-sa SJOmvSJOpm 

LONDON (SELFRIOGES): 
Qeawnp rtous. 

^ ^ ^ ^ h ^ e l ^ l T h e t i e ^ ^ I d c t l ^ e n ^ M r J C i y Te i oa: .<09 : n f 
y— m»»4«pe hoV«w W—ppe—• y mi t w c w 

52 Tottenham Court Road London. W1P OSA Tel: 0 7 1 5 M 4000 
UH MjM- TlVj'W*, until aom 

SIDCUP SHOP Qtmr.r̂  Hrm/fc 

1st Floor. 369 Oxlord Street, London, W1A 1AB 
UW>SM IXnUOpn t s n d n i i e n w 

f»« No on-st3tm 
Tel 071429 1234 

AM H* wrtwiwxi MM 
1-4 The Mews, 

noo-sw (ocwm saopw 
Hatherley Rd. Sideup, Kent. DA14 4DX Tel. 081362 M i l 

. W j ^ ^ ^ ^ y i M i 'am 'u , MlMSOOir 

^ o : Silica Systems. Dept CRASm892-60.1-4 The Mews, Hathertey Rd, Sidcup. Ken, DA1440X 

| [ P LEASE SEND FREE AMIGA COLOUR CATALOGUE 

I 
Mr/Mrs/Ms: Initials: Surname: 

Address: ... 

M A I L O R D E R H O T L I N E 

081-309 1111 SILICA 
SYSTEMS 

| Postcode: „.., Tel 

j^Which computers), if any, do you own? . 6 0 ^ 

EftOC I d w M PVH ml HwcitriiMn mm) dwf l SIMM <«b« H H40> IV Uli MW FhrwlMn 



IT'S WORTH 
A COOL 
£4,000! 
IT'S THE 

HOTTEST 
GUN GAME 

EVER! 
AND IT 

COULD BE YOURS! 

CALL:0839-993329 

CALL:0839-993328 
CHECK THIS OUT! 
WIN THE ULTIMATE 
WRESTLING GAME! 
WRESTLEFEST 
FEATURING: HULK HOGAN • BIG BOSS 
MAN • JAKE THE SNAKE • ULTIMATE 
WARRIOR • MILLION DOLLAR MAN • 
MR PERFECT • AND LOTS LOTS MORE! 

CALL:0839-993327 

BUTT 
HE'S A RIGHT 
HARD NUT 
0 8 3 9 -
654302 

YOU AINT HEARD NOTHING YET! 
LISTEN TO OUR JOKES OR 
WHY NOT TELL US YOURS! 

0839-
654301 

SPEAK T O ^ ^ ^ H 
0839-654327 

Calls cost 36p (cheap rate) and 48p (at all other times) per minute inc. VAT. MEGAFONE, Sandyiands House, Morecambe. LA3 1DG. 
IF YOU DON'T PAY THE BILL PLEASE ASK PERMISSION BEFORE YOU CALL. 


